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THE HEADINGS OE THE PSALMS

The present article is the second part of a discussion of the

headings of the Psalms which was begun in the January

number of this Review. In that article the evidence from

comparative literature and history bearing on the headings

was examined, with the result that the weight of the evidence

was seen to favor the probability that psalms were composed

in Hebrew as early as the time of David, of Moses, and even

of Jacob. An examination of the contents of the psalms

themselves shows no indications of post-captivity origin suf-

ficient to impugn the direct and explicit evidence of the head-

ings as to the authorship and occasions of the psalms. I then

commenced a consideration of the historical character of the

headings of the psalms, by giving first of all a classification

of the different kinds of headings. I shall now proceed to

test the headings further by examining in the second place,

the vocabulary of the headings, and last of all, the evidence

in support of the text of the headings as found in the Textus

Receptus.

II. Vocabulary of the Headings

I. Words for Different Kinds of Songs.

( I ) Shur, “to sing,” occurs 87 times in the Old Testa-

ment. 27 of these are in the Psalms; 5^ in Book I. (vii. i,

xiii. 6, xxi. 14, xxvii. 6, xxxiii. 3) ;
d in Book II. (Ivii. 8,

lix. 17, Ixv. 14, Ixviii. 5, 26, 33) ;
2 in Book HI. (Ixxxvii. 7,

Ixxxix. 2) ;
(S’in BookIV. (xcvi. I 2, xcviii. i,ci. i, civ. 33,

1 Where the Arabic numerals are written in italics the reference is

as here to times of occurrence.
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cv. 2, cvi. 12) ;
6 in Book V. (cviii. 2, cxxxvii. 3, 4, cxxxviii.

5, cxliv. 9, cxlix. i). In the headings, it occurs once in Book

I. (vii. i); I in Book III. (Ixxxix. i); j in Book IV.

(xcvi. I, xcviii. i, ci. i)
;
i in Book V. (cviii. i) ; i.e. six

times in all.

Elsewhere the verb occurs in Jud. v. i, 3, i Sam. xviii. 6,

2 Sam. xix. 36 bis, i Kings x. 12, Is. v. i, xxvi. i, xlii. 10,

Zeph. ii. 14, Ez. xl. 44, Ex. xv. i his, 21, Num. xxi. 17, Jer.

XX. 13, Prov. XXV. 20, Job xxxiii. 27, xxxvi. 24, Ecc. ii. 8

his, I Chron. (7), 2 Chron. (10), Ezra (d), Neh. {16), or

60 times in all.

The noun shir, “song,” is found 77 times in the Old Tes-

tament, of which 42 occur in the Psalter, as follows
: 4 in

Book I. (xxviii. 7, xxx. l, xxxiii. 3, xl. 4) ; p in Book II.

(xlii. 9, xlv. I, xlvi. I, xlviii. i, Ixv. i, Ixvi. i, Ixvii. i, Ixviii.

I, Ixix. 31); 5 in Book III. (Ixxv. i, Ixxvi. i, Ixxxiii. i,

Ixxxvii. I, Ixxxviii. i) : 5 in Book IV. (xcii. i, xcvi. l,

xcviii. I ) ;
2/ in Book V. It occurs elsewhere 35 times : Gen.

(7), Judges (7), Kings (7), Chronicles {14), Neh. (j),

Ecc. (2), Canticles (2), Prov. (7), Is. (5), Ezek. (2),

Amos (5).

Shird, “song,” occurs in Ex. xv. i, Num. xxi. 17, Deut.

xxxi. 19 his, 21, 22, 30, xxxii. 44, 2 Sam. xxii. i, Ps. xviii.

I, xlii. 3, Am. viii. 3, Is. v. i, xxiii. 15.

Further, the root and its derivatives seem to be found in

the other Semitic languages only when derived from the

Hebrew. Thus, in Onkelos and the Syriac Pentateuch it does

not occur but is translated always by sliabhah, or a deriva-

tive of it. In Samaritan the verb is rendered by shahhah
;

the noun, in Gen. xxxi. 27 is translated by rabban and in

Num. xxi. 17, Deut. xxxi. 19, xxxii. 44 is transliterated. In

Syriac, it is transliterated to denote the “Song of Songs”

and the noun shird is found once in Ephraim Syrus. In the

Syro-Palestinian, shird occurs in Ps. xcvii. i and elsewhere

;

and the verb is found in the causative stem (Aphel) in Ex.

XV. I, Ps. xcvii. I and in other places. It does not occur in

Arabic in either root or derivative, nor in Babylonian. It
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may be derived from the Sumerian sir “song.”^ From the

above evidence, it is clear that shir and its derivatives were

used in all parts of the Old Testament and in all periods of

the literature; so that no argument for the age of a docu-

ment can be based on its occurrence in that document.

(2) The verb zanuir, “to sing (praises),” is found p times

in Book I. (vii. 18. ix. 3, 12, xviii. 50, xxi. 14, xxvii. 6, xxx.

5, 13, xxxiii. 2) ; 74 in Book II. (xlvii. 7 his, 8, Ivii. 8, 10,

lix. 18, Ixi. 9, Ixvi. 2, 4 bis, Ixviii. 5, 33, Ixxi. 22, 23) ;
i in

Book III. (Ixxv. 10) ;
6 in Book IV. (xcii. 2, xcviii. 4, 5, ci.

I, civ. 33, cv. 2) ;
and p in Book V. (cviii. 2, 4, cxxxv. 3,

cxxxviii. I, cxliv. 9, cxlvi. 2, cxlvii. i, 7, cxlix. 3) ; jp
times in all. It occurs, also, in Jud. v. 3, 2 Sam. xxii. 50, Is.

V. 6, xii. 5, Lev. xxv. 3, 4, i Chron. xvi. 9.

Zimra in the sense of “psalm” or “melody” occurs once

each in Book III. (Ixxxi. 3) and in Book IV. (xcviii. 5) ;

and also, in Gen. xliii. ii, Amos v. 23 and Is. li. 3.

Zimrdth occurs once in Book V. (cxviii. 14) ;
also in Ex.

XV. 2 and in Is. xii. 2.

Zamir occurs in Cant. ii. 12.

Zemir occurs once each in Book IV. (xcv. 2) and Book

V. (cxix. 54) ;
and also in 2 Sam. xxiii. i. Is. xxiv. 16,

xxv. 5 and Job xxxv. 10.

Mizmor occurs only in the titles of the Psalms; Book I.

(22); Book II. ( 72 ); Book III.
( 72 ); Book IV. (4);

Book V. (7) ;
altogether, 57 times.

In Babylonian, we have the verb zamdru “to sing, or play,”

zamarii “song,” zammeru “singer,” and tazmertu “song.”

In Aramaic, we have z’mar “to sing,” zammar “singer,”

zemer “song,” zimra and z’mara “music” and z’mera “song”

and mizmora “psalm.” In Syriac, we have z’mar “to sing,”

z’moro “song,” mazmura “psalm,” zammoro and m’zam-

mcrono “singer,” ziimoro “chant” and zamruro “tibia.” In

2'6‘ir “song” is found in Langdon’s work, pp. 68, 70, and is translated

by the Babylonian zamaru, and on pp. 286, 316, is a synonym of

ersemma “psalm.” Especially significant is the phrase sir Dingir addamu,

where the word sir is followed by the name of the author.
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Arabic, zamara means “to play,” zamr “sound,” zammar

“flute-player,” zemarah “piping,” zammarah and mizmarah

“reed instrument” and niazmiiran “psalm.”

Since, therefore, the root zmr and its derivatives are

found in all four families of the Semitic group of languages

and in all stages of Semitic literature, no argument for age

can be drawn from its use in the Hebrew documents of the

Old Testament.

(3) HUM, “to praise,” is found in the Psalms 74 times,

to wit: Book I. (5) ;
Book II. (7)

;

Book III. (p)

;

Book IV.

(5); and Book V. (55). It is found, also, in Jud. (/);

Samuel (/)

;

Isaiah (5)

;

Joel (/) ;
Jeremiah {2) Proverbs

(4) ;
Chronicles (tp)

;

Ezra (j) ;
Nehemiah {2) ;

in Genesis

xii. 15 and Cant. vi. 9.

T’hilld, “praise,” is found in the Psalms in Book I. (/) ;

Book II. {8 ) ; Book III. (2) ;
Book IV. (5) ;

Book V. (8).

Also, in Ex. XV. ii; Deut. {2) ;
Isa. (//) ; Jer. (6 ) ;

Hab.

( / ) ;
Zeph. (2) ;

Chron. (2)

;

and Neh. (2). The verb and its

derivatives do not occur in the Targum. In Onkelos, the verb

and its derivatives are always rendered by shabbah and its de-

rivatives. The verb occurs in Syriac, also the noun hulolo

“hymn.” It corresponds to the Babylonian aldlu or eMu,

“to rejoice, or play music.” In Arabic, we have the verb

hallal “to praise God,” (cf. tahlU “act of praising,” and tahal-

liil “shout of joy”).

In view of the evidence, it cannot therefore be held that

the use of the verb or its derivative in a Hebrew document

is evidence of age.

(4) Rdnan, “to shout or sing for joy,” occurs in the

Psalms 26 times :—in Book I. (5) ;
Book II. (6) ;

Book III.

(4) ;
Book IV. (6) ;

Book V. (5). Besides it is found in Lev.

ix. 24; Deut. xxxii. 43; Isa. i-xxxix. (d), xl-lxvi. (8);

Jer. (3); Lam. (7); Zeph. (7); Zech. (7); Prov. (5);

Job (2) ;
and in i Chron. xvi. 33.

Rinnd, “cry or singing,” occurs in the Psalms 15 times :

—

in Book I. (2); in Book II. (j) ;
in Book III. (7); in

Book IV. (2); in Book V. (7). It occurs, also, in Kings
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(i>)
;
Prov. xi. lO; Is. i-xxxix. {2)-, xl-lxvi. (7); Zeph.

(/)

;

Jer. (j) ;
2 Chron. (.?).

R’nmid, “singing or triumphing,’’ occurs in Book II. (Ixiii.

6) and in Book IV. (c. 2) ;
also in Job (2).

The root is not found in Syriac; and in Babylonian and

Arabic it has a different sense. Onkelos renders it by shabbah

“to praise,” as does the Samaritan in Lev. ix. 24. R’nan oc-

curs in New Aramaic and r’ndna, “song,” in New Hebrew

and New Aramaic.

Unless one is prepared to put Proverbs, Deut. xxxii. 43,

all of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Zephaniah and the Books of Kings

down after the Captivity, he will be compelled to admit that

this root and its derivatives offer no proof of the lateness

of the documents which contain it.

(5) The verb ‘and is translated “to sing” in Hos. ii. 17,

Num. xxi. 17, I Sam. xxi. ii, xxix. 5, Ezra iii. ii, and Ps.

cxlvii. 3. Since nearly all critics put Hosea, i Samuel, and

Numbers xxi at an early date, the use of this word in

a psalm would give no evidence that the document is late.

Onkelos in Num. xxi. 17 renders it by shabbah “to praise.”

(6) N’ghid, “song” or “music,” will be treated in 2 (i).

(7) Miktdm occurs in the heading of Psalms xvi., Ivi.,

Ivii., Iviii., lix., and lx. The form is common to all the

Semitic languages. A root in the sense of “hide” occurs in

Babylonian and Arabic
;
but in Hebrew and Syraic the root

means “to mark or spot.” Miktdm itself is found in no

other language except Hebrew and there only in the headings

of these six psalms. The LXX rendered it by (TTTj\oypa(f>ia

which Jerome in his version of the LXX renders by tituli

inscriptio. In his Psalteriiim jiixta Hebraeos, he renders by

humilis ef simplex (xvi, Ivi-lix) and by humilis et perfectus

(lx. i). He evidently follows the Targum which ordinarily

divides miktdm into two words mak and tarn which it ren-

ders by makik ushelim “tender and perfect” (Ivi. i, Ivii. i,

Iviii. I, lix. i)
;
by parshegen “copy or explanation” (lx. i) ;

and by g’Ufa t’risa “an emended inscription” (xvi. i).

Aquila and Symmachus agree with the Targum in dividing
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the word into two. Evidently, even when the earliest versions

were made, the word was so old that it had passed out of

use and its meaning had been forgotten. This argues for the

antiquity of the headings.

(8) Maskll occurs in the headings of twelve psalms, seven

of which are in Book II. (xlii, xliv., xlv., lii., liii., liv.,

Iv.)
;
four in Book III. (Ixxiv, Ixxviii., Ixxxviii., Ixxxix.)

;

and one in Book V. (cxlii). The verb is found in Arabic,

Babylonian, Aramaic and Hebrew. The form is good Se-

mitic and good Hebrew. The root is found in the Kal stem

in I Sam. xviii. 30; in the Piel in Gen. xlviii. 14; in the

Hiphil, in Gen. (i); Deut. {2); Jos. (i); Sam. (3);

Kings (2 ) ;
Is. (j)

;

Jer. ( 6 ) ;
Amos (/) ;

Dan. (p) ;
Prov.

(jj); Job. (j) ;
Chron. (2); Neh. (2). The derivative

sekel is found in i Sam. (7) ;
Prov. (d)

;
Dan. (7) ; Job

(7) ;
Chron. (4) ;

Ezra (7) ;
Neh. (7). It is obvious, there-

fore, that the word may have been used in any period of

Hebrew literature. That its exact meaning was unknown to

the earliest translators and that it does not occur in either

the Hebrew or Aramaic of the Targums or Talmud, or in

any Semitic language, or dialect, except the Hebrew of the

Old Testament, argue in favor of the headings having

been written long before the first versions were made.

(9) T’philld, “prayer,” occurs in 2 Sam. vii. 27, Kings

(70)

;

Prov. (j) ;
Isa. (5) ; Jer. (2), and Lam. (2) ;

Dan.

(3) ;
Jonah (7), and Hab. (7)

;

Chron. (72) ;
Neh. (j), and

Job (7). In the Psalms, it occurs in Book I. (d)

;

Book II.

(p) ;
Book HI. (d)

;

Book IV. (4)

;

Book V. (d). In the

sense of “to pray” the verb is used only in the Hithpacl

where it occurs in Gen. (2)

;

Num. (j) ;
Deut. (2) ;

Sam.

(77); Kings (7d); Is. (7); Jer. (70); Jonah (2); Dan.

(2) ; Job (2) ;
Chr. (75) ;

Ezra (7) ;
Neh. (4). The root

and derivative occur in New Hebrew; but not in Arabic,

Babylonian or Syriac, nor in the same sense in the Aramaic

of the Targum and Talmud. It follows, therefore, that no

argument for late date can be made from the appearance of

this word in a Hebrew document.
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(10) Toda, “thanksgiving.” occurs in Psalms xxvi. 7,

xlii. 4, 1. 14, 23, Ivi. 13, Ixix. 31, xci. 2, c. i, cvii. 22, cxvi.

17, cxlvii. 7; also, in Is. li. 3, Am. iv. 5, Jon. ii. 10, Jer.

xvii. 26 ( ?), XXX. 19, xxxiii. ii
;
Chr. (5) ;

Ezra x. ii ( ?) ;

Neh. (4). The Hiphil, in the sense of “give thanks,” occurs

in the Psalms in Book I. (ii)

;

Book II. (ij)

;

Book III.

(4)

;

Book IV. (4)

;

Book V. (24)

;

elsewhere, in Gen. (2)

;

Sam. (i); Kings (j), Is. (5); Jer. (7); Job (j) ;
Prov.

(7) ;
Chr. (75) ;

Ezra (7), Neh. (3). In Syriac, the Causa-

tive of the verb and its derivatives alone are used, but always

in the sense of “confess” or “promise.” In New Hebrew and

New Aramaic the Causative is used in the sense of “thank,”

but not the noun in the sense of “thanksgiving.” In Arabic

and Babylonian, neither root, nor derivative is found. Here,

again, no argument for date can be found in the use of this

word in a Hebrew document.

( 1 1 ) Shiggaion^ is found in the Hebrew Bible only in Ps.

vii. I and Hab. iii. i. The verb in Hebrew means “to err”
;
but

in Arabic and Babylonian “to lament.” The Babylonian has,

also, shign “lamentation” a synonym of takribtu and tanihu.

The LXX renders it in Ps. vii. i by “psalm” and in Hab. iii.

I by “ode.” Jerome in his version of the Hebrew of Ps. vii. i

and Hab. iii. i renders it by ignoratio. The Syriac omits

and the Targum paraphrases both verses, so that their

testimony amounts to nothing. Aquila and Symmachus ren-

der by “error” or “an unknown thing.” We are forced to

conclude, therefore, that the meaning of the word was un-

known to the early translators; and this leads us to suppose

that the word was so old when they translated, that its

special meaning was already lost. The generalization

“psalmos” of the LXX and the variations of the meaning

“error” favor an early date for the heading.

® Some commentators compare this word to Haggaion (Ps. ix. 17, xix.

15, xcii. 4, Lam. iii. 62) a word meaning “meditation.” The form is the

same and this would slightly favor the meaning of “lamentation.” Many
of the Sumerian hymns are called lamentations. (See Langdon both in

his introduction and in the psalms, especially the subscriptions.)
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2. Words for Musical Instruments

(1) N’gind, “song,” or “music,” occurs in Psalms iv. ,1,

vi. I, liv. I, Iv. I, Ixi. I, Ixvii. i, Ixix. 13, Ixxvi. i, Ixxvii. 7;

or Book I. (2)

;

Book II. (5) ;
Book III. (2)

;

and in Is.

xxxviii. 20, Plab. iii. 19, Lam. iii. 14, v. 14 and Job xxx. 9.

Nogcn, “player on an instrument,” is found only in Ps.

Ixviii. 26. The verb is found in i Sam. (7) ;
Kings (3) ;

Is.

(2); Ezek. (j), and Ps. xxxiii. 3. Ndgan and nglnd are

found in New Hebrew and New Aramaic in the sense of

“to play an instrument” and “music.” The root and deriva-

tives are absent from Arabic and Syriac; but in Babylonian

the noun ningutu, or nigutu is of frequent occurrence.^

Mr. A. Cowley of Oxford in his work, Aramaic Papyri

of the Fifth Century B.C., gives the root the meaning “to

inflict suffering” and suggests that the word n’gind in the

headings of the psalms may mean “affliction.” This may be

so or not
; but it is certain that it was not so understood by

the translators of any of the great primary versions of

antiquity. The Aramaic Targum renders it by h’nag^ shah-

bah, Pmar, or n’gan; the Syriac by z’mar, n’fak, n’kash,

haddi and ranni; Aquila by some form of Z7nr; Symmachus

by kinnor, zmr, and h’go
;
LXX by i/'dAAetv, \pak(iAs, or

some similar word
;
Jerome in the direct translation from the

Hebrew by psallo and psalmus. However, whether it be taken

in one sense, or the other, or both, it is clear that its use

is no indication of the age of the document in which it

occurs.

(2) N’hiloth occurs in the Bible only in v. i. The Targum
interpreted it as meaning “musical instruments,” perhaps

deriving it from the root of halil “flute.” All the other ver-

sions, LXX, Jerome, Aquila and Symmachus, derive it from

the root ndhal meaning “to inherit.” In this latter sense the

root occurs, according to the division of the critics themselves,

in E, D, H and P. It occurs also, in Jos., Jud., Sam., Is., Zep.,

* See Muss-.^rnolt’s Dictionarj', Streck’s Assurbanipal, p. 542, and

Winckler’s Sargon. In the last named book “to make music” seems to

have become equivalent to “to make a festival.”
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Jer., Ek., Zech., Prov., Job, in i Ch. xxviii. 8 and in Psalms

Ixix. 37, Ixxxii. 8, cxix. 3. The noun nhala occurs in E, J,

D, P, Jos., Jud., Ru., Sam., Kings, Is., Jer., Lam., Ek., Joel,

Mi., Mai., Chr., Neh., Job and in the Psalms, Book I. {4) :

Book II. {2 ) ;
Book III. (5) ;

Book IV. (3)

;

Book V. (<5 ).

It is evident, therefore, that in this sense, the word of the

heading may have been used at any period of Hebrew litera-

ture. If we take the sense “musical instrument,” the closest

analogies containing the radical hal are the lialil “pipe” of

the Old Testament, which occurs in Sam., Kings, Is. and

Jer.; mahdl and m’Jwld “dance or dancing” which occur in

Ex., Jud., Sam., Cant., Jer., Lam. and Pss. xxx. 12, cxlix.

3, cl. 4. With these is to be compared the mahalath of the

titles of Pss. liii. and Ixxxviii.® In Babylonian we have the

verb haldlu “to play the flute”
;

'imlilii “flute-player” and

halhalatu “flute.” In this sense, also, the word may have been

used at any period of Hebrew literature.

(3) Haggittith (viii. i, Ixxxi. i, Ixxxiv. i) is translated

in the Targum and by Aquila in viii. i by “the harp (kinndr)

which was from Gath.” They have derived the word from

the name of the city of Gath, a city in which David resided

for some time with Achish, the king. The LXX, Jerome

and Aquila (in Ixxxi. i, Ixxxiv. i) render it by “wine-

press” as derived from gath a word occurring in Jud.

vi. 4, Joel iii. 13, Is. Ixiii. 2, Lam. i. 15 and Neh. xiii. 15.

5 Mahalath itself, however, is of very doubtful meaning as is evidenced

by the great variety of interpretation shown in the ancient versions.

Thus, the Targum in Kii. i paraphrases by “concerning the retribution

of the wicked who blaspheme the name of the Lord” (dekiris—Greek

Kvptos). The LXX transliterates by MaeAa^ and Jerome translates by

per chorum. In Ixxxviii. i the Targum is doubtful
; but may possibly

translate the phrase by “for a prayer.” The LXX transliterates as in

liii. I and Jerome renders by “per chorum.” Aquila renders the phrase

in liii. I by ‘Tor an antipihony” and Symmachus by “for a musical

chorus” and in Ixxxviii. i Aquila translates by “for her who is quick to

respond.”
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In either case, the derivation may easily have been used at

least as early as David.®

(4) Sh’mimth (vi. i, xii. i) is probably a harp or lyre of

“eight strings,” as the Targum translates. According to

Frank’^ the old Sumerians and Babylonians and Assyrians

had lyres with from five to twelve strings (or even twenty-

two or more!). The Egyptians had stringed instruments

with from one to at least fourteen strings,® long before the

time of David. So there is no reason why David may not

have had a harp with eight strings.

3. References and Directions.

The strongest proof, if possible, of the early date of the

headings lies in the fact that the directions and references

found in them had ceased to be understood when the earliest

translations were made. Even when the separate words were

understood, the meaning of the phrases was not clear to them.

( I ) Lam’nasse^h “to the chief musician” is the most

common of these directions. It is found at the head of

Psalms iv. i, v. i, vi. i, viii. i, ix. i, xi. i, xii. i, xiii. i,

xiv. I, xviii. l, xix. i, xx. i, xxi. i, xxii. i, xxxi. i, xxxvi.

I, xxxix. I, xl. I, xii. I, xlii. i, xliv. i, xlv. i, xlvi. i, xlvii.

I, xlix. I, li. I, lii. I, liii.' i, liv. i, Iv. l, Ivi. i, Ivii. i, Iviii. l,

lix. I, lx. I, Ixi. I, Ixii. i, Ixiv. i, Ixv. i, Ixvi. i, Ixvii. i,

Ixviii. I, Ixix. i, Ixx. i, Ixxv. l, Ixxvi. i, Ixxvii. i, Ixxx. i,

Ixxxi. I, Ixxxiv. I, Ixxxv. l, Ixxxviii. i, cix. l, cxxxix. i,

cxl. I. The Greek uniformly translates the phrase by ro

tcAos and adds it in xxxvii. i, xliii. i, xlviii. i, 1 . i. It will

be seen that it occurs ip times (in Greek 20 times) in Book

I, 25 (Gr. 28) in Book II., 8 in Book III. and 3 in Book V.

Of these 55 psalms (59 in Greek) 39 (Gr. 41) are by

® Three cities of the name of Gath (nos. 44, 63 and 70, of Mueller’s

lists) seem to be mentioned on the lists of Thothmes III, and one or

two in the Tel-el-Amarna letters. See Die Paldstinaliste Thutmosis III

by W. Max Mueller and the Tell-el-Amarna Letters by Hugo Winckler.

^ See Studien cur babylonischen Religion, 229-235.

® See Erman’s Aegypten und Aegyptisclies Leben im Altertum, 340 f.
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David, 9 (Gr. lo) are Korahite, 5 (Gr. 6) are by Asaph,

and 2 are anonymous.

In Babylonian the verb means “to arrive in New Ara-

maic and Syriac “to conquer”
;
in Syriac, also, “to preside,”

or “be over”; in New Hebrew, “to conquer” and “to praise.”

The Greek translation seems to be connected with the sense

of the Babylonian root.® Aquila, Theodotion, Symmachus

and Jerome’s version from the Hebrew all give it the sense

of “victor,” or “victory.” The Targum translates it “to

praise.”

If many of the psalms were written in Greek times, and

especially in the second century b.c., it is hard to see why a

word of such doubtful meaning should have been used in the

heading and how the meaning could have passed out of the

knowledge of the Jews who made all of the early transla-

tions. The translations of the “later books of the Greek

Psalter may be assigned to the second half of the second

century” b.c.^° If so, the headings of the so-called Macca-

bean psalms must have been added within a few years of

their composition; and it is difficult to see how the trans-

lators, who so brilliantly and, on the whole, accurately

rendered the Hebrew of the body of the Psalms, should have

fallen down so completely in their understanding of the

significance of titles which, if this theory were correct, must

have been added by their own contemporaries.

(2) Shoshannim (xlv. i, Ixix. i, Ixxx. i) is in ARV
margin translated “lilies.” This is the rendering of Jerome’s

version of the Hebrew, of Aquila’s version of Ixix. i and

Ixxx. I and, in the more general sense of “flowers,” of

Symmachus for xlv. i, Ixix. i. The LXX and its versions

take the first sh to be the relative pronoun and p>oint the

rest of the word shenuyim as the passive participle kal and

render by “for alternate strains” or “for those who are de-

ranged, or estranged.” The Targum in its rendering “the

members of the Sanhedrin” (xlv. i, Ixxx. i) or “the cap-

® See Muss-Arnolt, p. 713.

See Swete’s Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, p. 25.
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tivity of the Sanhedrin” (Ixix. i) points to a reading sh

followed by the kal participle active, shonim, “teachers,”

since the Great Sanhedrin was intrusted with the duty of

sitting and passing judgment/^ These various readings and

renderings indicate that the meaning of this word was not

certain even at the time when the earliest versions were

made.

(3a) ‘al-muth-labhen (ix. i) AV. “upon (RV. “set to)

Muth-labben”
;
LXX “over the secrets of the son”; Jerome

and Symmachus, “pro morte filii”; Targum “concerning

the death of the man who went out from the midst of the

camp”
;
Aquila, “of the youth of the son.”

{h) The phrase ‘al-muth occurs, also, in xlviii. 15 where

AV and RV render “unto death” but the RV margin says

“Or, according to some ancient authorities, forever more.”

The LXX renders “for ever”
;
Jerome and Aquila, “unto

death”; Syriac, “over death”; the Targum “in the days of

our youth.”

(c) The phrase ‘al ‘aldmdth (xlvi. i) is rendered by the

AV “upon Alamoth”
; by the RV. “set to Alamoth.” Luther

has “von der Jugend”; LXX “about secret things”; Jerome

“pro juventutibus.”

(d) Labben. The AV and RV did not venture to trans-

late this word, which the LXX, Jerome, Aquila and Sym-

machus have rendered “of the son.” The Targum paraphrases

it by “the man who went out from the midst of the camp.”

This word may perhaps be explained from the Babylonian

where labnu means “thrown down, bowed down, fallen,

lowly, frail. There are many words in Hebrew whose lost

See Lewy’s Chaldaisches Worterbuch iiber die Targumim II. 175,

499.

See Muss-Arnolt under labanu, p. 470. The verb means “thrown

down, prostrate”; labnu, “fallen, lowly, frail”; lubnu, “downfall, oppres-

sion.” See the use of the noun lubnu in birth-omens (Dennefeld, Geburts-

Omina, pp. 52 and 214) . In the prayer to Ishtar published in King’s Seven

Tablets of Creation, line 91, we have the phrase mugri liben appia Time

stipea kinis naplisinnima “accept the lowliness of my face, hear my prayer,

truly pity me.” In a bilingual inscription in King’s Letters and Inscrip-
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meanings can 'be learned through the Babylonian^® If we

take this labnu as meaning the “humble,” or “lowly,” it

would be equivalent in meaning to the ‘ani “afflicted” of the

heading of Ps. cii.

(4) ‘Al ’ayyeleth ImshsJi-ahar (xxii. i ) is rendered “Upon

Aijeleth Shahar” (AV), or “set to Aijeleth hash-Shahar”

(RV), “concerning the morning aid” (LXX). The Targum

has “for the strength (t’kof) of the continual offering of the

morning.” Jerome has “for the morning stag” {pro cerz’O

matutino). The word in Aquila may mean either “stag,” or

“aid”; in Symmachus, it means “call” or “petition.” One is

tempted to connect it with the Babylonian alu “to lament”

and to refer it to the morning lamentation. The “set to” of

the English Revised is an interpretation, not a translation.

As long as the best interpreters are unable to agree on the

sense of the phrase, it is evident, that no argument for the

date of the psalm can be based upon it.

(5) ‘Al niahalathle‘anndth (Ixxxviii. i). “Upon Mahalath

Leannoth” (AV), or “set to Mahalath Leannoth” (RV,

marg. “for singing’'). LXX “upon Maeleth to respond,”

Luther “of the weakness of the miserable,” Targ. “for a

prayer.” Aquila “who is over her who is glad to respond,”

Jerome “per choram ad praecinendum.” Here again, the dis-

agreement of the different translators shows the impossibility

of arguing from these words as to the date of the document.

My opinion is that Jerome’s translation is to be preferred,

since dances and instruments of music are mentioned in con-

nection with the psalms of Israel as early as the time of Moses

tions of Hammurabi p. 176 we read; “May mankind in its myriads ad-

dress supplications unto thee
;
may they how down their faces (appasina

lilbinaku) in reverence before thee.” If Laban were from this root then

Rachel was the daughter of humility (laban) and the mother of

affliction (‘ani).

13 See my article on “Lost Meanings of Hebrew Roots” in the Presby-

terian and Reformed Review for 1902. In this article I have attempted

to show that many renderings of the LXX are derived from meanings

of Hebrew roots that are still preserved in Babylonian, but which were

lost from view after the time when the translation of the LXX was
made.
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(Ex. XV. 20, xxxii. 18), and also, in the time of Jephthah

(Jud. xi. 34, xxi. 21) and David (i Sam. xxix. 5) and even

in the Psalms (cxlv. 3, cl. 4). Further, there is no doubt that

ad praecinendum is a good rendering of le‘ami6 th}*

(6) ‘Al yonath ’elem rehdkim is rendered ; “Upon Jonath-

elem-rechokim” (AV)
;
or, “set to Jonath elem rehokim”

(RV)
;
or, “the silent dove of them that are afar off” (RV,

1st marg. note)
;
or, “the dove of the distant terebinths”

(RV second marg. note)
,
LXX has “for the people who were

removed from the sacred places (or saints),” Luther has

“von der stummen Taube unter den Fremden,” Jerome reads

“pro columba muta eo quod procul abierit.” The Targum

comments: “For the assembly of Israel which is like a silent

dove at the time when it is far from its cities.” Aquila reads :

“For the silent dove of the far removed”; Symmachus, “for

a dove when it is far from its own family.” The meaning of

the clause is the despair of our best scholars. Olshausen and

Bochart suggest “the dove of the distant terebinths.” Maurer

says “this mute dove of the distant ones may be the exiled

people of Israel,” his version being substantially the same as

Perowne’s. Hitzig transposes the first two letters of the

word for “silent” or “dumb,” and gets a word for “people.”

He might have gotten the meaning just as well by pointing

the text as if equivalent to the Arabic ’dl “family, kinsfolk.”

He translates “the dove of the people in the distant places.”

Murphy reads : “on the silent dove afar off.” Schultz trans-

lates “Taube der Verstummung (stillen Ergebung) der

Femen,” Delitzsch and Hengstenberg render “the mute (or

dumb) dove among strangers.”

Why such a sentence could not, or should not, have been

used of, or by, David, as well as later in the history of

Israel, is for the critics to show. Surely, doves were in

Palestine before the captivity. Hezekiah mourned like a

dove (Is. xxxviii. 14) Jeremiah tells the inhabitant of Moab
to be like a dove (xlviii. 28), Hosea says Ephraim is like a

The English version translates the word by “sing” in Num. xxi. 17,

Ps. cxlvii. 7, I Sam. xxi. 12, xxix. 5, Ezra iii. ii.
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silly dove (vii. ii) and Nahum speaks of the voice of

doves (ii. 7). Besides, Noah’s dove is mentioned in the

part of Genesis assigned to J and according to the critics J

hails from somewhere about 800 b.c. Dove’s dung is men-

tioned also in 2 Kings vi. 25 and elsewhere. ’Illem “dumb”

occurs in Is. xxxv. 6, Ivi. 10, Hab. ii. 18, Ex. iv. ii (J),

Prov. xxxi. 8 and Ps. xxxviii. 14. Rehokim is found in

Babylonian, as well as in Gen., Ex., Num., Deut., Jos., Jud.,

Sam., Kings, Isa., Jer., Ek., Dan., Joel, Mi., Hab., et al.

How, then, can any evidence for late date be derived from

this sentence? It cannot.

(7) ^Al tashhath, “destroy not,” seems to be clear as to

meaning. At least, all the ancient versions render it with

substantial agreement. Whether it refers to a tune, or to a

series of like kind of poems, or is a catch-word, is immaterial.

No argument for post-captivity usage can be based upon it,

since the same phrase is found in Deut. ix. 26, i Sam. xxvi.

9, Is. Ixv. 8.

(8) Ma'aloth, “ascents,” is from a root ‘aid “to go up.”

Thus, in Num. xiv. 40 the children of Israel said “we will

go up to the place which the Lord has promised.” In Deut.

xvii. 8 the Israelites are told “to go up to the place which

the Lord God shall choose.” In Jud. xx. 3, xxi. 5 they went

up to Mizpeh. In i Sam. i. 21 it is said that Elkanah and all

his house went up to offer unto the Lord the yearly sacrifice.

In Ex. xxxiv. 24 it speaks of Israel as going up three times in

the year to appear before God. In I Kings xii. 27 Jeroboam

says, “If this people continue to go up to make sacrifices in

the house of Jehovah at Jerusalem the heart of this people

shall return unto their lord Rehoboam.” In Is. ii. 3 and in

Mi. iv. 2 it is prophesied that in the last days many people will

say : “Come ye and let us go up to the mountains of Jehovah

to the house of the God of Jacob.” In Jer. iii. 6 we read:

“Arise ye and let us go up to Zion.”

There is no doubt, therefore, that “go up” was the or-

dinary term in use for the yearly, or other, ascents to the

house of the Lord at Jerusalem; and that these ascents were
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made to the sanctuary even before it was placed in Zion. It

is futile, therefore, to attempt to restrict the use of the

“ascents” to the going up of Ezra from the captivity in

Babylon. The burden of proof that this general term, used

in the plural number, must be confined to a particular jour-

ney, namely that of Ezra, rests upon those who assert it in

direct contradiction of the fact that the Hebrew Bible as-

signs four of these songs of the ascents (cxxii, cxxiv, cxxxi

and cxxxiii) to David and one (cxxvii) to Solomon.

(9) Hallehiyah, “praise Jehovah.” In view of the use of

the verb in Babylonian and in Gen. xii. 15 (J), Jud. xvi. 24,

2 Sam. xiv. 25, xxii. 4, Prov. xii. 8, xxvii. 2, xxviii. 4, it is

impossible to show that this title may not have been em-

ployed as early as the time of David. Besides, even in the

psalms the verb is not used merely in the titles
;
for we find

it in Ps. xxii. 23, 24, xxxv. 18, Ivi. 5, ii and Ixix. 31, 35,

Ixxiv. 21, Ixxxiv. 5, cii. 19, cvii. 32, cix. 30, cxv. 17, cxix.

II, 15, 16, cxlv. 2, cxlvi. 2, cxlviii. 5, 13, cxlix. 3, cl. 6 et al.,

as well as in the headings. No argument for date can be

made, therefore, from the use of this phrase.

(10) Shinnd ’eth ta‘mo (xxxiv. i). David is said to

have “changed his behavior,” or to have “feigned madness”

(RV margin), before Abimelech. This phrase is copied,

with the proper changes for a citation, from i Sam. xxi. 13.

The phrase occurs frequently in Babylonian and Assyrian

from the time of Hammurapi (Abraham) down. Thus in

the Birth Omens tern niati isamni “the behavior of the land

will change” (I. a. o. 5, VI. a. o. 8) and tim nise isanni “the

behavior of the people will change” (V. b. R. 23
).’^®

(11) L’lammcd (lx. i), “to teach” or “for teaching,” is

certainly no sign of lateness; for the verb is used 19 times in

the inscriptions of Hammurapi published by L. W. King,

and, also, in Jud. iii. 2, 2 Sam. i. 18, xxii. 35, Is. i. 17, ii. 4,

xxvi. 9, 10, xxix. 13, xxxi. 12, Hos. x. ii. Mi. iv. 3 and the

See, Dennefeld, Babylonish-Assyrische Geburts-Omina (Leipzig,

1914), also many examples in Muss-Arnolt’s Dictionary of the Assyrian

Language, p. 1068.
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Psalms (5 times in Book I, 2 in Book II, i6 in Book IV) and

often elsewhere in the Old Testament.

(12) L’haskir, “to bring to remembrance” (xxxviii. i,

Ixx. I ), is found in this form in i Sam. iv. 18, 2 Sam. xviii.

18, I Kings xvii. 18, Am. vi. 10, and in the same stem and

sense in Is. xii. 4, xix. 17, xxvi. 13, xxxvi. 3, 22, 2 Sam.

viii. 16, XX. 24, and in Psalms xx. 8, xlv. 18, Ixxi. 16, Ixxvii.

12, Ixxxvii. 4. No argument for the post-captivity period

can be derived, therefore, from the use of this phrase.

(13) ‘Eduth. The AV and RV transliterate this word in

lx. I and Ixxx. i, though they translate it by “testimony” in

xix. 8, Ixxviii. 5, Ixxxi. 6, cxxii. 4 and nine times in Psalm

cxix. In lx. I, the Targum renders it by sahadutha “testi-

mony” and in Ixxx. i it adds orayetha “the law.” The LXX
in Ixxx. I renders by “testimony,” but in lx. i by “yet”

Jerome in his translation from the Hebrew renders 'by tes-

timonium in both headings; but, in his translation of the

LXX, he ignores the The word in the sense of testimony

occurs in i Kings ii. 3, 2 Kings xv. 12 ( ?), xvii. 15, xxiii. 3,

Jer. xliv. 23. The first of these texts (i Kings ii. 3) is in the

final directions of David to Solomon.

(15) Y’didoth, “loves” (xlv. i), is found, also, in Deut.

xxiii. 13, Is. V. I his, Jer. xi. 15 and in Psalms lx. 7, Ixxxiv.

2, cviii. 7 and cxxvii. 2 ;
and a word from the same root oc-

curs in Jer. xii. 7. The root probably appears in the Baby-

lonian shudadu, a synon)un of raimu, from ramii “to love.”^®

It will be noted that it is found in the Old Testament records

in no document that is certainly post-exilic.

Conclusion of the Argument from Vocabulary.

From the evidence to be derived from the vocabulary of

the headings and the psalms, we must conclude, therefore,

( I ) that no proof of the age of a psalm can be derived from

the presence in it of words found elsewhere in all stages of

the Old Testament literature; but (2) that on the contrary,

the presence in the psalms, and especially in the headings, of

Muss-Arnolt, p. 1015a.
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many terms which are not found elsewhere in either the Old

Testament, the Talmud, or the other Semitic languages, and

whose meaning was not understood by the early translators,

argues in favor of the antiquity of the documents in which

they occur
;
and finally ( 3 ) that there is nothing in the lan-

guage of the psalms and their headings that can overthrow

the pritna facie evidence for their trustworthiness.

We can, therefore, reasonably believe that they are what

they purport to be. It is only on the ground of indirect or

internal evidence that anyone can possibly deny that psalms

were written by Moses, David, Solomon and the other au-

thors whose names are found in the superscriptions of the

psalms, unless it can be shown that these superscriptions

themselves are not supported by the direct evidence of the

manuscripts and versions. We shall now consider the direct

evidence in favor of the integrity of the text of the headings

of the psalms, as found in our Hebrew Bible and in the

Versions.

III. The Text of the Headings

A. The Hebrew Manuscripts

Kennicott in his great collection of the variants of 272

Hebrew manuscripts and printed editions of the Psalter down

to 1526 A.D.^^ shows conclusively that all manuscripts but

one have substantially the same headings as those in our

Textus Receptus. No. 222 of his collation omits the whole,

or part, of 81 headings found in the Textus Receptus. In

other manuscripts, “By David” is omitted as follows: in

Ps. XXV. from MS. 133; in Ps. xxvi from MSS. 97, 131,

133; in Ps. xxvii. from MSS. 73, 97, 131, 133; in Ps.

xxviii. from MSS. 97, 131, 133; in Pss. xxxii.-xxxiv. and

XXXV. from MSS. 97, 131, 133; in Ps. xxxvii. from MSS.

97, 131; in Ps. lii. from MSS. 73, 171; in Pss. Ixi.-lxiv.

from MS. 171 ;
in Ps. Ixvii. from MSS. 89, 214; in Ps. cx.

Veins Testamentum Hebraicum cum Variis Lectionibus (Oxon.,

1777, 1780).
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from MSS. 97, 133, 238; in Ps. cxxii from MS. 180; in

Ps. cxxiv. from MSS. 148, 180; in Ps. cxxxiii. from MS.

1 17; in Ps. cxxxviii. from MSS. 97, 13 1, 133, 238; in Ps.

cxliv. from MSS. 97, 131, 133. “By David” is added in Ps.

cxxxii. in MS. 219.

Since there are 73 Psalms attributed to David in the

Textus Receptus in the 271 MSS. (i.e. all but No. 222 of

Kennicott’s MSS. and printed psalters) there would be

altogether 12,783 times where “David” should have oc-

curred in the headings of the 73 Psalms if all of the MSS.
had the ascription where it occurs in the Textus Receptus.

As a matter of fact David occurs 12,738 times, being omitted

46 times and added once. It is omitted ii times in MS. 133,

10 times in MSS. 97 and iii, 5 times in 171, 2 times each in

73, 180 and 238, and once each in 89, 117, 148 and 214, i.e.,

once or more in eleven MSS., and added in one. For some

unknown reason K. 222 as stated above seems to have

omitted the larger part of the headings.

The only other variants of any importance are ( i ) that

ma (ix. i) is read ma^j; in 28 MSS; and (2) that in

four MSS. “Ethan” (Ixxxviii. i) is read instead of “He-

man,” while one MS. reads “Heman” (Ixxxix. i) instead of

“Ethan.” Since these two variations occur all told in 33
AISS., it will be seen that added to the 47 variations for “by

David” there are 80 material variations out of 150 x 271, or

40,650 headings, i.e., less than 2 per thousand. Further,

since 28 of these are due simply to spacing, there are but 52

real changes in the text, or a little over i per thousand.

De Rossi^® treats at length all the variations of more than

400 manuscripts of the Psalter including those collated by

Kennicott. As far as they affect the headings, the additional

variations are as follows: “By David” is added in xliii. in

4 MSS. and in Ixvii. in 3, and is omitted in cxxii. in 2 MSS.,
in cxxiv. in 3 and in cxxxiii in 2 ;

in cviii. “Asaph” is read

for “David” in 4 or 5 MSS ;
“Hallelujah” is omitted in cviii.

^^Variae Lcctiones Veteris Testamenti (Parma, 1784-88).
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in 8 MSS. and “Solomon” in Ixxii. in 5. In ix. he reads

mis'?:; for ms hv in 75 MSS.
It is manifest, therefore, that the text of the headings of

the Psalms in the Textus Receptus is almost perfect so far

as the evidence of the Hebrew MSS. and printed editions

of Kennicott and De Rossi is concerned.

B. The Ancient Primary Versions

I. The Aramaic Targum.

(1) A more or less literal translation of the headings of

our present Hebrew Textus Receptus is found in the editions

of Lagarde and of the Walton and the Paris polyglots^® in

Psalms i-v, x, xiii, xv-xvii, xix, xx, xxi, xxiii-xxvi, xxvii,

xxviii, xxix, xxxi, xxxiii, xxxiv, xxxv, xxxvi, xxxvii,

xl, xli, xlii, xliii, xlvii, xlviii, xlix, 1, li, lii, liv, Iv, Ixi,

Ixii, Ixiv, Ixv, Ixvi, Ixvii, Ixviii, Ixxi, Ixxiii, Ixxiv, Ixxvi,

Ixxvii, Ixxxii, Ixxxiii, Ixxxv, Ixxxvi, xci, xciii, xciv, xcv,

xcvi, xcvii, xcix, c, ci, cii, civ, cv. cvi, cvii, cviii, cix, cx, cxi,

cxii, cxiii, cxiv, cxv, cxvi, cxvii, cxviii, cxix, cxxxv, cxxxvi,

cxxxvii, cxxxviii, cxxxix, cxl, cxli, cxiii, cxliii, cxliv, cxlv,

cxlvi, cxlvii, cxlviii, cxlix, cl—that is, in 96 psalms in all.

(2) Without seriously affecting the Hebrew text, a para-

phrase or comment occurs in L, P and W in vi, vii, viii, ix,

xi, xii, xviii, xxii. xxx, xxxviii, xlv, xlvi, liii, Ivi, Ivii,

Iviii, lix, lx, Ixiii, Ixix, Ixx, Ixxv, Ixxix, Ixxx, Ixxxi, Ixxxiv,

Ixxxvii, xc, xcii. These comments are substantially the

same in P, L, W.

(3) A short phrase, or word, is inserted, e.g., “in the

spirit of prophecy” (xiv), “David said” (xxxii), “the

abyss” (cxx-cxxxiv), “all” (xviii) in P and W, and “and”

in a number of cases. Compare also xxxix, Ixxii, Ixxviii,

xcviii, ciii.

(4) A word is omitted; lam’nasse^h (Ixxxviii. i) in L
and W, but not in P.

Lagarde, Hagiographa Chaldaice, (Leipzig, 1873), Walton’s (or die

London) Polyglot, (1657), Paris Polyglot (1629). They are abbreviated

as L, W, P; H is used for Hebrew.
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(5) “Abraham” is read in Ixxxix instead of “Ethan.”

This is probably an interpretation of the original.

(6) “David” as author is omitted by L, W in cxxii, cxxxi,

cxxxiii but is found in P, H
;
and as the object of praise the

name is inserted in xliv by L, W, but is wanting in P, H

;

and 'the phrase “as David said” is inserted in Ixxv by L, P, W.
Comp. Ivii, Iviii, lix.

(7) “Which the first man (Adam) said” is inserted be-

fore “the sabbath day” (xcii) in P, L, W.
Having collected and compared all the variations of P, L

and W from one another and from the original Hebrew,“ it

seems to be certain that the same Hebrew text that we now
have in the headings of the Psalms was in the hands of the

translators of the Targum. The translators were frequently

uncertain as to the meaning of the Hebrew text; but this

very uncertainty bears testimony, by the almost ludicrous

results to which it led, to the reverence in which that text

was held and to the accuracy with which it has been trans-

mitted to us.

2. Jerome’s Version from the Hebrew.

The headings of Jerome’s version^^ from the Hebrew are

The following are samples of the variations between the editions of

the Targum of the Psalter: iv. x.i'jjn (LP), xpj'jj (W and Heb.)
;

vii.

" (L), (P), mri' (W) [these are the usual ways of denoting the

Tetragram in these three editions]
;
xviii xt(WP),ni'x (L)

;
xxxii adds

T'ntDK(LW) omits (PH); xxxviii adds NmnS 1'iy(L), also L and

W add a clause at end; li (P), (L), riK (W), also

tynt? (PW) troiy (L)
;
Ixx Tjni- (vV), -vny (LP).

-1 1 have followed the text of J. M. Harden in his Psalteriurn juxta

Hebraeos Hieronymi with which I have compared that of Lagarde. The
following variations between the editions of Harden (H) and Lagarde

(L) may be noted: v adds “David” (H)
;
vii “Gemini” (H), “lemini”

(L) ;
xviii “ait” (H), “dixit” (L)

;
xxvi adds “psalmus” (L)

;
xlviii

“psalmi” (H), “psalmus” (L)
; li “Bethsabee” (H), “Bersabee” (L)

; Hi

adds “ab” (H), has “Achimeledi” (H), “Abimelech” (L) ; liii “per

chorum eruditi” (H), “pro choro intelligenti” (L)
;
lix adds “eius” (iL)

;

lx “Soba” (H), “Sobal” (L), “jETi” (H), “iii” (L)
;

Ixii “per” (H),

“pro” (L)
;

Ixiii “luda” (H), “ludaeae” (L) ; Ixv “cantici” (H), “de

profectione” (L) ;
Ixxx “testimonium” (H), “testimonii” (L) ;

Ixxxiv

“Chore” (H), “Core” (L), in each case; cx Here both give “David Can-

ticum” ; cxix omits the Hebrew letters (L) ;
cxxii, cxxiv, cxxxi,
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the same as in our Hebrew text except that it agrees with the

LXX in transferring the “Allelouia” from civ. 35 to cv. i,

from cvi. 49 to cvii. i, from cxiii. 9 to cxiv. l, from cxv. 18

to cxvi. I, from cxvi. 19 to cxvii. l, from cxvii. 18 to cxviii.

I, from cxxxv. 31 to cxxxvi. i and from cxlvi. 31 to cxlvii.

I, and puts “Allelouia” between verses 9 and 10 in Psalm

cxvi. 3 ;
and in some manuscripts of xxii “of David” is

omitted.

3. Aquila.

Aquila agrees with the Hebrew against the LXX in the

headings of xxxi (xxxii), xxxv (xxxvi), xli (xlii), xliv

(xlv), xlviii (xlix), Ixv (Ixvi), Ixix (Ixx), Ixxv (Ixxvi),

Ixxix (Ixxx), cviii (cix), cxxi (cxxii).

Aquila agrees with LXX against Hebrew in Ixxx (Ixxxi)

in adding “for the Assyrian,” and in Ixxxvii (Ixxxviii) in

having “Israelite” for “Ezrahite.”

Aquila has read in ix instead of mo CD “jS for

DD2S in xv (xvi)
;
and renders “yeduthun” by “yeduthum”

in xxxviii (xxxix) and Ixxiii (Ixxiv). It omits “David”

in cxxxvii (cxxxviii) and “for a memorial concerning the

Sabbath” in xxxvii (xxxviii)
;
and has “Judah” in Ixii

(Ixiii).

4. Symmachus.

Symmachus reads criOD as two words in xv (xvi), Iv

(Ivi)
;

alcovLcov for in xlv (xlvi) ) ;
renders n^riS lii

(liii) by “the chorus”; xlv (xlvi) by “of the praise”;

and has for the heading of xi (xii) “a psalm of victory by

David,” and for xxi (xxii) “a psalm of victory by David

for the morning supplication.” It omits “David” in cxxxvii

(cxxxviii). '

5. Theodotion.

In the marginal notes to the Ambrosian Codex of the

cxxxiii adds “David” (H)

;

cxlv “Hymnus” (H), “Ymnus” (L)
;

cvii,

cxiv, cxviii, cxxxvi, cxlvii, cxiix, cl “Alleluia” (H) is put by L in each

case at the end of the preceding psalm.
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Syriac Hexapla/^' I find but four references to Theodotion’s

version. Only one of these occurs in a heading, to wit, in

cvii(cviii). But here Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion

agree in sense with the Harklensian Syriac translation of the

LXX, which is here a literal rendering of the Hebrew.

6. The Syriac Peshitto Version.

For some unknown reason, the earliest Syriac translators

seem not to have translated the headings of the Psalms. This

was probably because they did not understand them, or be-

cause they did not consider them an integral part of the

Holy Scriptures, or because they deemed them unsuitable

for their liturgical, or dogmatic, purposes. The printed

psalters, however, all have headings derived from ancient

manuscripts. These headings give one, or more, of the fol-

lowing items, to wit: the author, the occasion, the original

significance, or the lesson for us.

a. For example, the heading of Psalm li reads as follows:

(1) In the polyglots of Paris and Walton “By David,

when he sinned and killed Uriah, But to us it is said as a

teaching and confession.”

(2) In the Ambrosian Codex of this version: “Said by

David when he killed Uriah the Hittite.”

(3) Codex X (7154 Rich) of the British Museum: “A
prayer on account of the sin [i.e. of David] with Bathsheba,

the wife of Uriah the Hittite.”

(4) Baethgen gives the heading: “Spoken concerning the

people in Babylon who confessed their sins and asked for-

giveness and a cessation of their banishment.”^'®

(5) In the Urmi (Ooroomiah) Psalter of the American

Mission and in the Mosul Psalter : “Prophesied concerning

the people who were in Babylon as those who confessed that

they had sinned and were asking mercy.” Codex XII (7156

22 Published in facsimile by Dr. Ceriani, late curator of the Am-
brosian Library at Milan.

22 See “Die Psalmencommentar des Theodor von Mopsuestia in

Syrischer Bearbeitung” in Zeitschr. f.d. alttest. IVissenschaft, Vol. V,

P- 95-
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Rich) of the British Museum is the same as this, except that

it has “a prophecy” instead of “prophesied.”^'*

b. Another good example is the heading of Psalm Iv, which

reads as follows

:

( 1 )
In the polyglots : “By David, when he mourned for

Absalom who had been killed, and a prophecy concerning

those who raged against the Messiah.”

(2) The Ambrosian Codex: “Said by David, when he

mourned on account of the death of Absalom.”

(3) Codex X of British Museum : “A prayer on account of

his [i.e. David’s] enemies.

(4) Baethgen has : “Said by David of the person of Onias

when he invoked God on account of the deceit of his friends

who were with him and on account of the evils which had

been done against his people because of their avarice.”^

(5) The Urmi (Ooroomiah) Psalter has the same heading

as in (4) above except that the last clause reads “and on ac-

count of the evils which were his.”

(6) Codex XII of the British Museum reads: “Sung by

David before the attack of his enemies.”

Remarks on the Syriac Versions.

I. As to the author, or authors, of the Psalms, the printed

editions and the manuscripts (so far as these are known to

us) may be divided into three classes.

( 1 ) Those which ascribe all of the psalms to David. This

is the case with the Ambrosian codex; and, also, with the

Sachau manuscript of the National Library at Berlin edited

and translated in part by Baethgen.^®

(2) Those that ascribe only comparatively few of the

psalms to David. Such are the Ooroomiah and Mosul edi-

tions of the Psalter.

(a) The Ooroomiah Psalter ascribes to David Psalms iii.

For Codices X and XII see Wright’s Catalogue of Syriac Manu-
scripts in the British Museum.

25 Op. cit. p. 88.

Op. cit. pp. 53-101.
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vi, vii, ix, xi, xiii, xvii, xviii, xxii, xxviii, xxxv, xxxvi,

xxxviii, xxxix, xli, xlii, Iv, Ixiv, Ixviii, Ixx, cxx, cxxiv,

cxxxii, and cxl.

(b) The Mosul edition ascribes the same to David ex-

cept that it omits xxxv, cxx( ?), cxxiv, cxxxii, and cxl; and

adds “David” to Ixxxii, Ixxxvi, cxix( ?), cxxii, cxxvi, cxxx,

cxxxix, and cxlii.

(3) Those which agree in general with the Hebrew in

respect to the authors of the Psalms, while differing from it

in other particulars. Such are the texts found in the poly-

glots of Paris and Walton. These editions agree with the

Hebrew massoretic text, except that

:

(a) They omit “David” in Psalms xiii, xxxix, liii, Ixii,

cxxiv (with MSS. ART of LXX).
(b) They add “David” against both Heb. and LXX in

Pss. X, Ixxii, cxxiii(?), cxxxiv; with LXX against Heb. in

xxxiii, xliii, Ixxi, xci, xciii-xcix, civ, cxxxvii.

(c) In xiii and xlvi they add “when David says”; and

in Ixxxiv “which David meditated,” against He'b. and LXX

.

(d) In Ixxxvii, Ixxxviii “the sons of Korah” is omitted,

against Heb. and LXX.
(e) In ci “to Asaph” is added, against Heb. and LXX.
(f) Pss. xliv, xlv, are referred to the days of Moses,

against both Heb. and LXX.

(g) Pss. cxlvi(cxlv), cxlvii. l-ll (cxlvi), cxlvii. 12-20

(cxlvii), cxlviii are attributed to Haggai and Zachariah,

agreeing with LXX against the Hebrew. That is, the

polyglots agree with the Hebrew as to the authors in all but

28 cases, in 17 or 18 of which they agree with the LXX.
2. In other respects, that is, in respect of occasion, original

purpose and significance for us, all the manuscripts and edi-

tions of the Peshitto show a deliberate departure from the

text of the Hebrew. This is supposed to have been through

the influence of the school of Antioch as represented by

Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret. While claiming

and exercising their own right to sit in judgment upon the

veracity of the headings, these great exegetes admitted that
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the same headings that are in the Hebrew and Greek today

were in the texts of their times. They asserted, also, that all

of the psalms were composed or elaborated by David,

through the grace of the Spirit, and that he was a prophet

who foretold the great events of Israelitish history that

transpired after his time. The proof of these statements will

appear in the following extracts and references. Lietzmann^^

states Theodore’s view thus: “Indeed, all of the Psalms are

by David . . . and the large majority refer to definite his-

torical events which the prophet foresaw by illumination of

God.” He quotes as follows from Theodore’s introduction to

Ps. 1 : “There is no heading ‘by David’
;
but the psalm is

clearly his.”^® “Nowhere do we appear to have used the

headings slavishly, but we have received those only which

we found to be true.”^® And on verse 6, “Not concerning

himself, then, does David say these things, not even though

some one erroneously headed the psalm thus.”®®

Baethgen®^ cites the Catena of Corderius to Ps. Ixxxi. 3

as quoting Theodore as saying: “The blessed David in the

grace of the Spirit elaborated and said the psalms”®®; and

Baethgen himself says that Theodore thought that David

“had long beforehand prophesied what should later occur to

the people of Israel.” He quotes Corderius further as saying:

“It behooves us to know that all (the psalms) are by

David; and some were assigned to Asaph, some to Jeduthun

and others to the sons of Korah, who were psalmists and

hymn-leaders, so that they might set them to musical instru-

ments.”®®

Sitzungsberichte d. K. P. Akad. d. Wissenschaften (1902), p. 337.

*®OvK icTTLV rj hnypa(f>g tov Aa/318 dWa SrjXovori 6 i/'aAjU.os.

OiBa/j-ov yap rats (7nypa(f>ais SovX.evovTe<i i(j>dvrjp.€v, S^idpLevoi 8c

TttvTa? /xovas otras €vpop.ev dXrjOei';.

Ov Trepl avTov tolvvv ravra (jirjcTLV 6 Aa/3i8, ovS’ ct ns ck TrXdvri<: tov

\j/aXp.ov (Tny€ypa<f>€V outojs.

31 Op. cit., VI, 266 f.

O yap p.aKapio<: Aa/318 Trj Toi! Trvevp.aTos )(apcTi roiis i/^aA/covs dpyd^t-

To Tc Kal cAcycv.
33 Id. p. 267 from Corderius to Ps. Ixxiii ^aA/xos rtu ’A(rd<f) . . . Act

8c el8evai <us TrdvTCS elcrl roC Aa/318 ' Kal 01 p.ev c8t8ovro tw ’Acrat^, 01 8c
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In Theodore’s exposition of the psalms as given in

Migne,®^ David is always the author. See on vi. 2, vii. 8, viii.

3, xiii. 6, xxi., xxviii. 3, xxxii, xxxiv, xxxix, xl, xliv, liv,

Iviii. 8; but he prophecies of Christ (viii. 3), of Hezekiah

and the Assyrians (xxxii, xl), of Jeremiah’s times (xxxiv),

of Babylon (xxxix), of Onias and the Maccabees (liv).

That Theodore knew and referred to Hebrew is shown

by his comments on Pss. Iviii. 3, x. 14.®®

Theodoret’s “Interpretation of the Psalms” occupies more

than one thousand columns of Migne.^® In his treatment he

considers first of all the heading of the psalm as given in the

Septuagint and frequently refers to the headings in the

Hebrew, Aquila, Theodotion and especially Symmachus. All

of the psalms, he tells us, were written by David. It would

be bold, he declares, to reject the headings as translated by

the Seventy.®® In the introduction to Ps. xxvi (xxvii), he

argues against those “who have snatched the pretext for

rejecting all the headings.” He says that Ps. cxxxvi

(cxxxvii) was without a heading in the Hebrew;®® and that

Za%a/3tou et9 tt)v Stacnropdv in the heading of cxxxviii

(cxxxix) was neither in the Hebrew nor in the Septuagint.

In the heading to cxxxvii ( cxxxviii ) he says that the divine

David foretold these things.*®

It is evident, therefore, that the School of Antioch and the

Syrians who followed them were not ignorant of the head-

ings contained in our Hebrew text and in the version of the

Septuaginta, Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion. For litur-

gical, dogmatic, or utilitarian reasons they ceased to insert

T(0 iSl^OVfJ., ol Se Tots vloTs Kope, wcrre dpjuocrat avrovg tois opydvots,

i/fo\TO)Sovs ovras Kal Kopv<f>aiovs twv vp.vu>v (cf. Theodoret. Migne,
LXXX, § 60s)

3* Migne, Patrologia Graeca, LXVI, 647-696.

Id., 679.

Op. cit., LXXX, 857-2002.

®^Toi5 Travev<fygp.ov AajSiS eiciv aTravre^ ol i/>aA/xoi (Migne LXXXIV.
562, 571.)

38 Migne LXXXIV. 853.

8® ovTos 6 i/'aXp.ds dvtTriypa<j>0‘; Trap’ 'EySpatots.

^^ravTa tolvvv 6 0€?os trpoayoptvti Aa^tS.
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them in their psalters and introduced in their place other

headings which they considered to be more edifying.

7. The Greek Septmgint Version.

For the sake of convenience, I have reserved to the last

the consideration of the Greek Septuagint version. This is

the earliest of all the known versions and in many respects

the most imjxirtant for the criticism of the Hebrew text. In

treating it, I shall give (a) the principal variations of the

Codex Vaticanus (B)^^ from the Hebrew Textus Receptus;

(b) the principal variations of the Greek uncials; and (c)

the more important variants of the versions of the LXX.
a. The agreements and disagreements between the He-

brew text and Codex B.

(
I ) There is agreement in 87 psalms, to wit : i, ii, iii, iv,

V, vi, vii, viii, xii (xi), xiii (xii), xiv (xiii), xv (xiv), xvi

(xv), xvii (xvi), xviii (xvii), xix (xviii), xx (xix), xxi

(xx), xxii (xxi), xxiii (xxii), xxv (xxiv), xxvi (xxv),

xxviii (xxvii), xxxiv (xxxiii), xxxv (xxxiv), xxxvi

(xxxv), xxxvii (xxxvi), xxxix (xxxviii), xl (xxxix),

xii (xl), xlvi (xiv), xlvii (xlvi), xlix (xlviii), 1 (xlix),

liii (lii), Iv (liv), Ivii (Ivi), Iviii (Ivii), Ixii (Ixi), Ixiv

(Ixiii), Ixv (Ixiv), Ixviii (Ixvii), Ixix (Ixviii), Ixxii (Ixxi),

Ixxiii (Ixii), Ixxiv (Ixxiii), Ixxv (Ixxiv), Ixxvii (Ixxvi),

Ixxviii (Ixxvii), Ixxix (Ixviii), Ixxxii (Ixxxi), Ixxxiii

(Ixxxii), Ixxxiv (Ixxxiii), Ixxxv (Ixxxiv), Ixxxvi (Ixxxv),

Ixxxvii (Ixxxvi), xc (Ixxxix), xcii (xci), c (xcix), ci (c),

cii (ci), ciii (cii), cvi (cv), cviii (cvii), cix (cviii), cx

(cix), cxi (cx), cxii (cxi), cxiii (cxii), cxv (cxiii. 9),

cxx (cxix), cxxi (cxx), cxxiii (cxxii), cxxv (cxxiv),

cxxvi (cxxv), cxxviii (cxxvii), cxxix (cxxviii), cxxx

(cxxix), cxxxi (cxxx), cxxxii (cxxxi), cxxxiii (cxxxii),

cxxxiv (cxxxiii), cxxxv (cxxxiv), cxxxviii (cxxxvii).

cxxxix (cxxxviii), cxi (cxxxix), cxii (cxi), cxiii (cxii),

cxlv (cxliv), cxlix, cl.

Cf. Swete, The Old Testament in Greek according to the Septuagint.

In the discussion of (he LXX, “G” is used to denote the agreement of

B and A.
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(2) The Differences (except transpositions*^) between

the Hebrew text and Codex B; ix adds vrrep (G) ;
x unites

ix and x of Hebrew text (G)
;
xi(x) adds “psalm” (G)

;

xxiv(xxiii) adds “of one of the Sabbaths” (G)

;

xxvii-

(xxvi) adds “before the anointing” (G) ;
xxix(xxviii)

adds e^oBiov a-Kr)vr)<; (G); xxx(xxix) adds “to the end”

(B)
;
xxxi(xxx) adds eK<TTacre(o<; (G)

;
xxxiii(xxxii) adds

T(o A (G); xxxviii(xxxvii) adds Trepi aa^^arov (G)
;

xlii(x‘li) adds (G)

;

xliii(xlii) adds “psalm of David”

(G); xliv(xliii) adds “psalm” and (G)

;

xlv(xliv)

virep for Heb. genitive (G)
;

xlviii(xlvii) adds Bevrepa

a-a/3/3arov (B); li(l) Brjpaa^ee (G) for “Bathsheba”

;

lii(li) “Abimelech” (G) for “Ahimelech”; liv(iiii) “he

said” (G) for “they said”; Ivi(lv) \aov tov utto twv ayuov

(G) for njl''; lix(lviii) “he guarded” (G) for “they

guarded”; Ix(lix) dative (G) for (G) for m~J?,

“Sobal” (G) for “Soba,” omits “Edom” (G)
;

Ixi(lx)

“hymns” (G), reading Heb. as plural; Ixiii(lxii) “Edom”
(B) for “Judah”; Ixvi(lxv) adds avaaraaeox; (G)

;
Ixvii-

(Ixvi) adds t® A and omits (G)
;
Ixx(lxix) puts part

of vs. 2 in the heading (G)
;
Ixxi(lxx) adds “of David, of

the sons of Jonadab and of the first taken captive” (G);

Ixxvi(lxxv) adds tt
/jo? tov Aa-crvpiov (G)

;
Ixxx (Ixxix)

adds vTrep TOV Kaavpiov (G); Ixxxi(lxxx) adds “psalm”

(G)
;
Ixxxviii (Ixxxvii) p-aeXeO (G) for n^^nSS, and “Israel-

ite” (G) for “Ezrahite”
;
lxxxix( Ixxxviii) “Israelite” for

“Ezrahite”; xci(xc) adds Aipo? wSjj? t® A (G)
;
xciii(xcii)

adds “for the day before the Sabbath when the earth was

first inhabited. Praise of an ode by David” (G)
;
xciv(xciii)

adds “A psalm of David on the fourth of the week” (G)
;

*2 In the collation of variations I have usually ignored mere differences

of order such as “psalms of David” for “of David a psalm.” The fol-

lowing displacements, however, may be mentioned: in the Hebrew the

last word of Pss. civ, cvi, cxiii, cxv, cxvi, and cxvii is “Hallelujah;”

this word is placed in the Greek at the beginning of the following

psalm. Aav£t8'( which is sometimes abbreviated in the MSS) is denoted

by A or by “David,” ij/aXpos by “psalm,” aySr] by “ode,” and to tcAos

by “to the end.”
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xcv(xciv) adds “A praise of an ode by David” (G)

;

xcvi-

(xcv) adds “When the house was built after the captivity.

An ode by David” (G)

;

xcvii(xcvi) adds “By David when

his land is established” (G) ;
xcviii(xcvii) adds “of David”

(G)

;

xcix(xcviii) adds “A psalm of David” (G)

;

civ(ciii)

adds “O'f David” (G) ;
cxv(cxiv) adds “Allelouia” (G) ;

cxix(cxviii) adds “Allelouia” (G)
;
cxxii(cxxi) adds “by

David” (B)

;

cxxiv(cxxiii) adds “by David” (B)
;
cxxvii-

(cxxvi) omits “by Solomon” (G); cxxxvi(cxxxv) adds

“Allelouia” (G) ;
cxxxvii(cxxxvi) adds “by David” (G);

cxliii(cxlii )adds “when his son pursued him” (G)

;

cxliv-

(cxliii) adds tt/jo? tov ToXiad (G)
;

cxlvi(cxlv) adds

“Haggai and Zachariah” (G)

;

cxlvii(cxlvi) adds “Haggai

and Zachariah” (G) ;
cxlvii adds “Haggai and Zachariah”

(G)
;
cxlviii adds “Haggai and Zachariah” (G)

;
cli—this

whole psalm is added in G. The heading reads : “This psalm is

a genuine one by («? ) David, though supernum-

erary, when he fought in single combat with Goliath.”

b. The principal variations from the headings of the

Codex Vaticanus (B), in the Sinaitic (X), Alexandrinus

(A), Zurich (T), Verona (R), London (U), and Ephraem

Syrus (C) manuscripts are as follows; ii. adds A
(R^)

;
iii omits “psalm” (A)

; iv omits “ode” (A), rw (R)

for Tou, “psalm” (AR) instead of “in psalms;” vi omits “in

psalms” (A)
;
ix omits tov vlov (R)

;
x(xi) reverses order

of words (XAR)
;
xi(xii) reverses clauses (A)

;
xiii(xiv)

reverses words (X)
;
xxi(xxii) omits ra A (A)

;

xxiii(xxiv) tt?? fua'i aaj3^aTa)v (B), /iia aa/S/Sarov (A),
TT] fua T(ov cra^^arcov (U) ,

omits this phrase (X) ;xxiv(xxv)

adds “to the end” (RU)
;
xxv(xxvi) adds tco A

(U)
;
xxvi(xxvii) tco (RU), tov ,XP‘-^^'n

(A)
;
xxvii(xxviii) tco (T),tou (B), adds “psalm” (U) ;

xxix(xxx) adds “to the end” (XAT), adds virep (R),

TOV (B), TCO (XA), neither (RU)
;

xxx(xxxi) omits

e/ccTTacrecw? (x) 1 xxxi(xxxii) reverses words (XRU), adds

“psalm” (A)
;
xxxii(xxxiii) adds •^aX/Ao? avem'ypa<^o<i Trap

E/3/3atot9 (R®^)
;
xxxiii(xxxiv) adds “psalm” (RU), “Achim-
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elech” (U) for “Abimelech”
;
xxxiv(xxxv) tco(B), tou(U)

;

xxxv(xxxvi) adds “psalm” and omits “to the servant of the

Lord” (A)
;
xxxvi(xxxvii) adds “to the end, a psalm” (A),

TO) (A), rov (B)
;
xxxvii(xxxviii) omits ci? (R), omits

Trept (R)

;

xxxix(xl) reverses “David” and “psalm” (A)
;

xli(xlii) adds y}ra\fu,o<: tcoA (A), adds “psalm” (RT)

;

xlii

(xliii) reverses “psalm of David” (S), adds et? to re\o?

avv€(7L<: TOi? vioi<; Kope ( A)

,

adds Trap ^^paioi<i

(R)
;
xliii(xliv) omits avveacv (A), omits “psalm”

(S)
;
xliv(xlv) omits all before “ode” (A), omits “ode”

(R), adds “David” (A); xlv(xlvi) adds tou A (A), adds

tcoA(T), omits all except “psalm of David” (A); xlvi-

(xlvii) adds TO) A (ART), omits “over the sons of Korah”

(A)

;

xlvii(xlviii) adds “to the end” and '^a\p.o<; twA (A)
;

xlviii(xlix) adds to) A and omits all up to -^a\po<; (A);

xlix(l) adds “to the end” (A), addsTO) A (AR)

;

Ixv(lxvi)

omits ai'atrTacreo)? (S)
;

Ixii(lxiii) lBovp,aia^ (B),Iou3ato9

(A?ST)
;

Ixvi(lxvii) “ode” (X) instead of “David”

(?); Ixix(lxx) omits clause ei? . . . Kvpiov (R)
;
Ixx-

(Ixxi) Tov for TO), and “Aminadam” for “Jonadab,” adds

“psalm” (R)
;
Ixxi(lxxii) adds “psalm” (R)

;
Ixxv(lxxvi)

rov (R) for to), omits “ode” (X), omits rrpo<i rov Aa-avpiov

(XT); Ixxviii(lxxix) has A for Aaacf) (X); Ixxix(lxxx)

omits v7T€p rov Acravpiov (X) ;lxxx(lxxxi) to) A (A), omits

VTTcp rtov \t}vcov (T)
;
Ixxxiv(lxxxv) adds to) A (T)

;

Ixxxv(lxxxvi) omits rrpocrev'xrj (A), rov A (X) for rco A;

Ixxxvii(lxxxviii) omits “to the end” (X)
;
Ixxxix(xc) rov

Mo)^?; (xAR) forTO)Mo)i)o-7;; xcii (xciii) reverses clause (R)

omits rrpo (ART)
;
cxi(cxii) adds rrjf; e7na-rpo(f>r)<; A<yyaiov

K£U Za^apiou(R), addsZa;jj;apiou(T) ;cxxi(cxxii) omits to) A
(ART)

;

cxxiii(cxxiv) omits rco A (ART)

;

cxxvi(cxxvii)

omits to)A(T)
;
cxxx(cxxxi) omits to) A (T)

;

cxxxi(cxxxii)

adds TOD A (x?),to)A (R)
;
•cxxxii(icxxxiii) omits rco A

(AT); cxxxvii(cxxxviii) adds “Zachariah” (AT);
cxxxviii(cxxxix) reverses “psalm of David” (A), adds

“Zachariah” (A), adds ev rt} Biaairopa (AT); cxlii(cxliii)

adds A^ecraaXcop, (R)
;
cxliv(cxlv) rco (ART), rov (B)

;
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cxiix adds “Haggai and Zachariah” (R)

;

cl (Subscription)

“Book of psalms, cl’’ (B), “Book of psalms of David, cl”

(T)

;

cli (Heading) tov A (RT) for et? A (B), tco ToXiaB

(B), 7rpo? TOV ToXtad (AT), Trpo? tov FoXtaS (R), cli

(Subscription), “psalms cl and idiograph i” (A), “psalms

of David cli” (X).

c. The Secondary Versions of the Septiiagint.

There are at least nine versions of the Septuagint which

throw light upon the headings of the psalms. I shall consider

these in the order of
:
(i) the Coptic, (2) the Syriac, (3) the

Latin, (4) the Armenian, (5) the Ethiopic, and (6) the

Arabic.

( I ) There are two Coptic versions of the Greek which

give the headings—the Memphitic of Lower Egypt and the

Sahidic of Upper Egypt. Since the Greek and Coptic both

flourished together in Egypt, the Coptic versions are, as

might have been expected, both very accurate.

(a) Eor the Memphitic, I have compared the text of

Schwartze^® with the Greek of Codex B. The comparison

shows no important variations, except that the Memphitic

adds as heading of Ps. i “To the end, a psalm of David” and

to Ps. ii the words “a prophecy concerning Christ.” Also, it

agrees with Cod. A in Ps. xlvi(xlv), cxxxviii(cxxxvii),

cxxxix(cxxxviii), reads “David” for “Asaph” in Ixxviii

(Ixxvii), and adJs' “of Solomon” incxxvi(cxxvii) with Heb.,

Cod. B, Holmes and Parsons’ MSS 13, iii, 140, 166, 190,

277, 264, 269, and Vet. Lat. In Ps. cxxxi(cxxx) some MSS
add “by David,” with A. In cxxxvii(cxxxvi) it has “by

David of (or through) Jeremiah” (comp. EFX). It omits

“David” in Pss. Ixvii(lxvi), cxxiv(cxxiii), and cxxxiii

(cxxxii)

.

(b) For the Sahidic version I have used the editions of

Budge,^* and Ciasca.^® This version adds to the text of B

:

Psalterhtm in Dialectumi Copiicae Linguae Memphiticam translatum

(Leipzig, 1843)

**The Earliest known Coptic Psalter. (London, 1897).

Bibliorum Sacrorum Fragmenta Copto-Sahidica Musei Borgiani,

Vol. II (Rome, 1889).
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“an ode of David” in Ps. ii
;
“by David” in xlvi(xlv)

;
a

long clause agreeing substantially with EFX to Ps. xlv(xliv)
;

“a psalm of David” in cxi(cx) of Ciasca’s text; “by Zech-

ariah in the diaspora” in cxxxix(cxxxviii) with A. It omits

“David” from the text of B in Ixvii(lxvi), cxxii(cxxi),

cxxiv(cxxiii)
,

cxxxi(cxxx), cxxxiii(cxxxii), cxxxvii

(cxxxvi), and “Haggai and Zachariah” in cxlvii(cxlvi).

(2) There are two great versions from the Greek into the

Syriac, the Harklensian and the Syro-Palestinian.

(a) The Harklensian Syriac is a translation of Origen’s

Hexaplar edition of the Old Testament and contains in its

present form the literal version of Origen’s Septuagint with

marginal notes giving the variations especially of the trans-

lations of Aquila and Symmachus with occasional references

to Theodotion and others. The psalms are not found in the

edition of Middeldorpf but I have used the facsimile

edition of Ceriani*^ for my comparisons.

The Harklensian varies from Codex B as follows: v. adds

“in praises”
;
xxxii(xxxiii) adds “a psalm of David to which

there is no title with the Hebrews”
;
xli(xlii) adds “Psalmos”

with A*RT
;
xlii(xliii) adds “By David, a psalm” with S;

lix(lx) reads “Shobak” for “Sobal,” also 4>^payya for

(f>a\ayya (comp. Peshitto in l Mac. vi. 35 and 38) ;
Ixi(lxii)

“Idithum” for “Idithun”; Ixii(lxiii) “Edom” for “Judah”;

Ixxvi(lxxvii) “Idithum” for “Idithun”; Ixxxvii(lxxxviii)

“Etham” for “Aiman”; Ixxxviii(lxxxix) “Etham” for “Ai-

than”; ciii(civ) adds “concerning the servitude of the world

because that these things it has done to you ;” cvii (cviii) adds

“Hallelouya”
;
cx(cxi) adds “an epistrophe of Haggai and

Zachariah”; cxxxi(cxxxii) translates as if it had read

avvecn^; cxxxvi (cxxxvii ) adds “Hallelouya through Jere-

miah”; cxli(cxlii) “Prayer” is at beginning of verse instead

of at end; cxlii(cxliii) adds “Absalom” before “his son”;

cxlvi(cxlvii) adds “psalm” at end
;
cxlviii has two “Hallelou-

Codex Syriaco-Hexaplaris . . . e Codice Alediolanensi (Berlin,

1835)-

Codex Syro-Hexaplaris Ambrosianus photoHthographice editus,

Mediolani, 1874.
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yas” at beginning
;
cxlix two “Hallelouyas” at beginning

;
cl

two “Hallelouyas” at Ixginning.

(b) In the few psalms of the Syro-Palestinian version

whose headings have been preserved/® the following varia-

tions are worthy of mention : Ps. xliv(xlv) is called “a psalm

of David” with Cod. A against Cod. B and Heb.
;
xlix

( 1 )

“David the prophet of God” (Heb. and G. read “Asaph”)^®;

Ixxxii(lxxxiii) “a psalm of David” with Vet. Lat., but Heb.

and G. have “Asaph.”

(3) Of the Latin versions from the Septuagint I have

made use of (a) the edition of the Vulgate in Stier und

Theile’s Polyglotten Bibel and in Hetzenaver’s Biblia Sacra

Vulgatae Editionis (1906). (b) I have also given the most

important variations of the Codex Amiatinus, “the most

ancient of all the Latin codices.®® (c) For the Old Latin, I

have used the notes in Holmes and Parsons.®’- This version,

which was in use in the Latin speaking part of the church

until the time of Jerome, and in some parts of the church

even later, has been preserved only in fragments.

(a) The Vulgate varies from B as follows: xxv(xxiv)

adds “in finem”; xxvi(xxv) adds “in finem, psalmus”

:

xxvii(xxvi) adds “psalmus”
;
xxviii(xxvii) adds “psalmus”

;

xxxii(xxxi) agrees with Hebrew; xxxiii(xxxii) adds

“psalmus” with A; xxxiv(xxxiii) “Abimelech” with Heb.

and AB (U has Axetfie'^ex)
;
xxxv(xxxiv) omits ^aX/j.o<;

with B against A; xxxvi(xxxv) A adds >/raX/u,o?
;
xxxvii

(xxxvi) omits et? ro reXo?
,
adds “psalmus” with A;

xlii(xli) agrees with Heb. and B, but A adds “psalm of

David”; xliii(xlii) agrees with B (A adds “in finem intel-

See the “Fragmenta Syropalaestina” in Land, Otia Syriaca, Vol. IV,

Leiden, 1875.

^“According to Holmes and Parsons {Vetus Testamentuni Graecum
cum Variis Lectionibus, Oxford, 1819), 19 MSS. read “David.”

The Codex Amiatinus was edited by Bunsen, Heyse and Tischen-

dorf and published by Brockhaus (Leipzig, 1873) under the title; Biblia

Sacra Latina V. T. Hieronymo Interprete ex antiquissima aiictoritate,

etc.

Op. cit.
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lectus filiis Core, psalmus David”)
;
xliv(xliii) omits yjraXfio<:

with Heb. against A and B; xlv(xliv) agrees with B, but A
adds “David”; xlvi(xlv) id., xlvii(xlvi) id., xlviii(xlvii)

adds “secunda sabbati” with B, against A and Heb.; li(l)

“Bethsabee” for Brjpa-a^ee (BA); lii(Ii) “Achimelech”

(Heb.) for “Abimelech” (AB)
;
Ix(lix) omits ert of AB,

adds “Idumaea” with Heb. against AB; Ixiii(lxii) “Idoum-

aeae” with B against “Judaea” (Heb. and A); Ixv(Ixiv)

adds “Jeremiae et Ezechielis popolo transmigrationis cum
inciperent exire”; Ixvii(lxvi) adds “cantici”; Ixx(lxix)

adds “psalmus”; Ixxi(lxx) adds “psalmus”; Ixxii(lxxi)

adds “psalmus”; Ixxx(lxxix) omits “over the Assyrian”

(AB) with Heb.; Ixxxviii(lxxxvii) “Ezrahite” with Heb.

against “Israelite” (AB)
;
Ixxxix(lxxxviii) “Ezrahite” with

Heb. against “Israelite” (AB)
;
xciii(xcii)' adds “ante sab-

batum” with B (A has tov aa^^arov
) against Heb.

;
cx(cix)

Latin, Hebrew and Greek all “a psalm of David”
;
cxii(cxi)

adds “reversionis Aggaei et Zachariae” against Heb. and

AB; cxxii(cxxi) omits “David” with A against Heb. and

B; cxxiv(cxxiii) omits “David” with A against Heb. and

B; cxxvii(cxxvi) adds “Solomonis” with Heb. against A
and B; cxxxvii(cxxxvi) adds “psalmus” and “Hieremiae”;

cxliii(cxlii) adds “Absalom” against Heb. and AB
;
cxliv

(cxliii) adds “psalmus” against Heb. and AB; cxlvii. i-ii

(cxlvi) omits “Haggai and Zachariah”; cxlvii. 12-20

(cxlvii) omits “Haggai and Zachariah”
;
cxlviii omits “Hag-

gai and Zachariah.”

(b) Codex Amiatinus adds “David” in the headings of

psalms i, ii, Ixv(lxvi), xci(xcii), xcix(c), where Heb.,

Greek and Vulgate all omit it
;
and it omits “David” in xxiii,

xxxviii, cxxx(cxxxi), cxxxii(cxxxiii), cxl(cxli), and “Al-

leluia” in cx(cxi) where Heb., Greek and Vulg. all have it.

Also in cxxxv (cxxxvi) it omits “Alleluia” with Heb. as

against Greek and Vulgate.

(c) The Old Latin, according to Holmes and Parsons,

mentions “David” as author in ii, cxxxv (cxxxvi), cxlix,

and omits it in Ixiv(lxv) against Heb., Greek, and Vulg. In
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xciv(xcv) it omits “David” with Heb. against Greek and

Vulg. In Ixxxii(lxxxiii) it has “David” instead of “Asaph”

against Heb., Greek, and Vulg. In cxlv(cxlvi) it omits

“Haggai and Zachariae” with Heb. against Greek and

Vulg.

(4) The Armenian translation of the headings agrees

closely with that of the Septuagint from which it was made.

I have consulted the Constantinople edition of 1805 and

the Serampore edition of 1817.®^ As to the authors of the

psalms the variations from Codex B of the LXX are as

follows: Ps. i adds “David” (C), S omits; v omits “David”

(C text), adds “David” (S and some MSS of C) ;
ix omits

“David” (C text), adds “David” (S and some MSS of C ) ;

xli(xlii), xliii(xliv) and xlv(xlvi) all have both “Korah”

and “David” (C), all omit “David” (S) ;
xlvi(xlvii) and

xlviii(xlix) have both “Korah” and “David” (CS)
;
xlix(l)

“David" (C) instead of “Asaph,” omits “Asaph” (S and

some IMSS of C) ;
Ixii(lxiii) “Judea” (C, S) with Heb.

against “Edom” (B) ; Ixv(lxvi) add “David” (C, S) ;

Ixvi(lxvii) omit “David" (C, S)
;
Ixxi(lxxii) “Solomon”

(C), “Of Solomon, a psalm of David” (S) ;
Ixxix(lxxx)

“Ethiopians” (C), “Assyrians” (S) with B; Ixxxviii

(Ixxxix) “Yemanah” (C), “Yemmaneh” (S)
;
xci(xcii)

adds “David” (C)> omits “David” (S) with Heb. and G.

:

xci-x(c) adds “David" (C), omits “David” (S) with Heb.

and G.
;

cii(ciii) omits “David” (C), adds “David” (S)

with Heb. and G.
;
cix(cx) has “David” (CS); cxi(cxii)

adds “over the repentance (or return, S) of Haggai and

Zachariah” (CS) with R; cxxi(cxxii) omits “David” (CS)

with ART
;
cxxiii(cxxiv) omits “David” (CS) with ART

;

cxxx(cxxxi) omits “David” (CS) with T; cxxxii(cxxxiii)

omits “David” (CS) with A*T
;
cxxxvi(cxxxvii) adds

“through Jeremiah” (CS) ; cxlix adds “Haggai and Zach-

ariah” (C). C and S add “David” in xlvi(xlvii), xlviii

The Constantinople edition is indicated by “C” and the Serampore

edition by “S.”
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(xlix), Ixv(lxvi)
;
omit “David” in Ixvi(Ixvii), cxxi(cxxii).

cxxiii(cxxiv)
,
cxxx(cxxxi), cxxxii(cxxxiii).

(5) The Ethiopic version in Walton’s Polyglot and Lud-

olf’s Psalterium^® differs from the Greek text of Codex B as

follows : Both add “David” in xlv(xlvi), xlviii(xlix) with A
and in ii, Ixxxiv(lxxxv) against B and A

;
they omit “David”

in xlvi(xlvii) with B against A and in cxxi(cxxii) and

cxxiii(cxxiv) with A against B, in cxxx(cxxxi) and cxxxii-

(cxxxiii) against A and B
;
they read “Aminadab” instead of

“Yemini” in vii and instead of “Jonadab” in Ixx(lxxi).

Ludolf adds “David” in Ps. i; and he adds “Haggai and

Zachariah” in cxlviii.

(6) The Arabic version in Walton’s Polyglot can hardly

be earlier than the tenth century. It differs from B in adding

“David” in Pss. ii, Ixv(lxvi), xci(xcii), xcix(c), cxviii

(cxix), and in omitting “David” in xxvii(xxviii), xxviii

(xxix), xxxii(xxxiii), xxxiv-xl(xxxv-xli), xlii(xliii),

cviii(oix), cix(cx), cxxi(cxxii), cxxiii(cxxiv), cxxx

(cxxxi), cxxxii(cxxxiiii). It omits “sons of Korah” in

xli(xlii) and “alleluia” in cl; it agrees with B in adding

“Haggai and Zachariah” in cxlv(cxlvi), cxlvi(cxlvii, i-ii)

and differs from B in omitting them in cxlvii(cxlvii. 12) and

cxlviii. It has “Nathan” for “Aithan” in Ixxxviii(lxxxix)

.

Conclusions

The evidence given in this and the preceding article leads to

the following conclusions

:

1. It has been shown, I think, that, as far as the argument

from silence goes, there is no reason for supposing that

psalms may not have been composed and used as early as the

time of David, Moses or even Jacob.

2. The argument from analogy derived from extra-biblical

sources favors the use of vocal and instrumental music in the

religious services of Israel from the time when those services

were first instituted.

3. The argument from the analogy of Hebrew and other

Ludolf, Psalterium Davidis Aethiopice et Latine (1701).
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literatures outside the Psalter, poetical as well as prose, favors

the use of headings for the psalms even from the earliest

times.

4. The great variety of the headings argues for a desultory

and individualistic origin of them rather than for a concerted

scheme of classifying editors.

5. The evidence of the background and contents of the

psalms is convincing for the origin of most of them in the

times preceding the hegemony of the Persians. This evidence

is especially convincing in the case of the diction—the ab-

sence of all words of Persian origin in the headings or in the

body of the psalms argues for a date preceding the time of

Cyrus, and the absence of Greek words for a date preceding

the conquests of Alexander.

6. It is easy to see how the technical terminology of the

headings may have ceased to be understood, if the headings

were written, or designed, for the choirs of the Temple of

Solomon; but it is difficult to account for the failure of the

earliest of the translators to understand them, if they had

been composed for the use of the singers of the Second

Temple.

7. That the names for the Deity found in some of the

psalms is no evidence for their lateness has, we think, been

clearly demonstrated. Before accepting the conclusions of

Cheyne in his Bampton Lectures on the Psalms, or of Driver

in his Literature of the Old Testament, it is necessary to show

that the evidence given by them in regard to the use of these

titles is true, and also that the evidence which I have collected

is false.

8. That the Hebrew text, which we have, is substantially

the same as that in existence when the Septuagint Greek and

other ancient versions were made, is attested by all the

evidence in our possession. The material variations of the

Hebrew manuscripts never have the support of more than 4

out of over 400, i.e., less than one per cent. As regards the

authors, Aquila always agrees with the Hebrew; Jerome, in

all cases with possibly one exception
; Symmachus and Theo-
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dotian, in all cases but one; the Targum, in all except two

instances of doubtful interpretation and three where the edi-

tions differ. The Greek Septuagint omits one author men-

tioned in the Hebrew, and one Greek manuscript or another

adds the author’s name in about 20 cases. Most of this testi-

mony of the variations of the manuscripts of the Septuagint

from the Hebrew is rendered doubtful by the fact that one or

more of the ancient versions from the Septuagint are found

in almost every case to differ from the Greek original as pre-

served in B and A and to agree with the Hebrew original. The

condition and history of the Peshitto Syriac text are such as

to make it impossible to use the present editions as witnesses

of the original Hebrew text. Consequently, we must conclude

that, so far as we can know at present, the headings of the

psalms in the Textus Receptus of our Hebrew Bible must be

accepted as presumptively correct.

9. It is often claimed that the psalms show in themselves

that they could not have been written by David. Since all the

information that we have as to the life of David is found in

the Books of Samuel and Chronicles, a layman, especially one

of literary and religious culture, is just as competent to judge

of David’s capacity to write such poems, as is the most

scholarly critic of the Hebrew Scriptures. Surely, it cannot be

an objection to his having written them, that he was a king.

For most of these critics admit that he composed the lament

over Saul and Jonathan; and many of them go so far as to

admit that it is probable at least that he wrote the magnificent

poem recorded in 2 Samuel xxii. Besides, Amenemhet I of the

Twelfth Djmasty and the great Thothmes III of the Eigh-

teenth Dynasty and Memeptah of the Nineteenth wrote three

of the best poems in the Egyptian language that have come

down to us;®^ many of the Omayyid and Abbasid Califs vied

with their court poets in the divans where contests were held

in the production of poems in the Arabic tongue ;®® and James

See Breasted’s History of Egypt, I. §478 f., II. § 655 f., III. § 602 f.

®-’' See Assajnlti’s History of the Caliphs, Calcutta, 1880. Among the

poets were the Caliphs Muawiyah (p. 214), Abdul Alalik (pp. 225,227),
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I of Scotland was among the greatest of the long list of the

poets of the land he did so much to civilize. What more na-

tural than that a king who had been a shepherd in his early

youth should have written the 23rd Psalm? What more be-

coming than that the seducer of Bathsheba and the murderer

of Uriah should have composed the 51st? What more fitting

than his prayer for his son and successor in the 72nd ? Besides,

what right have we to assume that we know enough about

the range of ideas in the mind of David, the number of his ex-

periences, the height and depth of his emotions, and the ex-

tent of the revelations given him by God, to enable us to say

:

“He may have written such, or such, a psalm, but he can not

have written this” ? Look at the wide range of theme and

thought comprehended in the works of a Shakespeare, a

Wordsworth, a Browning, or a Tennyson. Yet which of these

had the variety of vicissitudes, the dangerous adventures, the

hair-breadth escapes, the grievous bereavements, the deathless

friendships, the prophetic guidance, the immortal hopes, that

stirred the imagination of the sweet singer of Israel? What
a gallery of portraits might be painted from the scenes of his

life. The shepherd boy with the lion and the bear; going out

to fight Goliath with a sling; scribbling on the wall of

Achish’s palace; fleeing from Saul over the mountains of

Judea; hiding in the cave of Adullam; crowned king of

Judah; committing adultery with Bathsheba; murdering

Uriah the Hittite; weeping over his dying son; worried by

the conduct of Amnon; lamenting over Absalom, his best-

beloved sen
;
tormented by the sons of Zeruiah

;
cursed by

Shimei
;
conspired against by Adonijah

;
fearing and loving

his God and rejoicing in the service and glory of Him who

was his light and his salvation. Here was a hero, a saint, a

penitent sinner, a poet, able to produce the prayers, the

praises, the confessions and the thanksgivings expressed in

the psalms attributed to David. The psalms were written.

Omar l>en Abdul Aziz (p. 247), Yazid (p. 257), Mansour (p. 275), A 1

Hadi (p. 287), Haroun Arras'hid (p. 305), and others.
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We have them in our possession. Who other than David may
have been their author? No one of whom we know.

In closing it may be well to call the reader’s attention to

the bearing of the evidence collected upon the interpretation

of one or two of the psalms whose Davidic authorship has

lieen questioned. Take, for example, Psalm cx. According to

Kennicott and De Rossi all the Hebrew manuscripts assign

it to David as author. So do all the manuscripts of Jerome’s

version from the Hebrew; all the editions of the Aramaic

Targum; the Syriac of the polyglots, and all the Greek

Septuagint Uncials of Swete and all the Greek manuscripts

in Holmes and Parsons (except perhaps seven, all apparently

late or defective), and the Coptic, Syriac, Latin, Ethiopic,

and Armenian versions of the Greek. The only versions

which omit the direct ascription to David are some of the

copies of the Syriac primary version and the Arabic version

of the Septuagint; but, in these cases, all of the psalms are

attributed to David in the heading to the Psalter as a whole.®®

Further, in four places in the New Testament this psalm is

said to have been composed by David (Matt. xxii.
;
Mk.

xii. 35f.
;
Luke xx. 41 f.; Acts ii. 34). From the passages in

the Synoptics it is evident that Jesus was sure that the Jews

with whom he was speaking believed that David wrote the

psalm, that he wrote “in the Holy Spirit,” and that he re-

ferred to the Messiah. It was the acceptance of these facts

which made the conclusion inescapable that the Messiah is

the Son of God. It was probably because he recalled how

Jesus had used this argument that Peter appealed to this

•'’® In considering the evidence of the oriental versions and manuscripts,

it must be kept in mind that, as stated above, the scholars of the oriental

churches believed that David Avrote all of the psalms. Hence, the omis-

sion of the name of David from the heading of a particular psalm does

not mean that they thought that David did not write it. Thus the Syriac

texts frequently use ; “It was prophesied,” or some similar phrase, mean-

ing us to supply “by David”
;
and the Arabic version often uses “He said

it,” meaning David said it. Keeping these facts in mind, we may conclude

that the testimony of the ancient manuscripts and versions is practically

unanimous, that David wrote Psalm cx and Psalm cxxxix (see below).
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psalm on the day of Pentecost. The facts to which Jesus ap-

pealed are just as firmly established by the evidence today as

they were then
;
and the argument for the deity of Christ

can be based upon them as confidently as ever. For the Chris-

tian the fact that Jesus used this argument should be suffi-

cient
;
but it gives added ground for confidence that the facts

to which He appeals have been unshaken by the assaults of

criticism.

Theodoret in his great commentary gives a long and able

argument for the deity of Christ based upon this heading and

the use made of it in the New Testament. It is only in these

late times that Christian scholars have arisen to assert that

the Jews did not know who wrote it, that Peter did not know,

and that Jesus did not know. They used to appeal to the pres-

ence of the word Melchizedek as proving that David could

not have written it. But now that the Tel-el-Amarna letters

have confirmed the testimony of the Book of Joshua to the

existence of Jerusalem and of kings of Jerusalem long before

the time of David, it is impossible to make out from the use

of this word even a plausible case in support of the theory

that David could not have written the psalm. The only reason

for believing that David did not write it is to be found in the

mind of those who do not believe in predictive prophecy, or

who are convinced that they know more than Peter, than the

Jewish scholars of the first century, than the Lord of Glory

Himself.

Another example of the weakness of the attack upon the

veracity of the headings is to be found in Psalm cxxxix. This

is ascribed to David in all the Hebrew manuscripts, in all the

editions of the Targum, in all the editions and manuscripts

of Jerome’s version from the Hebrew, in the Syriac of the

polyglots and of the Mosul edition, in all the Uncials of

Swete and in all the manuscripts of Holmes and Parsons

(except two or three) and in all the versions of the Septua-

gint. Notwithstanding this evidence in favor of Davidic au-

thorship, many critics place the psalm in post-captivity or in

Maccabean times. This is done upon two grounds—^the al-
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leged presence of Aramaic words, and the presumption that

the doctrines in it could not have been known till after the

captivity. As to the Aramaic words, I have shown in previous

articles in this Review” that some of these alleged Arama-

isms cannot be shown to Idc Aramaisms at all; and that, if

they are Aramaisms, there is sufficient evidence to show that

David might have used them. As to the statement that David

could not have expressed a certain idea because he could not

have had it, it is a sufficient answer to say that he could have

had it and did have it because he has expressed it. How can

any man living today know that David could not have had

the thoughts expressed in this psalm ? Especially how can any

one, who believes that David was a prophet to whom the

Rock of Israel spake, presume to set limits of time and

human possibilities to the illumination and oracular sayings

of David the son of Jesse, the anointed of the God of Jacob

:

the sweet psalmist of Israel, through whom the Spirit of

Jehovah spake But it is not with subjective theory nor with

interpretations of occasional verses, but with objective evi-

dence that we have been concerned in this article. As far as

the objective evidence goes the headings of the psalms are

presumptively correct.

Princeton. R. D. Wilson.

Cf. “The Aramaisms of the Old Testament” (April, 1925) ; also the

first part of the present article (January, 1926), p. 31.

Compare 2 Samuel xxiii. 1-3.



MODERN ASPECTS OF THE THEORY OF

EVOLUTION

For several decades scientists have claimed that the ques-

tion of evolution is definitely settled. In the latter part of the

nineteenth century most of them became convinced of the

reality of evolution, and with that assumption as a basis pro-

ceeded to construct their various scientific theories. With the

dawn of the tweptieth century, scientific specialization rap-

idly developed. It was no longer possible for a man to be an

authority in all the lines bearing on the problem of evolution,

for with the advance in the technique of the microscope, even

biology became too vast a field for one man to master in

detail. Hence, in place of men like Darwin, Huxley and

Spencer, who mastered most of the facts then known bearing

on evolution, a generation of specialists developed. These

specialists found that their time was largely taken up in

detailed investigations which gave them little opportunity to

master lines of knowledge outside their specialty. Evolution

seemed no longer a live question to them, so they gradually

ceased to correlate the various facts which were constantly

being discovered in a number of different lines, and to notice

the bearing which these newly discovered facts had on the

whole question of evolution. The doctrine of evolution was

constantly assumed and taught as established fact, and few

men of science dreamed of questioning it. The geologist had

found in evolution the constitutive principle of his science

;

and many biologists felt that it would be impossible to teach

the subject of biology with evolution left out. All this resulted

in an attitude of mind on the part of scientists which pre-

cluded the possibility of any reexamination of the evidence

on the subject of evolution. Each student followed the evolu-

tionary tradition, and hearing evolution taught as unques-

tioned truth on all sides, naturally grew up an evolutionist. A
man who dared to question this tradition l>ecame a scientific

pariah, and few even thought of questioning its truth.

Within the last tv;o decades, however, new evidence on the
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subject has been gradually accumulating, and since the spec-

ialists have been too much occupied to see its bearing on

evolution, this evidence has been largely ignored by scientists.

The time seems to have arrived, therefore, for a reopening of

the whole question of the truth of the theory of evolution;

and it is to call attention to this new evidence on the subject,

as well as to point out the inadequacy of the old evidence

that this article has been written. The first part will pre-

sent the recently discovered evidence in the lines of cytologv'

and genetics bearing on the subject of evolution, while the

second part will contain a reexamination of the various

lines of evidence long held to establish the truth of the theory.

The Origin and Nature of Life

The day is past when scientists can ignore the question of

the origin of life. It can no longer be claimed that undififeren-

tiated protoplasm is merely a chance association of atoms and

molecules. The microscope has shown that the cell is a mi-

crocosm, a world of order all in itself, and that it is just as

illogical to suppose that it could have originated by chance,

as that a house could grow from a mere aggregation of

wood, sand, cement and iron without the help of a think-

ing mind. The older evolutionists assumed, consciously or

unconsciously, that life could develop from dead matter

without the help of a personal God, and the theory of evolu-

tion itself was an attempt to explain the world without the

necessity of bringing God in as the creator and sustainer of

the processes of life. If then, it can be shown that it is neces-

sary to posit a thinking, active mind as creator and sustainer

of life itself, the raison d’etre of the whole theory disappears.

The origin of life is to most evolutionists an unsolvable

riddle. They cannot admit that God was the creator, and yet

there is no known way by which life could come into exist-

ence de novo, in a lifeless world. Probably the attitude of

most evolutionists on the subject is that of agnosticism. A few

men today advocate the rather absurd theory that life was

brought to the earth by a meteor from some distant planet
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or star; but that of course only pushes the problem ol¥ into

space and back into time without any way helping in its

ultimate solution. All such a theory does is to remove the

question of the source of life to a sphere beyond the range

of scientific investigation, and render agnosticism a perma-

nent possibility. Suppose life did come to earth from a dis-

tant planet—what then? It remains just as much a problem

on that distant star as in this world, and any theory that is

thorough-going should account for the ultimate origin of

life.

A large number of biological experimenters and investiga-

tors believe that the ultimate solution of the problem of life

is in terms of physics and chemistry, and so the new science

of biochemistry has come into existence, which seeks more

and more to reduce life to an association of molecules and

atoms and electrons, so combined as to produce the balance

and mechanism of the cell. In fact modern biologists, what-

ever their own views on this subject may be, carry on their

researches as though all the problems of life, its nature and

origin could be oibserved and solved by the microscope alone.

Perhaps, as Wilson’^ says, “mechanistic interpretations of

vital phenomena . . . are a ‘necessary fiction’,” in order to

further biological research, but as he also says in the same

sentence, they “are inadequate.”

Other biologists, following the example of Driesch,® place

a vitalistic interpretation upon the phenomena of life, and

though many of them reject Driesch’s strange “entelechy,”

or “psychoid” (a sort of tertium quid, neither mind nor

matter, posited by Driesch as the cause of life and vital phe-

nomena), yet they hold that in life there is both an unknown

and unknowable (at least by the microscope) force of some

sort at work that is of a different quality from physical and

chemical forces, and that is beyond the reach of biological in-

vestigation. It is probably true of such a view, as Wilson®

I'E. B. Wilson, The Cell, p. 1117.

2 Driesch, Philosophy and Science of the Organism.

2 Op. cit., p. 1 1 16.
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says, that it “involves a practical abandonment of the prob-

lem,” and would produce a deadening influence upon biologi-

cal research were it generally accepted. Nevertheless, these

vitalists seem to be nearer the truth than Joseph Needham,

who criticizes their view^ rather acutely, but seems to miss the

point of J. Arthur Thomson’s illustration about the breeding

and spawning journeys of the eel as proving that there is

more to the eel than “chemical explosions of reserve material

in the muscles of the eel’s tail.® Thomson is not advocating

intelligence on the part of the eel in “a mystical sense,” as

Needham assumes,“ but is showing that the whole mysterious

journey of the young eel which has never visited the ocean,

yet goes unerringly from the rivers and brooks of North

America directly to the ancestral spawning place in the

middle of the Atlantic Ocean, cannot be accounted for on the

theory that physical and chemical processes alone are ade-

quate to explain its life phenomena. Needham is probably

right in saying that it does not help us any to assume an

“entelechy” as the cause of this
;
for the problem immediately

arises, what is an entelechy?—and this is beyond the reach

of laboratory experiment and observation.

Both vitalists and mechanists seem to ignore the possibility

that there may be another and even a more plausible inter-

pretation of vitalistic phenomena, namely that they are a

direct manifestation of God’s power! There are probably

three reasons why this possibility is ignored. In the first

place, it savors too much of pantheism to suit many of these

workers in physical and chemical materials, and a man of

science is almost invariably either dualistic or materialistic

in his philosophical assumptions. In the second place, the

scientist can never see how a phenomenon which is so amen-

able to the control of man as the mechanism of cell growth

* Needham, “The Philosophical Basis of Biochemistry” in The Monist,

Jan. 1925.

® Thomson, “Is There One Science of Nature?”, in the Hibbert

Journal, Oct. 1911.

® Needham, op. cit., p. 37.
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and division, and which is at the same time seemingly so

completely under the control of definite laws, can ever be a

direct manifestation of the power of the Infinite God. In the

third place, there is the innate tendency of all modern science,

to rule any supernatural cause out of the laboratory. So it

would be “bad form” for a scientist to express the opinion

that God had anything to do with these vital processes

!

Yet is this explanation so preposterous after all? The fear

in some minds that it is pantheistic can be dismissed at once,

for the essence of pantheism is that God does not exist out-

side of nature, Avhile the view here advocated is that God is

both transcendent of and imminent in these vital processes.

The third objection to the view is merely an irrational preju-

dice against supernaturalism and can be dismissed at once if

it can be shown that a personal God exists. The only serious

problem lies in the second objection to this view. It is per-

fectly true that the phenomena of cell life can be controlled

experimentally by man and seem in many ways to act ac-

cording to laws which are known and can be definitely de-

pended upon, and at first sight this seems to make a mechan-

istic view very plausible. But is this not really due to lack of

appreciation of what it means to posit God’s power as

manifested in it? The moment one mentions God, the scien-

tist thinks of an irrational miracle happening contrary to

law, and because he is certain that such irrational events are

not now happening in the laboratory’, he jumps to the coa-

clusion that God cannot have anything to do with it.

We might mention in passing that no Christian believes

that miracles happen in an irrational manner, but this is beside

the point. The real cru.x of the problem is that the scientist

seems unable to grasp the idea that God can directly manifest

His pozL’er in rational lazvs of nature, and that these natural

laws are uniform because they are subject to the rational side

of God’s nature, so that God does not have to change His

mind. It makes them no less dependable for the scientist,

to say that they are the manifestation of God’s power,

for God never changes His mind but sees the end from
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the beginning, so does not have to act upon caprice as the

materialistic biologist assumes when we say that God is

back of these vital phenomena. There is, then, no point to

the objection to the view that the vital phenomena are the

direct manifestation of the jxiwer and energy of God, on the

ground that the vital phenomena are amenable to law and can

be controlled by man to a certain extent, for this could be true

while at the same time God was acting in them. The difficulty

can be cleared up if we once get the distinction between the

activity of God in a natural, and a supernatural way. When
God interrupts or transcends the uniformity of nature to per-

form a miracle, we call that the supernatural activity of God

;

but the ordinary uniformity of nature is just as truly God’s

activity as is the other. The only difference is that God then

acts according to what we call the laws of nature, which are

only the ordinary, constant and natural ways in which He
manifests His power, and activity. This power appears more

directly in life and vital phenomena than in matter and phy-

sical and chemical laws, though it is God’s power manifesting

itself in both. It is for this reason that the biologist is justi-

fied in assuming that his microscope can discover more and

more secrets of the life processes, but the mechanist fails

when he assumes that he has explained and accounted for

life, after he discovers the laws under which the vital pro-

cesses operate, for he neglects the energy and power which is

manifesting itself in the operation of these different laws of

life and of the cell. The vitalist, on the other hand is right

in pointing out the inability of the mechanist to account ulti-

mately for that certain something in life that makes it life\

There is 'beyond a doubt a potency connected with life that

differentiates living protoplasm from inorganic matter. When
the cell dies, the same inorganic materials are present in the

cell that were present a moment before; but a change has

taken place, and this change is more than a chemical change

which probably accompanies death. The vitalist, however,

does not improve matters when he assumes a tertium quid,

a theoretical “entelechy,” as the explanation of this change or
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difference 'between living and not living matter. An explana-

tion that avoids the difficulties besetting 'both the mechanistic

and vitalistic views, is the one here advocated, namely that

vital phenomena are the direct manifestation of the power and

energy of a thinking, personal God according to a law or

rule that controls His activity, which rule is a self-consti-

tuted one.

The advantage of this view is that it explains and har-

monizes a great many difficult problems connected with life

and cell constitution. Take the instance cited above by J.

Arthur Thomson, of the eel and its migration to the ances-

tral breeding place. It cannot be explained by habit, for the

eel goes to the ancestral spawning place for the first time. It

cannot be explained as due to the thought processes in the,

mind of the eel, for no one would hold that these processes

are sufficiently developed to guide it on this long journey.

W'e may call it instinct
;
but is not that merely a term to cover

up our ignorance of what makes it go unerringly to that

particular part of the ocean? Least of all can we account for

this strange migration by physical and chemical processes

that enable it to make the journey. A theoretical entelechy in

life itself, since it is incapable of thought and purpose, helps

us not at all to solve the problem. In fact the only logical ex-

planation is to say that the eel is directed and controlled in

its journey by a thinking, rational, all-seeing God ! That is an

explanation big enough to fit the facts, and nothing else

will! Of course that would be “unscientific” ( !) ;
but can we

not discard naturalistic prejudice long enough to think in a

rational fashion that comprehends facts out of reach of the

microscope ?

Then take the mysterious process of cell growth and

division. The whole process is filled with what is apparently

purposive action, and yet we know that there can be no pur-

pose in the brainless and soulless cell. We cannot take the

time to describe this marvelous process of cell-division that

^ Cf. Wilson, op. cit., pp. 114!?. A good, simple, non-technical descrip-

tion of the process of cell division is given in Jones, Genetics, pp. 88ff.,
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biologists have observed through the microscope^ but we

must call attention to the fact that the polar arrangement of

the chromosomes, and the complex processes that precede

cell-division all seem clearly to indicate purposive control

and orderly guided activity. If it is recognized that the mind

of God is back of the process, it is all clear and understandable

in an instant; but if we try to account for it on the supposi-

tion that mind and purpose are lacking, infinite difficulties

emerge.

We might go on indefinitely in our analysis of cell life to

show that it all has the mark of purpose stamped upon it

throughout. Where does the cell get its power of assimilation

and growth ? What shapes the sperm cell and prepares it for

motility so that it can reach and fertilize the egg? What
guides the whole process of growth in the organism so that

a given cell always develops into a particular kind of organ-

ism, and in the process produces all the multiplex parts of the

individual organism, with its specific organs specialized in

disparate ways? Cytologists® tell us that every single one of

the multitudinous qualities of an individual is produced by

fixed “genes,” located on each of the chromosomes of the

germ cell, that the exact location on the different chromo-

somes of all the different genes that produce these qualities

can be determined definitely in insects such as the Drosophila,

and that in all probability the same conditions hold for all

plants and animals, including man. The moment any gene is

omitted from an individual’s germ cell, a corresponding

change, or “mutation” occurs in the new life that is bom,

thus proving that all the various parts of the organism

depend upon specific genes attached to or a part of the

individual chromosomes in the cells. This is all very marvel-

ous, but it must not be forgotten for a moment that when the

cytologist and geneticist describe the mechanism of inheri-

tance, they have not shown what really causes the thing!

and in Crew, Animal Genetics, Chap. Ill, though all this material

is given in a complete form in the monumental work of Wilson.

^ Bibliographica Genetica, p. 92ff.
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What gives the gene its particular quality ? What is the origin

of the gene? What gives it the power of fashioning the par-

ticular characteristic in the individual ? Suppose we were to

grant what most cytologists probably believe, namely, that a

gene is a molecule or a particular arrangement of molecules

of matter
;
we would be no nearer the solution of the problem,

for the crucial questions would remain. What gives the mole-

cule the marvelous faculty of directive activity in producing

the given characteristic of the organism? How could a mind-

less molecule or group of molecules shape other molecules into

a pattern not in the least resembling their own constitution ?

Is it not plain that all we have done or can do is to push the

problem back a little farther without arriving at any real

sdlution? It all shows the efifects of pur}X)se, and purpose

demands a mind back of it, so that the only solution that

really solves the problem, is that the energy of life is a

manifestation of the purposive activity of God!

Then finally, this explanation of life accounts for the

origin of the first life, and for death. When the creative ac-

tivity of God fashioned the cell, life came into existence,

which is only another way of saying that the creative activity

of God’s nature assumed a new manifestation different from

its manifestations in matter and other forms of energy.

When this form of God’s activity is withdrawn from its

interaction and interrelation with other forms of energy, all

of which are modes of God’s activity, the cell or individual

dies. This death is not arbitrary but correlated with all the

laws governing the organism and matter
;
not supernatural

but natural, i.e., according to natural law, or rather, the

ordinary method of God’s activity.

The mechanistic biologist is in difficulty all along the line,

but most of all when he comes to the problem of the ultimate

origin of life in the world. All the laws of biology indicate

that at the present time there is no life that does not come

from preceding similar life. Life does not now arise de novo,

nor can it be fashioned in the laboratory. All the chemical

molecules can be assembled in proper proportions but they
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refuse to become alive. But if life does not arise de novo

today, in the Godless universe of the materialistic scientist,

how could it ever have arisen de novo in the past? Here is the

insoluble riddle of mechanistic biology. The very principles

under which be is carrying on his investigations demand that

there shall be no supernatural intervention in the creation of

life, yet every line of investigation points to such a begin-

ning as creation postulates. The first life must have begun

and yet there is no force or combination of forces now acting

capable of bringing life into e.xistence! It is this situation

that has produced such wild hypotheses as the one mentioned

at the beginning of this section, namely that life came to

earth from another planet. It has made most biologists close

their eyes to the obvious conclusion that life was created and

that God is back of and in the whole life process, controlling

and guiding even the electrons in the molecules of the genes.

Most biologists, therefore, are agnostic as to the origin of

life, because they refuse to see the obvious, and hoj^ie against

hope that some mechanistic means of producing life may yet

be discovered. Common sense demands that the obvious be

accepted and that it be admitted by biologists that the first

life must have been created !

But if a personal God must be brought into the process •

to account for the origin of life, is not the whole antecedent

objection to the creation of the different forms and kinds of

life de novo likewise removed? Certainly it would take no

more power on the part of God to create the different fam-

ilies or orders of life known in the world today and in the

past geological ages, than it would to create a single cell with

all the potentialities of all future kinds of life hidden in the

genes of the chromosomes, as many biologists think was the

case with the first cell in the beginning. If a supernatural act

of God has to be brought into the process somewhere, there

can be no a priori objection to the theory of specific creation,

on the ground that it demands an act of supernatural inter-

vention in the universe. It remains purely a question of fact

as to which method God used to create the organic world.
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The evidence on both sides must be weighed, and if a judg-

ment can be reached, it must be rendered on a factual basis.

The First Cell.

According to the evolutionists life started with a unicellu-

lar organism or possibly a group of unicellular organisms,

which by virtue of inherent forces evolved to all the present

forms of plant and animal life. One thing is certain; the first

cell, if it really existed alone, must have been a plant form,

or rather a. unicellular organism with chlorophyll present in

it. For without chlorophyll it could never have existed in a

world of inorganic matter with no carbon or nitrogen in a

form that could be appropriated by an animal organism.

Moreover since it is now known that neither environmental

changes nor natural selection can produce a change in an

organism that is not already latent in the organism, it would

be necessary to postulate a cell with a large number of

chromosomes, which in turn would have to possess nearly an

infinite number of genes arranged in a serial order on each

chromosome, in order to account for all the infinite variety of

characteristics and differences which all the animals and

plants in the world possess today. It would have to possess

genes which, when released from dominant gene control by

the genetic phenomenon known as “crossing over,” would be

capable of producing the remarkable change known as sexual

reproduction. It would have to possess other genes capable

under similar processes of producing all the infinite differen-

tiation of plant and animal life such as the different kinds of

leaves, roots, fruits, etc. whose variety is legion. It would

have to possess genes capable of producing all the infinite

variety of characteristics in the different animal organisms,

from brain cells to feathers, and from colors on the wings of

the butterfly to the hairs on the feet of the polar bear; from

the long neck of the giraffe to the tail of the tadpole. All this

would have to be present in the chromosomes of that first

cell, in the foiTn of genes arranged serially along the different

chromosomes

!
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A mere glance at such necessary implications of the

theory that all life sprang from a unicellular organism by

a process of progressive differentiation, shows how ridiculous

the idea is. The investigations of Morgan and his associates

and followers on the Drosophila have definitely established

the fact that there are at least one hundred and eleven genes

on the four chromosomes of the Drosophila, each one of

which under proper conditions is capable of producing a cer-

tain definite characteristic in the adult fly, depending on the

presence or absence of that particular gene and on whether

there is present or absent another gene which if present pre-

vents the first gene from showing its effect in the offspring.

Now if a minute insect like the Drosophila has that many
genes, how would it be possible to have present in one cell

all the genes necessary to produce all the characteristics in all

the animals and plants that have ever lived on the earth? Yet.

if evolution is true, that would have to be the case, for the

investigations of Morgan and others have shown that the

only way a given characteristic can be present in the offspring

is that it be first in the germ-cell as a gene on a chromosome.

Why is it that biologists do not see the absurdity of a theory

that demands such an impossible condition in the first cell?

The only answer must be that they are not willing to follow

to their logical conclusions the implications of these discov-

eries in genetics and cell constitution.

In contrast to this biological monstrosity, a cell with such

an infinite number of genes present in the chromosomes,

consider the sanity of the Creation account, which states

that God in the beginning by His infinite power creaited, or

“formed” the different kinds of animals and plants “each

after its kind.” Whether that means that God formed the

individual species, or simply the genera or the families, is not

taught in the Bible, and may well be left to scientific investi-

gation to discover. According to our present knowledge of

genetics, it seems very probable that these original creations

were in some cases species (as man, for example), in others,

genera, in others families and possibly even orders of life.
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From these original groups sprang all the so-called species and

v'arieties in existence today, through Mendelian variations

and mutations. In all probability the original line of demark-
ation, at least in sexually reproduced organisms, is now
marked by the ability to interbreed and produce fertile off-

spring, though it is possible that in some cases, mutations

inside the created group raised mechanical barriers to sexual

reproduction which did not originally exist, so that species

that now' do not breed together may have originally done so.

A view such as this satisfies all the demands of biology as

shown in the science of genetics, does justice to the doctrine

of original creation “after its kind,” and gives us a logical

theory to account for the genes in the chromosomes. The
theory of evolution from an original cell demands a stretch of

the imagination that seems impossible. Is not the creation of

life in these multiplex forms a far more reasonable theory?

Evidence from the Chromosomes.

A very striking line of evidence against evolution has

come to light in cytology through the study of the chromo-

somes. It has been discovered that the amount of chromo-

some material in all the individuals of a species is the same.

Usually the number of chromosomes is constant for a given

species, though in some cases a chromosome may become

broken, thus giving the appearance of additional chromo-

somes, while in reality the total amount of chromosome

material remains the same. “The total length of the

chromosomes is thus a specific constant irrespective of their

number”®. By comparing the total length of the chromosomes,

it is found that the number is constant throughout the

species. There is always one more chromosome present in

the female than in the male, the extra chromosome being the

one which determines sex and makes the individual a female.

Thus, for man the chromosome number is 48 (for the

female). For the monkey, it is 54. For dogs it is 22, while

for cats it is 36, and for horses 38. For the Diestrammena

® W'ilson, op. cit., p. 878.
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marmorata, of the insect group, the number is 58 (10 more

than for man !) ;
but the Aphis saliceti has only six chromo-

somes, while, as has been said, the Drosophila has but four/®

This is very interesting from the point of view of evolution.

If it had been possible to arrange the organisms with their

varying chromosome numbers in either an ascending or de-

scending scale corresponding to the evolutionary tree pre-

pared by comparative anatomists and embryologists, we can

imagine how great an argument it would have made for

evolutionists ! As it is, we find that insects may have very

few chromosomes, or may have more chromosomes than

man. We find that monkeys have more, and cats and dogs

have fewer chromosomes than man. In fact there is abso-

lutely no rhyme or reason, from an evolutionary point of

view, to the number of chromosomes in different species. It

is this situation that leads Wilson to say

:

We must therefore admit the present inadequacy of attempts to reduce

the chromosome numbers to any simple or consistent arithmetical rules.

This conclusion . . . forms part of the evidence w'hich indicates that

the evolution of chromosome numbers has not followed a single or

consistent course but has taken place, on the whole, fitfully, irregularly,

and in various ways.^^

In fact, as Wilson says : “Chromosome numbers may differ

widely within the limits even of the smaller groups (genus

or family) and sometimes even between closely related

species.”^^ No wonder Wilson is led to say, with the candor

that marks all his scientific work : “We do not know with

certainty, even in a single case, precisely how the chromo-

some number has changed from species to species.

From an evolutionary point of view this is incomprehen-

sible. Geneticists have shown that the chromosomes are

carriers of the hereditary characters, and that the numbers

i** Wilson, op. cit., p. 754.

Ib., p. 868.

12 7h., p. 866. Of course this close relation Wilson talks about is on

the basis of evolutionary classification, and may or may not indicate ac-

tual genetic relation, for the species referred to might have been separate

from creation to the present time.

Ib., p. 884.
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are constant for each species. Now since according to evolu-

tionary principles all evolution has been caused by “resident

forces,” the conclusion seems inescapable that were the

evolutionary hypothesis true there should be a definite rela-

tion between the number of chromosomes in a given species

and the number in closely related (?) species in the same

general group, while the number of chromosomes in this

general group should differ markedly from the number in dis-

tant groups. The number of chromosomes in mammals ought

to group around a certain fixed number, while the number

of chromosomes in insects ought to be at a far distant point

in the scale of numbers. That is in general what we ought to

find if evolution is true. On the contrai*y we find that it is

absolutely impossible to reduce the chromosome numbers to

any such scheme. Consequently the evolutionists are forced

to admit that the evolution (sic!) of chromosome numbers

“has taken place on the whole, fitfully, irregularly, and in

various ways” ! When the Nuttall blood tests seemed to show

a similarity between the blood of various species, evolution-

ists were certainly not slow to point it out, though the blood

is not the carrier of heredity, and were such similarity a

proven fact all it would prove would be the similarity of

chemical composition, which no one doubts, and which would

in no way prove relationship. But just imagine how strong

would be the argument for evolution if there were an

arithmetical relation between the numbers of chromosomes in

the closely related (?) species! When no such relationship is

disclosed, though we are here dealing, according to biologists’

own claims, with the very mechanism of heredity, is not that

the strongest kind of evidence that there is no actual relation-

ship between species? All the difference in numbers between

the chromosomes of the different species is understandable

at once if we suppose the species to have been created

separately, for in that case God prepared the necessary num-

ber of chromosomes to carry the genes which produce the

given characteristics of the different species, and the number

of the chromosomes in different s]>ecies had no relation to

the similarity of form between the species.
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I

Evidence from Genetics.

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, the science of

genetics has come rapidly into prominence. The rediscovery

of the published work of Gregor Mendel, turned biological

investigation into an entirely new channel. The Darwinian

theory with its view that all species varied through an inner

force that tended constantly to make each generation slightly

different from the ancestors, and also caused individuals to

vary from each other by infinitesimal degrees, seemed to

provide the raw material, which, through the struggle for

existence, eliminated the unfit and gradually caused the

species to grow apart by preserving and handing on these

variations to each following generation. In this way, accord-

ing to Darwinism, new species gradually, over millions of

years, came into existence, and life became increasingly com-

plex and differentiated on the earth. It was constantly

assumed that something in the individual called forth changes

demanded by the new environment into which it was placed,

or entered, and thus it gradually acquired new characteris-

tics which enabled it to advance in the evolutionary scale. Of
course this process took millions of years, but the biologist

had all the time there was at his disposal, so he went unhesi-

tatingly on his way describing the “history” of the changes

that marked the evolution of life.

The work of Weismann on the germ plasm brought into

disrepute the Le Marckian theory that evolution had pro-

ceeded through the inheritance of acquired characters. For

Weismann proved that the genu plasm of the individual,

which carried all the mechanism of inheritance, was set apart

at an early stage in the cell division of the new life, so that

there seemed no way by which changes in the body, the soma-

plasm, could be registered in the germ cells, for the body merely

acted as a receptacle for the transmission of the life in the

germ cells to the following generation. Thus there seemed

no way by which the necessary changes in the germ plasm

could be called forth upon the occasion of a change in en-

vironment, since the environment could not affect the germ
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cell directly, even though it were possible for the germ cell

to make such advantageous variations upon demand.

The stage was in this way prepared for the rediscovery of

the work of Mendel, which was received, when called to the

attention of the scientific world by DeVries and others, with

an enthusiasm which it could never have received while the

reign of Darwinism was at its height. Mendel concentrated

upon an experiment in which the hereditary factors could

be controlled, and by thus avoiding the conflicting charac-

teristics which would tend to conceal the evidence, he was

enabled to formulate whait is known as Mendel’s Law. By
artificially crossing tall green peas with short green peas, he

found that the first generation (commonly called the Fi gen-

eration) consisted of all tall green peas. Upon planting these,

however, he found that the next generation (commonly

called the Fa generation) broke up into a proportion of three

tall to one short. One of the tall, when planted, produced

only tall thereafter, in that race, while the other two tall when

planted produced ofifspring in the proportion of three tall

to one short. Mendel’s theory was that there was present in

the individual what he called a “unit character” (now called

“gene”), which produced the characteristic for tallness in the

peas. Whenever this unit character (or gene) was present

in the individual, the contrasted unit character producing

shortness never showed itself
;
so he called the one “domi-

nant” and the other “recessive.” If the recessive were present,

it would show in the following generation, however, while if

the recessive were absent the dominant character only showed

itself.

Mendel next “crossed a variety of pea with a round seed

and yellow cotyledons with another variety having a wrinkled

seed and green cotyledons. The Fi individuals were all yellow

rounds and when these were selfed a generation was pro-

duced in which in every i6 individuals on the average there

were

:

9 with yellow cotyledons and round seeds—the two dominant characters.
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3 with yellow cotyledons and wrinkled seeds—one dominant, one recessive.

3 with green cotyledons and round seeds—one recessive, one dominant.

I with green cotyledons and wrinkled seeds—the two recessives.’’^*

When three dominant genes are bred with three recessives,

the F2 generation contains 8 possible combinations in every

64 individuals, according to the following proportion

;

27 individuals in which there are the three dominant genes.

9 individuals in one group having 2 dominants and i recessive.

9 individuals in a 2nd group having 2 dominants and i recessive.

9 individuals in a 3rd group having 2 dominants and i recessive.

3 individuals in one group having i dominant and 2 recessives.

3 individuals in a 2nd group having i dominant and 2 recessives.

3 individuals in a 3rd group having i dominant and 2 recessives.

I individual in which there are three recessives.

It will readily be seen that when more than six contrasted

genes are combined, the problem becomes increasingly com-

plex in a geometrical progression, making the possible com-

binations almost unlimited. For our purposes, however, the

important thing is not the various ratios, but the fact that in

the reshuffling of chromosomes and genes in the F2 genera-

tion, when more than two contrasted characters are combined,

individuals are produced which are unlike either parent. Thus

in Mendel’s experiment quoted above, two new varieties were

produced, round green and wrinkled yellow, though neither

will breed true since both dominant and recessive genes are

present in these new varieties. According to Mendel’s Law,

new combinations can be increased almost indefinitely, pro-

vided we can corobine a sufficient number of genes in the

crossing process.

As the present writer has already pointed out in an article

in this Review for July, 1924, Mendelian variation offers

little comfort to the evolutionist, for it can only occur in the

case of organisms that reproduce by means of sexual re-

production, and does not occur in the case of either self-

fertilizing reproduction (unless artificially crossed), or in

the case of cell-division reproduction, where all variation

i^'Crew, Animal Genetics, p. 28.
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originally started according to the evolutionist. Moreover

Mendelism can add no nezv characteristic to the stream of

inheritance, for all the Mendelian variations consist of genes

present in the parent species. The thing evolutionists must

account for is the origin of these old characteristics, present

in the parent, and for this, Mendelism offers no solution.

Since Mendelism has been rediscovered, many additional

points have been added to the theory by geneticists. For one

thing it has been shown that the phenomenon of dominance is

not an essential part of the law, and that in some instances

the two contrasted genes seem to blend in the Fi generation,

though segregating according tO’ the recognized formula of

1:2:1 in the F2 generation. Another point that has been

shown is that there are often two or more genes for the same

characteristic, and that when these genes are combined in a

Mendelian cross, they will result in piling up the quality in

increasing amounts. The length O'f ears in the Belgian hare

is an example of this. Whenever one of the genes is absent

in the offspring, a fraction of the length of the ears is also

absent, and when two genes are missing, another fraction of

the length of the ears is subtracted.

A third fact that has been discovered is what has been

called “linkage.”^® Certain genes seem to have an affinity for

each other, so that they do not segregate in the offspring

after they are once combined, but are henceforth transmitted

together as though they were only one gene instead of two

as we know them to be. Certain characteristics seem to be

linked to the sex chromosome or to one oi the sex chromo-

somes, so that they are transmitted with the chromosome

which carries the sex determiner. For example color-blind-

ness seems tO' be such a sex-linked gene.

The work of Morgan and his associates on the Drosophila

has brought to light the curious phenomenon known as

“crossing-over.”^® There seems to be evidence that the genes

are serially located along the length of each chromosome, that

Bibliographica Genetica, Chap. X., p. 87ff.

Ib., p. 87!?.
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in the process that precedes the cell division of the fertilized

egg the chromosomes of the egg and sperm arrange them-

selves alongside each other, and that as they separate again,

they oftentimes become so twisted around each other that a

break will occur at the point where they touch, so that one

end of one chromosome will become attached to the other

chromosome, while the corresponding portion of the second

will become attached to the first. Consequently, the individual

with one of these chromosomes will have genes belonging to

the lower half of the original chromosome, while on the upper

half there will be the genes belonging to the upper half of the

other chromosome, showing that there has been a crossing-

over of the genes from one chromosome to the other. The

result of such a crossing-over will be a mutation affecting

some portion of the organism. The percentages of the prob-

ability of such crossings-over with the resultant mutations

have been plotted quite accurately for the Drosophilahy these

experimenters, and the assumption is that the same condition

exists in all other forms of life.

Now the imjrortant thing for us about all this is that every

kind of inheritance known can be accounted for accurately

by this phenomenon known as “crossing-over,” and by

regular Mendelian variations. The theory taught by Darwin

of “minute variations,” which he supposed every form of life

was making in every conceivable direction, thus giving the

raw material for natural selection to shape into new species,

has been abandoned by biologists. It is now known that such

variations are merely fluctuations around a given mean, to

which mean the offspring constantly tend to return. The

forced abandonment of these “minute variations,” left “na-

tural selection” without any raw material with which to work,

and was the principal thing that undermined the Darwinian

theory.

Mendelism next classified almost all other variations as

merely the result of hybridization, after which the resultant

factors segregated according to Mendel’s Law. This meant

that you get out of Mendelism only the factors that you put
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in originally, and cannot add a single new factor to the stream

of heredity, thus making the origin of a new species in any

real sense an impossibility according to Mendel’s Law.
Wherever species can interbreed and produce fertile off-

spring, that very fact is a safe indication that the current

classification as different species ought to be revised, to in-

clude both in one species.

And lastly, the work of Morgan and his associates has

reduced even the remaining variations to law and order, so

that now even the previously mysterious mutations which

were variations contrary to Mendel’s Law, have been brought

under observ^ation and can be plotted for one organism in

great detail (i.e., the Drosophila)

,

with a well founded as-

sumption that similar mutations exist and could be accounted

for by the same process of “crossing-over,” in all other forms

of life, were it possible to chart them as accurately as in the

case of the Drosophila. From the mutations observed on the

Drosophila we now know that mutations always concern

characteristics previously present either latently or patently

in the organism, and are never additions of new character-

istics not previously in the germ plasm. Many times the result

of a crossing-over causes a mutation that is totally different

from the parental type, but since the same mutation can be

produced over and over again and a similar mutation back

to the original form can be brought about by giving the

opportunity for another crossing-over, we know that the

gene was present there all the time but could not express itself

because it was covered by a corresponding dominant gene in

another part of the same chromosome with which it was

linked. After a cross-over occurred which removed the

previously dominant gene from the same chromosome, the

hitherto linked recessive gene could show itself in the in-

dividual. At other times after such a crossing-over, another

cross-over would occur in another part od the same chromo-

some that Avould bring two totally different genes together

in such a way that another mutation would occur. The im-

portant point in the whole process, however, was the fact
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that the gene had to he present in the chromosome in order

for a mutation to occur, or in other words, the mutations

never took the organism outside the bounds of the species!

This is a most important and far-reaching discovery, for

if the same rule holds with all other forms of life, and there

seems no reason at all why it should not, (and in fact where-

ever it can be tested experimentally it has been found to hold

true), it means that every form of variation known in nature

has been at last plotted and reduced to law and order, with

the definite knowledge that such variations are always con-

fined to characteristics previously present in the genes of the

chromosomes

!

This is one of the principal reasons that evolutionists are

beginning to realize that no known cause capable of produc-

ing evolution exists. The full significance of these discoveries

about the mutations of the Drosophila has not yet liegun to

sink into the minds of the biologists even of the first rank,

for if it is really proved at last that mutations are shut up

within the bounds of the characteristics previously present

in the ancestors, it means tlmt the only possible change or

evolution must be downzvard by way of loss and elimination

of genes previously present! In other words what change

there has been in nature instead of being from the simple and

less differentiated organisms to the more complex and highly

differentiated organisms, as the evolutionist has always as-

sumed, has in reality been in the opposite direction! The only

logical deduction that can be made from this is that there

were originally created a great variety of forms of life and

that the forms of life now present in the world represent

degeneration by way of loss of the characteristics present

in the ancestral types, and also the new varieties that could

be produced by Mendelian variations. This view will be seen

to include all the phenomena of genetics discovered up to the

present time.

We have already shown in a previous section that the

mechanical constitution of a cell would prevent all the genes

necessary to produce the various forms of life in the world
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from being in one cell, as some evolutionists (Bateson, for

example) have suggested. One cell could not contain enough

chromosomes with enough genes for such a possibility to

be considered. But if this is impossible, the only remaining

solution is that life was originally created in a multiplex

condition, with a very great number of different orders, fami-

lies, genera, and probably a great number of species, though

the latter is not so certain in view of the variations which we
now know occur in species.

Lest we should seem to be omitting anything in this analy-

sis of variation, we must discuss briefly the question of the

inheritance of acquired characters. The whole question,

which most biologists of the last two decades regarded as

settled in the negative, has been brought to the attention of

the scientific world again by the claims of Kammerer, Pav-

lov, Guyer and Smith, and others.

Kammerer’s experiments were carried on with two species

of salamander, and he claimed to have induced certain

changes in the germ plasm that were inherited. The sala-

mander which he first used lays eggs in the water, and the

thirty or forty young li\e in the water about six weeks

before taking to the land. By accustoming the salamander to

cold and dryness, in three generations he found that he

could make this salamander give birth to salamanders which

took to the land at once. He also took a salamander from high

altitudes, which is viviparous, and in a few generations in-

creased the number of young born by putting it in warm,

wet surroundings, and before long found that it could pro-

duce young that took to the water much as the other sala-

mander’s offspring did. Further experiments with the “mid-

wife” toad also seemed to indicate that it could be affected

by environmental changes so that these characteristics were

inherited. However, as Crew,^’^ points out, these effects may

have been produced by what is called “parallel induction,”

that is, by directly affecting the germ plasm while the soma-

Crew, op. cit., p. 345ff.
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plasm was being changed by environmental changes. It is

a well known principle that it is possible to do this by means

of certain chemicals, such as aniline dyes, alcohol and other

drugs.

Pavlov trained mice so that they learned to come for their

food at the call of an electric bell. It took 300 lessons to train

the first generation, 100 lessons to train the second, 30 to

train the third, 10 to train the fourth and only 5 to train the

fifth generation of mice. This is very suggestive, but as

Crew^® points out, mice may dififer among themselves as to

their responsiveness to a given stimulus, so that the whole

experirnent was merely an example of selective breeding ac-

cording to Mendel’s Law. In fact as Crew states, three other

investigators who repeated the experiments, Vicari, Mac-

Dowell, and Bagg, found that these results were not corrob-

orated in their experiments.

The experiments of others^® seem likewise open to criti-

cism, and the consensus of biological opinion at present seems

to be to reject these new claims that acquired characters are in-

herited.^ At any rate, whether there may be some few cases

where acquired characters are inherited, or not, the general

conclusions from years of biological research is that such

cases are the rare exception, and that as a general principle

practically no such acquired characteristics are inherited. As

a possible cause of evolution, acquired characteristics, like

Mendelian variations and mutations, are simply hopeless.

But if these many kinds of variations which we have ex-

amined are ol such a nature that they could not be causes of

evolution, what possible cause can remain ? Absolutely none

!

Natural selection has long been seriously questioned even as

an effective means of killing off undesirable variations, for it

has been shown that its action is quite as likely to kill off

desirable variations. But even were it an actual force capable

Crew, ib., p. 350.

Guyer and Smith’s experiments with eyes of rabbits, etc.

E.g. Bateson, Problems of Genetics, p. 88; Crew, op. cit., p. 339;
Scott, Theory of Evolution, p. 156.
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of doing what the Darwinians used to claim, it could never

operate were there no continuous upward striving in the

life of the world. As we have shown, biology has eliminated

the possibility of there being variations which would indicate

an upward striving among the various forms of life, so that

today we know that there is no such upward trend through

variation as the Darwinians postulated, and that therefore

natural selection, even were it a real force capable of doing

what the Darwinians claimed, would have no raw materials

of change upon which to work. Change and variation we see

in nature in abundance, but only change zuithin the limits of

the characteristics previously present in the species! All pos-

sible causes of evolution have been examined and eliminated,

but no cause capable of producing evolution has been dis-

covered !

Under any ordinary circumstances this would be sufficient

to cause the abandonment of the theory of evolution, but

evolutionary ideas are a part of the very warp and woof of

scientific thought, and its abandonment would necessitate the

abandonment of such a large p>ortion of contemporary scien-

tific ideas that most scientists cannot even contemplate it.

They fall back on what they consider the conclusive evidence

upon which evolutionists have for many decades relied to

prove the correctness of the theory. Our task is now to in-

vestigate these various lines of evidence.

Alleged Evidence From Classification.

Professor Scott states very clearly the object of classify-

ing all forms of life, in the following words

:

The object of classification is to arrange the extraordinarily manifold

assemblages of animals and plants in groups of ascending comprehen-

siveness, which shall express, so nearly as the present state of knowledge

permits, the degrees of relationship between them.^i

Since the days of the founder of classification, Linnaeus, all

forms of animal life have been arranged in a comprehensive

system which shows the alleged relationship between the dif-

21,Scott, Theory of Evolution, p. 32 .
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ferent species, genera, families, orders, etc. The whole

scheme resembles a tree, with the leaves representing the

species, the twigs, genera, the small branches, families, and

so on back to the trunk where all life l)egan with the alleged

unicellular organisms from which life is said to have sprung.

“The principle in accordance with which these groups of an

ascending order of comprehensiveness are constructed, is

simply the greater or less degree of likeness in structural

characteristics.”^^ From this, the meaning of the whole sys-

tem of classification is perfectly plain, and it is clearly evident

that the scheme is an artificial one, yet when one examines

this system of classification, it does make a marvelous demon-

stration, to the unthinking mind, of the truth of the evolu-

tionary hypothesis. One is almost hypnotized into the belief

that since these animals and plants can be arranged in this

ascending scale, the scale must represent the true genetic

relationship in an evolutionary sense. Of course the most

plausible parts of the whole scheme pre the end groups which

deal with similar species grouped under the different genera.

We find many striking similarities among them, and in many

cases between the genera which compose the families, so that

from these observed similarities it is easy to argue back to

the less similar orders under which the families are grouped,

and so on back to the main trunk of the geneological tree. It

is easy to convince most people that wolves and dogs belong

to a genus which had actual blood relationship, because of

the close resemblance, but it is more difficult to persuade them

that such animals as the whale, bat, horse, cat and elephant

all belong to a class which has actual blood relationship. It

is the close resemblance between the different species in a

genus, that lends a specious plausibility to the rest of the

scheme of classification. If, as has been argued in preceding

sections, the originally created “kinds” were not in every

case what we now call species, but were in many instances

genera, or even families, that would account for the close re-

semblances between the species in many genera, and at the

Scott, op. cit., p. 33
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same time would deprive the evolutionary classification of

most of its plausibility.

In regard to the whole scheme however, its artificiality is

clearly evident when we examine it closely. It is founded

upon a precarious assumption. Prof. MacBride, the English

embryologist has called attention to this :

The attempt to construct detailed phyilogenies involves the assumption

that one set of structures, which we take as the mark of the class, has re-

mained constant, whilst others which are regarded as adaptive, may have

been developed twice or thrice. As the two sets of structures are often

of about equal importance, it will be seen to what an enormous extent

the personal equation enters in the determination of these questions.^^

For example, in mammals, what reason is there for fixing

upon the characteristics by which mammals shall be dis-

tinguished? Other characteristics might have been chosen

just as well as the ones which were chosen as the guiding

beacons for the phylogenist.

The whole question of classification is based on the as-

sumption that similarity demands genetic relationship, which,

though a plausible assumption especially when presented

pictorially to the eye by means of charts or collections such

as those in the American Museum of Natural History of

New York, where the evolutionary development of the horse,

camel, man, etc., is graphically portrayed before the eyes

of impressionable school children in so convincing a manner,

is nei^ertheless a pure assumption unless supported by in-

dubitable proof that such assmned relationship is an actual

relationship of descent. It is just this proof that it is impos-

sible for evolutionists to give. Let it not be replied that the

evidence from embryology, blood-tests, and paleontology

furnishes such proof. Even were we to grant all that evolu-

tionists claim for these various lines of argument (and we

will show later that these other lines are equally inconclu-

sive), such actual genetic relationship would still be un-

proved, for no one claims that such development from the

various phyla to the species has taken place under the obser-

23 MacBride, E. W., Cambridge Natural History, Vol. I. p. 460, quoted

by G. M. Price, Phantom of Organic Evolution, p. 113.
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vation of science, and as all the ancestors of the present

species are dead, without leaving their birth certificates and

family trees, there is absolutely no way of proving that a

given species of today is a lineal descendant of a certain

hypothetical or even paleontological species of millions of

years ago. That is pure deduction from the theory of evolu-

tion. If evolution were proved to be true, of course that

would explain the similarity shown by classification as due

to genetic relationship, but the evolutionists are entirely un-

justified in turning the deduction around (as they constantly

do) and stating that such similarity proves evolution! It is

merely a presumptive argument at liest and even the pre-

sumption in its favor will disappear on critical examination.

An illustration taken from O’Toole’s book The Case

Against Evolution'* will serve to make this plain. In the

inorganic world we have a similarity which no one alleges to

be due to genetic relationship, and yet one which is even more

striking in many resi)ects than the similarity in biology

:

Among the chemical elements of inorganic nature we find analogous

uniformities or “family traits,” which, in the absence of any reproductive

process whatever, we cannot possibly attribute to inheritance. Men-
deleeff’s discovery of the periodicity of the elements, arranged in the

order of their atomic weights, is well-known. At each interval of an

octave, a succession of chemical types, similar to those of the preceding

octave, occurs. Hence elements appearing in the same vertical column

of the Periodic Table have many properties in common and exhibit

what may be called a family resemblance. . . . Here analogous chemical

constitution, produced in accordance with a general law, results in

uniformity that implies a similar, rather than an identical, cause. The
hypothesis of parallelistic derivation from similar independent origins

accounts quite as well for the observed uniformities as does the hypothe-

sis of divergent derivation from a single common origin. Why, then,

should we lean so heavily on the already overtaxed principle of inherit-

ance, when parallelism is as much a possibility in the organic world as

it is an actuality in the inorganic world?

O’Toole does not mean to imply that God was not the creator

of the elements of chemistry, but simply that there was orig-

inally created a numlier of elements which in turn broke up

P. 56. This book by George B. O’Toole, is one of the best of the

recent books on Evolution, written from a scientific point of view and

by a scientist
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into the present grouping by the process of atomic disinte-

gration which has been observed in radioactive elements.

Now this offers a very striking analogy to what we find

in the organic world. All the common similarities between

species can be accounted for on the theory that God created

certain “kinds,” and that these kinds broke up into the vari-

ous species as we have them today, just as physicists now
think was the case in the inorganic world. In that case sim-

ilarity is amply accounted for on the theory that a personal

God was back of the whole process, the similarities being due

to their all having the same author. In other words, a single

mind accounts for the similarities as well as, and even better

than, biological descent from a single ancestor. In such a

case the fundamental similarity between different types is

no more significant than between a series of books written

by the same author, or a number of pictures painted by a

single artist. Their similarities in all cases are the expression

of the single mind. It is the habit of some evolutionists to

sneer at such a line of argument and to inquire why an om-

nipotent God should be obliged to create so many animals on

the same general plan.^® Such statements seem to assume that

God could not or would not create individuals with common
points of similarity and with their bodies built on the same

general scheme, but that if He created at all He must have

created every separate individual plant or animal with no

points of similarity! Would not, however, such an order of

creation be far harder to attribute to one God than an order

such as we have, with the whole of the organic world having

points of recognized similarity throughout its extent?

Is it not plain, then, that the argument from classification

proves nothing except that it is possible so to classify the

various forms of life? Of course it must be accounted for in

some way since such striking similarities cannot be attributed

to chance, but the theory of lineal descent is not the only

theory which would account for such similarities. The theory

Cf. Parker, IV/tat Evolution Is, p. 27.
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of a common mind back of the universe accounts for such

similarities even better than does the theory of descent, espe-

cially if we hold that in many cases the species or even genera

are descended from common original types created by God,

The whole question of classification is so closely involved in

the other line of evolutionary argument, that from compara-

tive anatomy, that we must pass on at once to a discussion of

this subject.

Evidence From Comparative Anatomy.

Comparative anatomy, as the name implies, is the comparison of

structure and tissues in the whole range of animal life. Such comparison

leads to the conclusion that in the animal kingdom there are several

distinct types of structure, characterizing the grand divisions of the

kingdom. Within any one of these grand divisions may be found almost

endless diversities of structure, all of them obviously different modifica-

tions of the same fundamental plan. . . . Superficially examined, the

following structures would seem to have little or nothing in common:

. . . the foreleg of a lizard, the wing of a bird and of a bat, the burrow-

ing shovel of a mole, the flipper of a whale, the foreleg of a horse and

the human arm and hand. When, however, all of these structures are

carefully dissected and the bones, muscles and nerves are compared, it

becomes immediately apparent that the plan of structure is the same
throughout, modified to serve different uses, of running, flying, burrow-

ing, swimming, and grasping. . . . Modification is brought about by the

reduction and even the suppression of certain parts, the enlargement of

other parts, and, very much more rarely, by the addition of other parts.^®

In the above quotation Professor Scott gives us in very

attractive form the argument for evolution, from compara-

tive anatomy. We would not for a moment minimize the

strength of this argument. It is possible to pick many flaws

in the tracing out of the application, and show, as many anti-

evolutionists have done, all the striking points of dissim-

ilarity between the different species. We can point out, for

example, that there is no way known to biologists whereby

fundamental parts of vertebrates may be modified by “the

enlargement of other parts and ... by the addition of new
parts.” This is one of the fundamental weaknesses of this

anatomical argument. Such modification is nevertheless as-

sumed without proof in face of the fact that there is no

Scott, op. cit., pp. 42, 43.
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known cause capable of producing it! We can point out also

that it is only a most vivid imagination that can see much
similarity between the fin of a whale and the arm of a man;

in fact, the differences are far more striking than the re-

semblances. All this, however, is in reality evading the issue,

for the strength of the argument is apparent even in these

weaknesses, since all must admit that there are striking

resemblances in the way in which different animals are built.

Obviously, evolution, if true, would account for these re-

semblances as due to modification with descent. If no other

explanation were possible, the conclusion that such similar-

ities are due to evolutionary descent would be inescapable.

As was pointed out in the last section, however, there is

always the alternative explanation that the same great Archi-

tect drew the plans for them all and that their similarity is

due to the fact that there was only one Architect who made

them according to the same general plan with variations in

that plan to fit the animal for its sphere of activity. This

plausible explanation appears even in the midst of an argu-

ment like that of Professor Scott above, in the use of expres-

sions like “the same fundamental plan,” and “the plan of

structure is the same!” The very fact that it is possible to

see a plan throughout the organic world, is one of the

strongest indications that there is a mind back of it all,

rather than that such similarity is due to lineal descent in

every case. Such similarity in itself proves nothing as long

as there is another equally probable explanation.

But a still more conclusive objection to the evolutionary

claim that similarity of anatomical structure denotes lineal

descent is in the phenomena of “convergence.” To under-

stand this argument two terms used by anatomists must be

defined. “Homologous” structures are those parts of organ-

isms which arise from identical structures in the embryo,

although such structures may be used in the adult organism

for widely different purposes. Thus the wing of a bird, the

fin of a whale, and the arm of a man are said tO' be homol-

ogous because their fundamental structure is the same and
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because they arise from identical structures in the embryo,

though they are used for widely different purposes.

But the wing of an insect, the wing of a bird, the wing of a bat, and the

wing of a pterodactyl, a kind of flying reptile, are said to be analogous,

but not homologous; because, though used in maturity for the same
purpose, they have had a different origin and are even now different in

structure.

According to evolutionists, it is the homologous structures

that prove man’s evolutionary descent, and because of this

belief our museums are filled with classified exhibits of

animals whose fundamental structures have developed from

identical structures in the embryos, thus proving evolution-

ary relationship, though the animals may be very unlike each

other and the structures themselves used for totally different

purposes. Now it so happens that in large numbers of cases,

organisms have analogous structures so closely resembling

similar structures in other animals that they seem far closer

to those animals than to other animals having homologous

structures which are used for other purposes. According to

evolutionists there is no immediate relationship between the

animals having these analogous structures
;
and though they

are so similar, this similarity in no way denotes direct re-

lationship of inheritance. This analogous similarity is called

“convergence.” A few examples will help us to realize the

actual situation

:

A large pinching claw, or chela, for example, occurs in two organisms

belonging to the phylum of the arthropods, namely, the lobster and the

African scorpion. Both chelae are practically identical in structure, but,

unfortunately, the chela of the lobster arises from a different appendage

than that from which the scorpion’s chela emerges. . . . Hence, technic-

ally speaking the two chelae are utterly unrelated structures.

One of the striking examples given by Mivert is the thylacine, or so-

called Tasmanian wolf, which is so strikingly like a wolfe or a dog in

general appearance that at a distance the two cannot be distinguished. The
thylacine is confined to the island of Tasmania; but it is a marsupial

and not a placental mammal at all.-®

Perhaps the most notable example of convergence is that

Price, Phantom of Organic Evolution, p. 115.

2® O’Toole, The Case against Evolution, p. 61.

2® Price, op. cit., p. 124.
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of the eyes of cuttle-fishes and vertebrates such as man.

There is no question in the minds of evolutionists but that

vertebrates and cuttle-fish are not at all in the same line of

lineal descent. Yet “in the eye of the cuttle-fish we find a true

retina, a sclerotic, a choroid, a vitreous humour, an aqueous

humour, and an adjustaJble lens, just as in the eye of one of

the higher vertebrates.”^® To complicate the matter still fur-

ther, we find a row of large and prominent eyes in the pecten,

a bivalve mollusk. “Each of these eyes has an optic nerve, a

cornea, a lens, and a choroida, making it strikingly resemble

the eye of a vertebrate.”®® Now the mollusk belongs to a

totally different branch of organic life from either the cuttle-

fish or the vertebrate, so in three independent lines we have

analogous structures so closely resembling each other in

minute details as to be almost identical, yet which must have

arisen independently of each other from ancestors having no

such qualities! Such variation cannot be due to^ chance for

the coincidences are too many and the resemblances are too

striking. Nor can we say that according to the recent ex-

periments of geneticists such variations could have arisen

as mutations which appeared when a dominant gene in the

same chromosome crossed over into the other chromosomes,

thus allowing the eye to appear. For in such a case the eye

would arise only in individuals possessing the particular

chromosome containing the gene for producing eyes, and

thus the eyes would always be in the same line of descent.

Since we find eyes in different lines of descent, arising in-

dependently, such an explanation is impossible. Here is an

insoluble problem for the evolutionist. But the important

thing for our argument is that these examples shozv that the

evolutionary argument from homology has collapsed! They

prove that in the organic world itself, evolutionists being

witness, similarity does not prove lineal relationship! For if

analogous forms, however markedly similar, are not related,

iDecause they have arisen from different parts of the struc-

Price, op. cit., p. 126.
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ture, what is the proof that homologous forms which are so

dissimilar as the wing of a bird, the fin of a whale and the

arm of a man, are related? Since we know that similar struc-

tures can arise independently from different structures, why

may they not arise independently from the same structure?

Even on evolutionary principles it is difficult to see why this

could not be so. Evolutionists all believe that even analogous

structures have arisen through innate forces, and if that is

possible, and two such similar structures as eyes can ^be pro-

duced without any actual relationship existing between the

two forms, what inherent necessity is there for believing

that creatures having homologous structures are related?

On evolutionary principles, might not the same innate forces,

whatever they are, produce homologous structures out of

identical embryonic structures, in totally different branches

of life, even were evolution a fact? But if this be admitted,

and it is difficult to see how the possibility can be denied,

then resemblance between species, genera, families or orders,

proves absolutely nothing as far as actual genetic relation-

ship is concerned, and the whole argument from comparative

anatomy collapses.

Argument From Embryology.

The first line of argument for evolution from embryology

is in the observed fact that all embryos in the earliest stages

closely resemble each other. The germ cells of birds, reptiles

and mammals, aside from the fact that they have a different

number of chromosomes, are closely similar under the micro-

scope. As they develop, all the earliest stages are almost

identical in outward appearance. This fact led to the formu-

lation of what is called “Von Baer’s Law,” that embryos of

closely related species are more alike than the adults of these

species, and that these resemblances are greater in the

younger embryos. Externally, in a large number of cases,

this seems to be true, but the discoveries along the lines of

genetics and cytology have antiquated most of such argu-

ments. While the resemblance may be very marked super-
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ficially in the earliest stages of the embryos, we have reason

to believe that in reality, in the ultra-microscopic region of

the developing cells, the differences are just as marked and

as striking as in the adult organism. All the hereditary char-

acteristics are now thought to have correspondence in genes

located serially on the chromosomes of the germ cells, so that

any superficial similarity of outward form has no signifi-

cance whatever, for it represents merely the ideal form for

the development of any embryo, while at the same time, in-

ternally, beyond the reach of the microscope there is prob-

ably all the difference in the world between the different

embryos, and this difference is located in the chromosomes

of the cells. Accordingly we hear far less today of the proof

from Von Baer’s Law for evolution, because it is generally

recognized that these resemblances are after all superficial,

and really mean nothing, while there is actually present the

real and deep-seated difference in the genes of the chromo-

somes, capable of producing the different organisms. Thus

we read

;

The problem of heredity may be more clearly understood by recognizing

that the characteristics of the organism are specific at all stages of its

existence. The egg of the star-fish is just as much a star-fish as the

adult is.31

Evolutionists claim that . . . the lowest vertibrate, the Amphioxus, is

related in structure to Balanoglossus, a living species of worms,

and that the two prcubably had a common ancestor.

It is well known, however, that there are radical differences between

the embrj-os of vertebrates and invertebrates. Worms and other articu-

lates in embryo lie doubled backwards around the yolk, while all verte-

brates are doubled in the opposite direction.

Now certainly a remarkable fact such as this last ought to be

taken into account by those who claim that embryology

proves evolution, for if the recapitulation theory is true, such

a fact could not occur, without a corresponding change in the

embryo, and it is well-known that there is no such change in

the embryos of vertebrates.

31 Kel'licott, General Embryology, p. 28 .

32 Fairhurst, Organic Evolution Considered, p. 145 .
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The recapitulation theory says that “ontology recapitulates

phylogeny,” or in simple language, that the history of the

development of the individual contains in brief compass the

history of the development of the race. Of course no one

claims that the developing embryo passes through all the

stages of the development of the phylum.®^ But as a matter

of fact, all the first part of the history of the phylum is

omitted in the development of the individual.®^ In the history

of the embryo itself, the order of development is sometimes

the reverse of what should be expected. G. Stanley Hall in

his well known work on Adolescence, says: “The work of

Appel, Keibel, Mehnert, and many others has demonstrated

abundant inversions of it” (i.e., the recapitulation law).

“The heart, e.g., in the individual develops before the blood-

vessels, but this reverses the phylogenetic order. The walls

of the large vessels develop before the blood-corpuscles,

while the converse was true in the development of the

species.”®® Scott quotes Gebenbaur as follows : “If it once

be admitted that not ever^Thing in development is palin-

genetic, that not every ontogenetic fact can be accepted at its

face value, so to speak, it follows that nothing in ontogeny

is immediately available for the critique of embryonic de-

velopment. The necessary critique must be drawn from

another source.”®* He then quotes E. B. Wilson as follows

:

“It must be evident to any candid observer, not only that the

embryological method is open to criticism, but that the whole

fabric of morphology, so far as it rests upon embryological

evidence, stands in urgent need of reconstruction.”®^ Yet

apparently these words of Wilson had little effect on embry-

ologists, for they have gone on persistently, up to the present

time reiterating these old claims.

No book on evolutionary embryology would be complete

33 Scott, op. cit., p. 58.

3* Fairhurst, op. cit., pp. 147, 148.

Hall, G. Stanley, Adolescence, Vol. I, p. 55.

Scott, op. cit., p. 60.

Cf. Wood’s Hole Biological Lectures (1894), P- n>3 .
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without a treatment of the so-called “gill-slits,” and “gill

arches” present in the human embryo at an early stage. That

they are present is undeniable, but that they are really iden-

tical with the gill-slits of fish is an entirely dififerent proposi-

tion. “Beginning as a set of similar arches, regulating the

opening and closing of gill-slits, they become jaws, vocal

organs, supjxirts for the tongue, suspensory pieces for the

mandible, tympanic ossicles, and flapping external ears.”®®

If in the later stages of the life of the individual they are

used for such varied purposes, and if they are never actually

used as gill-slits by the embryo, why refer to them as “gill-

slits” ? However much they may resemble gill-slits, that does

not make them such unless they are so used, which they are

not. Are we not here dealing with purely evolutionary pro-

paganda when we refer to these embryonic depressions as

real gill-slits ? They are never used as such, differ in consti-

tution, and develop into other organs in later life, so that

whatever superficial resemblance they may bear can be ac-

counted for as a part of the necessary development of any

individual. As we have elsewhere pointed out,®® the other

alleged embryonic proofs of evolution are open to serious

question and there is much evidence directly against the

evolutionary view of embryological facts. But suppose we

were to grant all that is claimed for the theory from em-

bryology, what then? Even were it true that there is a re-

semblance 'between the development of the individual and the

evolutionary history of the race, that would not prove the

actual history of the race to be in accordance with the em-

bryonic development of the individual. The evidence would

be interesting but not conclusive, for there would always be

the alternative explanation that the individual’s development

represented the ideal stages through which an egg must de-

velop to reach maturity.

As a matter of fact evolutionists have not yet correlated

the facts from cytology and genetics with their old ideas of

Wilder, History of the Human Body, revised 1924, p. 180.

This Review, Vol. XXII, No. 3, p. 425 ff.
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embryological evolutionary'proof. The work of Morgan and

Others shows that when a gene crosses over from one chrom-

osome to another, the quality lacking in the individual of the

following generation, which does not have the given gene,

represents a total lack, and the absence of the gene produces

the entire absence of the quality which the gene represents.

When the gene disappears, the quality disapi>ears with it,

both in the embryo and in the individual adult. It thus ap-

pears that even though the ancestors of man had gill-slits,

if gill-slits are not present in the adult man, the gene for pro-

ducing them has been lost, so that there should be no real

gill-slits in the embiyo. Therefore, even were we to admit

evolution, the modern facts from genetics have overthrown

all the old proof from embryology.

In actuality, probably every feature of the developing

embryo has either an embryonic"*® or a potential use in the

adult individual, so that what used to be thought to be a

recapitulation of race history is now considered to be neces-

sary to the development of the embryo or the adult. Any re-

semblance which exists between the development of the

human embryo and those of lower animals can be amply

explained if we rememiber that the same God made both

after the same general plan.

Evidence From Vestigial Organs.

One of the important lines of evolutionary argument has

been the one from the presence of a number of what have

been called rudimentary or vestigial organs in man, and in

various lower animals. Scott puts this argument very well as

follows

:

The only satisfactory explanation of such useless remnants is that

their possessors are descendants of ancestors in which those organs were

fully functional. It seems quite absurd to assume that, in a separately and

specially created animal, useless structures, reminiscent of other animals

in whidh the same structures are useful and valuable, should be in-

cluded, merely to indicate ideal relationships and community of plan.'*!

Sedgwick, Embryology, Ency. Brit, (nth Ed.).

*! Scott, op. cit., p. 66.
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Scott then goes on to admit that many of what were for-

merly called useless rudimentary organs are now known to

have a use in man, but states that this argument does not

apply to many other cases, particularly to lower animals such

as whales which have hind limb^bones in various stages of

reduction, and to the rudiments of limbs in snakes.

Scott makes a very' important admission when he says that

what were formerly called rudimentary organs are now
known in many instances to have very important uses. As a

matter of fact, almost all of the so-called vestigial organs of

man are now known to have definite uses either in the adult

or in the embryo. Let us mention only a few of those often

referred to in evolutionary literature. The first of these is

the vermiform appendix, the inflammation of which causes

appendicitis. According to Dr. J. K. Miller the appendix

never was used as an extra stomach to aid in the digestive

processes, because it is located at the end of the small intes-

tine farthest away from the stomach, and empties into the

large intestine, twenty feet from the exit of the stomach,

where it could never have been used as a stomach.^" O’Toole^®

declares that in man it secretes a fluid which aids in lubricat-

ing the large intestine, and does not perform the same func-

tion as the similar organ in birds or herbivorous mammals.

The coccyx was formerly considered a vestigial remnant

of an ancestral tail, which through disuse became atrophied.

As a matter of fact it performs one of the important func-

tions of the abdominal cavity, in acting as one of the sup-

ports for the intestines, and also as a bone to which certain

small muscles are attached. There is no evidence whatever

except in the minds of some evolutionists to show that it is

the remnant of a tail in a mythical ancestor.

Other vestigial organs the presence of which formerly

was used as an argument for evolution, are the ductless

glands, such as the thymus, the thyroid glands, the pineal

In The Two Great Bible Plans Paralleled, as cited by L. S.

Keyser, Problem of Origins, p. 194.

O’Toole, op. cit., p. 296.
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gland, the pituitary body, and adrenal glands, together with

numerous other glands in various parts of the body. These

are all without exception now known to perform very im-

portant functions, and are not in any way useless appendages

of a former existence. As a matter of fact, man’s ignorance

as to the uses of various organs and parts of the body has

over and over again been used to support the evolutionary

hypothesis. The fact that no one as yet knows what use a

certain organ in the body has is no proof that it has no use

either in the adult organism or in the embryo. As O’Toole

points out, the foetus is living under entirely different con-

ditions liefore birth from those existing after birth, and per-

haps many of the organs which seem to be useless appendages

to us in the adult organism were in reality of use in the em-

bryo, under the entirely different conditions of its existence.

But the science of genetics has in reality antiquated all the

old arguments about the use and disuse of organs causing

their atrophy or disappearance in succeeding generations. A
new environment can neither cause an enlargement of an

organ nor call forth an organ where there was none before,

nor can it cause an organ to become vestigial or to disappear

through lack of use. All that is definitely disproved by the

new science of genetics. Moreover there is no way known to

science whereby an organ can assume functions formerly not

performed by it and transmit such inherited functions to the

succeeding generations. That such a thing has ever occurred

in the past history of the race is an unfounded assumption

of the evolutionist. Geneticists have proved that organs dis-

appear in one generation through mutations from within,

either wholly or in part, and that use or disuse have had

absolutely nothing to do with it.

But suppose we admit that there are some actual rudi-

mentary organs in various animals or in man, for which

there is no use either in the adult stage or in the embryo. Does

that mean that such a fact supports evolution ? Such a con-

clusion is not warranted, nor can it be maintained that such

organs were formerly of use in a lower stage of existence of
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the ancestral species. In the first place, it is to be remembered
that geneticists have proved that mutations account for such
losses or retarded development, that they always represent

degeneration instead of progress, and that such mutations

never take the individual out of the bounds of the species.

In the second place, it is the original possession of the char-

acteristic that is to be accounted for if evolution is true, and
rudimentary organs offer no evidence at all on that phase of

the subject. In the third place, original creation of various

families or genera, with variation within the boundaries of

the created “kinds” according to Mendel’s Law and muta-

tions, through the crossing over of genes in the chromo-

somes, would account for these “rudimentary” organs fully

as well as evolution can claim to do. We might even go so far

as to admit that such an organ was of use to the ancestors

but that it is useless to the descendants. Since, however,

such a variation would be within the bounds of the original

“kind” created by God, such loss or degeneration would in

no way prove evolution from a single cell by means of resi-

dent forces

!

Suppose a whale originally had hind legs. Does that mean

that it is a descendant of reptiles who walked on the land?

Perhaps, but is it not more reasonable to suppose that such

rudimentary bones were used in a fin as a means of swim-

ming, and that such a fin was later on lost through a muta-

tion ? There is no reason for thinking that because the animal

possessed such organs it was ever anything but a whale. As

for the snake, the same thing can be said. But it is significant

that Genesis iii. 14 may be interpreted as perhaps implying

that there was a time when the snake did not crawl in the

dust, but walked. At any rate the loss of such organs wholly

or in part, would not make the individual any less a member

of the ancestral species. We must insist in closing this section,

that the loss of a characteristic in whole or in part does not

prove evolution in any real sense. It proves change, but

change downward instead of upward
;
and it is the upward

change that must be shown in order to prove evolution.
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Evidence From Blood Tests.

We come now to one of the most recent and widely her-

alded lines of proof for evolution, that of the precipitin

blood tests. In 1904 Dr. George H. F. Nuttall, of Cambridge,

England, published the results of a long series of original

researches into blood-relationships among animals.*^ These

tests are now widely accepted among evolutionary biologists

as proving the various degrees of evolutionary relationship

among mammals and lower animals. The tests are rather

complicated ones for laymen to understand, but in brief they

are as follows.

The sterile serum of the blood of man or of any animal is

injected^® into a rabbit over a period of days, beginning with

small doses and gradually increasing the dose, and after about

five or six injections have been made, the rabbit is killed, from

7 to 12 days after the last injection.^® The blood of the rabbit

is then collected, allowed to clot, and the serum drawn off into

separate receptacles for future use. This serum is called the

“antiserum” of man, or of the animal whose blood serum

was injected into the rabbit. This antiserum is then mixed

with the serum from various species of animals and forms

a white precipitate in varying amounts depending, according

to the evolutionists, upon the degree of relationship between

the animal from which the antiserum was derived and the

animal whose blood is lieing tested. For example the anti-

serum for man when added to the serum of human blood,

produces a thick cloudy precipitate in a relatively large quan-

tity. When human antiserum is added to the sera of other

animals, the amount of the precipitate is less in varying de-

grees. The evolutionary biologists assert that the amount of

the precipitate varies with the degree of evolutionary rela-

tionship.

NuttaH, Blood Immunity and Blood Relationship.

Various methods of injection are used. Nuttall secured the best re-

sults by intravenous injection of serum. Others have used intraperetoneal

and subcutaneous methods.
48 id., p. 59.
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At first sight this test seems a very powerful line of evi-

dence for evolution. It is indeed a striking argument, and

were evolution a fact, the precipitin test could undoubtedly

be used to determine blood relationship. It is true that Dr.

Morton^^ has pointed out some very striking discrepancies

in the results of these precipitin tests. He has shown that as

far as the test indicated, there was no difference in the degree

of relationship to man between the lemur and the crab! This

fact has led most systematists in recent years to place the lemur

on a separate branch of the evolutionary tree from that of

the anthropoid apes.** No systematist would, however, go so

far as to place the lemur and the crab in the same relative de-

gree of relationship to man. Rodents, Ungulata, and Cetacea

( whale etc. ) all reacted to the test, to a very limited extent,

thus proving, if the test were a true one, that they were closer

to man than the lemur! When other antiserums were used

contradictory results were many times obtained. For example

in the quantitative tests,** the antiserum of a donkey reacted

quite differently with donkey (a) and donkey (b), the first

giving a percentage of 100 while the second gave a percentage

of 70 ! In the same test a horse gave a percentage of 59. Does

that mean that donkey (b) and the horse were more nearly

related than the two donkeys? The antiserum of a zebra

showed that the zebra was related to donkey (a) on a scale of

83, while to donkey (b) the relationship was only 66, the

horse having a degree of relationship of the same figure, 66!

Results such as these tend to cast doubt upon the validity of

the whole method. When antiserum of a pig was used, man,

the tiger, the whalebone whale, and the antelope all showed

the same degree of relationship to the pig! One may well be

somewhat sceptical about the whole method in the face of

facts such as these.

Nevertheless, one must admit that these tests cannot be

dismissed lightly. Taken as a whole they do offer a striking

Morton, H. C., The Bankruptcy of Evolution, p. 185 ff.

Smith, G. Elliott, Essays on the Evolution of Man, p. 3.

Nuttall, op. cit., p. 333.
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demonstration of the fact that there is an apparent chemico-

physiological similarity between the bloods of different ani-

mals, and that in the main these similarities correspond

roughly to the degree of relationship indicated by the ev’olu-

tionary tree of the systematists. That, however, in no way

proves actual relationship on the scale indicated by the pre-

cipitin tests.

Let us remember just what materials were used in the

tests. Sterile serum was used originally, so that there was no

living matter used in the whole process. It is well established

that the germ cells, and not the blood or blood serum are the

carriers of heredity factors, so that when we deal with the

serum we are dealing with something out of the direct line of

descent, which does not carry factors for heredity. All

that can possibly be present in the sterile serum which was

originally injected in the rabbit is a lifeless chemical sub-

stance! When this is added to the serum of the blood of man

or animal, a chemical reaction occurs which produces the

precipitum. As far as positive knowledge goes, we cannot tell

why the precipitum is deposited, or why there should be

more of it with one blood than with another. At any rate it

can only be because there is more of the chemical substance

producing the precipitum in one case than in the other.

\\’hether the reason for such a substance being present is

because there is a closer degree of relationship in the one

case than in the other, or whether it is because the Maker of

all the animals used the same chemical constituents in varv’-

ing degrees in making the blood of all animals, science is in no

position to tell. One explanation is just as plausible as the

other, and the precipitin tests prove neither. It is simply

another case of analogy of structure not proving evolution-

ary origin. No evolutionist would claim that the precipitum

itself is the carrier of hereditary factors, and unless that be

claimed, it is difficult to see how a greater or less amount of

it could necessarily prove evolutionary relationship. Greater
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or less similarity of chemical composition it probably does

prove, but the jump from such similarity to actual evolution-

ary relationship is entirely unwarranted.

Geographical Distrihution.

A strong argument for evolution has always been made
from the distribution of plant and animal species over the

face of the earth. Certain plants and animals are found only

in South America, others only in Australia, and so on. A
species in one part of a country differs widely from a species

found in another part, while in between the two regions

species which make the gradation between the twO' first

species may be found. A species is said to have originated in

a certain locality and to have spread to other regions from

that place as a center, varying as it went, and gradually

evolving into other species in all directions from the starting

point. All this is said to prove evolution.

Most of the plausibility of the argument disappears if the

view here advocated be accepted, for ordinary variation with-

in the genus or within the family would amply account for

the fact of variations and gradations around a certain fixed

point as a center, from which center the varying plants or

organisms gradually spread to other regions. Such a hypothe-

sis of the creation of a multitude of original families, genera

and even species with the powers of variation within the

created “kind,” solves all the puzzles connected with geo-

graphical distribution. Moreover it is just as scientific to

say that God created the different kinds of plants and animals

in different “centers” throughout the world, as to say that

species evolved in one locality and spread throughout the

world by means of hypothetical “land bridges,” “Gondwana

Lands,” or “Atlantes,” for whose existence there is no other

evidence than the fact that the evolutionary distribution of

plants and animals demands it, in spite of the fact that there

is no known force or forces capable of raising or sinking these

vast continents, while modern theories of the construction of
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the interior of the earth are directly against such vast disturb-

ances of land equilibrium/”

But even were these hypothetical land bridges actual reali-

ties, there is no a priori reason why evolution should be pos-

tulated to account for the distribution and variation of

plants and animals. Might the plants and animals not have

spread from the places where they were created just as easily

as they must have spread from the point where the evolution-

ist assumes they evolved? Must we say that the Almighty

was comiielled to create the animals in every place where they

could exist ?

Evidence from Palaeontology.

George McCready Price has rightly said that the crux of

the whole question of evolution lies in the interpretation

which is placed on the facts of geology and palaeontology.

The modern theory of organic evolution would probably

never have come into existence had not geologists paved the

way for it with their theory of uniformity and alleged evid-

ence that a gradual progress from simple forms of life to

the more complex and highly differentiated forms of life was

shown in the fossil remains of animals and plants which

lived in past geological ages. The theory of successive

geological ages stretching over millions of years, with organic

life becoming increasingly complex as it gradually evolved to

higher species in the later ages, has been, for many years, the

chief prop for the theory of evolution, but the validity of

the theory has been seriously challenged by Price and others,

as was shown in the article to which we have previously

referred.®’^ Price has been denied professional standing in

geological circles because of his advocacy of “new catas-

trophism,” and disbelief in evolution,®^ but such argument ad

honiinum affects the validity of his arguments and evidence

in no way. His professional standing might affect the value

Coleman, Arthur B., in Smithson. Inst. Rpt. for 1916, pp. 269-271.

Quoted by O’Toole, p. 114.

51 This Review, Vol. XXII, No. 3, p. 430 ff.

52 e.g. Science, N.S. Vol. LXIII, No. 1625, pp. 195-201.
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of his professional opinion, but the question of the truth of

the evidence which he has presented is entirely apart from

the question as to whether Professor Price is considered an

authority by geologists or not.

The fact of the matter is that instead of the strata of the

various geological ages occurring always in the same relative

order, with the “youngest” rocks on top and the “oldest”

rocks on the bottom, they are actually found in every con-

ceivable order, and in many places the so-called “older” rocks

are arranged, and even practically horizontally, above the

so-called “younger” rocks. Now it is perfectly evident that

the question of whether rocks are older or younger, under

such conditions, rests entirely upon the question as to

whether evolution is true or not. If evolution is true, then

of course the evolutionist must account for such a condition

by some such explanation as a hypothetical “thrust-fault.”

If evolution is not true, every geologist must admit that

there is absolutely no reason in the actual position in which

the rocks are now lying to declare that the rocks on top were

thrust up over the rocks beneath, and pushed along on top for

from 15 to 6o miles! As far as the evidence, aside from the

fossils in the rocks themselves, is concerned, were the fossils

different from what they actually are, it would be imme-

diately judged that the rocks are now lying in the order in

which they were originally deposited. Is it not, then, mani-

festly unfair for the geologists to claim that the rocks them-

selves prove the fact of evolution, when in reality it is

evolution that is used to prove the date of the rocks ?

But let us examine this thrust-fault theory a little more

closely. The Alpine “over-thrust” furnishes us with a good

example.

The movement was both vertical and thrusting from the south and

southeast, from the southern portion of Tethys, elevating and folding

the Tertiary and older strata of the northern areas of this mediterranean

into overturned, recumbent and nearly horizontal folds, and pushing the

southern or Lepontine Alps about 60 miles to the northward into the

Helvetic region. Erosion has since carved up these overthrust sheets,

leaving remnants lying on foundations which belong to a more northern
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portion of the ancient sea. Most noted of these residuals of overthrust

masses is the Matterhorn, a mighty mountain without roots, a stranger

in a foreign geologic environment.®*

Another noted example is found in the American Rockies

in Glacier National Park, and extending several hundred

miles into Canada.

That the mountain mass of the park has been thrust far to the north-

east ... is clearly shown, but the full extent of that movement may
never be known, for it is difficult, if not impossible, to locate the place

from w^hich the mass was overthrust. Nevertheless, some idea of the ex-

tent of the movement may be obtained by measuring along the railroad

the distance from the fault line where it crosses the valley at Fielding to

the east boundary of the park, which agrees in a general way with the

eastward extent of the overthrust mass. This distance is about 15

miles.®*

In considering these famous “thrust-faults,” two things

are to be noticed first of all : the distance which these vast

mountain masses are said to have travelled—15 miles in one

case, and 60 miles in the other—and the direction in which

they travelled. We are asked seriously to believe that moun-

tain masses, thousands of feet high, were pushed up in

the air and then pushed along on top of the lower strata for

a distance of 60 miles ! And all this without affecting the

composition of the lower strata in the slightest! “The ap-

parent conformity is perfect, even in the clearest sections,

and the difficulty of drawing an exact line between the two

series is further increased by the close lithological resem-

blance.”®® What, may we ask, could have produced such a

marvelous condition? M. R. Campbell, the author of Bul-

letin 600 quoted above gives us a most interesting and illum-

inating explanation

:

Deep-seated forces in the earth had been gathering energy until finally

the stresses became so great that the rocky crust began to move. It is

not definitely known what causes such stresses in the rocks. They may
be produced by the shrinking of a slowly cooling globe

;
but be that as it

may, there is positive evidence (!) to show that after the rocks of the

®* Pirsson and Schuchert, Textbook of Geology, 1920, ii, p. 924.

®* U. S. Geological Survey, Bulletin 600, 1914, p. 12.

Annual Report, 1886, Part D, p. 17, Canadian Geological Survey.

The quotation here given refers to the northern part of this “thrust-

fault,” in Alberta, Canada, near Banff.
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plains were laid down a great pressure developed in the mountain rocks,

which caused them to tend to move toward the plains. The rocks of the

plains were, (however, immovable and as the stresses accumulated they

found relief by the folding of the rocks. . . . The geologist learns to

accept such thing's without question, for although he may not be able to

realize fully the forces involved in a movement of this sort, the evidence

of it is so plain as to be incontestable.®®

Certainly a geologist who can accept a thing like this does so

“without question”! What, may we ask, is the evidence that

is “so plain as to be incontestable” ? Why, the fossils in the

rocks, of course ! The fossils on top are Cambrian fossils,

while those beneath are Cretaceous ! This much is incontest-

able, therefore, since evolution is a fact, the rocks now on

top must have been pushed up and over those beneath!

Q.E.D.!

But let us Stop for a moment to consider these hypothetical

forces which the geologist assumes to have operated in pro-

ducing such an “over-thrust.” Has the geologist discovered

a new force, unknown to physicists, that instead of acting in

a straight line, as all known forces do act, is able to act in

a curved line around a corner? The rocks are said to have

been first pushed up into the air, and then pushed along on

top for from 15 miles in one case to 60 miles in another. We
might be able to believe that a force acting outward from the

interior of the earth, could break the strata and then push

them into the air, but the same force could not, of course,

then bend around the corner of the faulted portion and push

the rocks along for 60 miles. This could not have been caused

by gravity, for even in a semi-viscous state the angle of

friction at which the mountains would begin to slide, in order

for the mountains to slide down an inclined plane for sixty

miles, would be so great that the mountain masses on top

would be crushed, bent and faulted in every direction during

the process, and the rocks themselves show no evidence, of

anjThing like this having happened to them in the past. If the

thing happened after the rocks had hardened, the effect

would be even greater than in a semi-viscous state, for the

U. S. Geological Surzvy, Bulletin 600, 1914, p. 10. Italics mine.
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angle of friction would be very much greater. Are we to sup-

pose that these mountains extended forty or fifty miles into

the air as they would have had to do in order to rise high

enough to slide sixty miles?

Moreover each of these various hypothetical thrust-faults

must have happened at separate intervals in time, and could

not have been due to the same great earth-movement, for it is

worthy of notice that in the Alps the mountains moved from

southeast to the northwest, while in the Rockies the moun-

tains are assumed to have moved from the west and sauth-

zvest to the east, thus making it impossible for the same great

movement of the earth to have caused both thrust-faults.

But if gravity did not cause the movement, what could

have caused it ? Is there any imaginable force, which, applied

to the surface of the earth would cause massive mountains to

slide over the surface of the ground sixty miles? “Stresses”

caused by “deep-seated forces in the earth” could never act

around a right angle as they would have had to do to push

the Alps sixty miles along the surface of the ground ! A little

application of the laws of physics to the problem before us

will show that such a movement of the earth was impossible.

“But,” the evolutionary geologist replies, “we know that

such a movement has taken place.” How does he know it?

The only answer that can be given is that the fossils prove it,

thus bringing us back to the assumption that evolution is

true, which is the assumption with which the geologist

started his investigations

!

Another instance of this kind is to be found in India

:

In northwest India, in the so-called Salt Range, Cambrian beds, with

a fauna quite distinct from any known in the other provinces, rest upon

red sandstone, and shales, which contain a great bed of rock salt from

which the range takes its name. From their position it would appear as

if the rock salt deposit is of early Cambrian or pre-Cambrian age, and

therefore the oldest on earth. More recently it has been suggested how-

ever that this rock salt and the enclosing beds are of Tertiary age and

that the Cambrian beds overlie tliem as the result of a great overt'hrust

or possibly an overturn fold. This appears to be the true relationship.

Grabau, Textbook of Geologfy, Vol. 2, p. 254.
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This example is very instructive and indicates that if geolo-

gists could assume for many years that the rocks lie here in

the position in which they were deposited, and then in the

following period are able to reverse their previous decision,

there can be nothing in the appearance of the rocks them-

selves tO' indicate a fictitious phenomenon such as a “thrust-

fault.” The fossils alone are the criteria for deciding the age

of the rocks, which assumes the very thing to be proved.

Grabau admits that this is the method used for correlating

rocks

:

Undoubtedly the safest and most reliable means for the correlation of

formations with the type section is found in the organic remains or

fossils which occur in the strata. . . . This method is sufficiently exact

for most purposes and serves all the requirements for the correlation

of geological systems in their occurrence the world over.®®

The last clause of the above quotation raises a very im-

portant question. As Price points out, the geologist who uses

this method of correlation of formations the world over, as-

sumes that at the particular period in question only the life

of that particular period in the scale of evolution existed

throughout the whole world. But is such an assumption

justified? Biological provinces exist today. What reason is

there for supposing that they have not always existed? If

that is true, how can any geologist be certain that Tertiary

mammals did not exist on the land at the same time the Cam-

brian beds were being formed in the water ? The only possible

way he can know this is by assuming the truth of evolution,

the thing to be proved

!

Another important point in this connection is the use

which the evolutionist makes of so-called “index” fossils, in

determining the age of rocks. If in a given section a certain

kind of organic life is found only in one formation in a

series, it is assumed to be typical of that formation, and

wherever, throughout the world, the same fossils are found,

the rocks are assumed to be of a similar age. This makes it

possible for the evolutionist to escape from any difficulty into

®® Op. cit., p. 31.
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which the order in which the rocks are found may lead him.

All that it is necessary for him to do is to declare the forma-

tion in which the index fossil is found to be the same as that

in the type section, and if older index fossils are found in the

strata above it, a thrust fault is postulated to account for the

discrepancy! O’Toole is right when he says: “The game he

plays can never be a losing one, because he gives no other

terms than : Heads I win, tails you lose.’’®® To make the game

still more sure, when the position of the index fossils renders

other expedients futile the evolutionist still has one more

argument to fall back on. In speaking of fossils which ap-

pear to be found in the wrong formation, Grabau says

:

“Others there are which pass beyond the condition reached

by the average of the species, and so foreshadow the charac-

ters which will be normal for the race at a future time. These

are called a-ccelerated individuals or species.’’®® In view of

such devices, it is difficult to see how any imaginable evidence

from the rocks could convince a confirmed evolutionist of

the fallacy of evolution. Evolutionists may continue using

such methods if they care to do so, but let them cease from

calling them “objective” and “scientific”
;
and, what is equally

important, let them cease from stigmatizing as “unscientific”

and “mediaeval” all those who disagree with them. The ob-

jections to evolution are not all merely the result of igno-

rance or prejudice. There are substantial reasons as we have

seen for regarding evolution as an unproved hypothesis.

These reasons should be given a fair, respectful and open-

minded hearing.

The subject of evolution would be of merely academic

interest were it not that it has become in the eyes of so many
a universal law of nature, a religion, a philosophy seeking to

place its interpretation upon all things seen and unseen. It is

this wihich brings it into conflict with Christianity. Very

many evolutionists teach an evolution with God left out, as-

sume that supernatural intervention has never occurred in

Grabau, op. cit., p. 95.

Ib.. p. 59.
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the past, and deny the Biblical account of creation. Conse-

quently the youth of our land are to an alarming degree

growing up with the idea that if evolution is true the Bible is

false; and many evolutionists are demanding its acceptance

on this basis. It is true that the “theistic” evolutionist strives

to make his doctrine of evolution harmonize with the Bible,

but the tendency is to make the Bible harmonize with evolu-

tion
;
and there are many things involved in the theory which

it is difficult, if not impossible, to present in a truly Christian

form.

The most effective way of combatting such views seems to

be to disprove evolution, for such a course would at a single

blow discredit the anti-Christian claims of the materialistic

evolutionists and do much to restore the Bible to its rightful

place as the Word of God, “the only infallible rule of faith

and practice.” This accounts for the interest which theolo-

gians are taking in a question commonly considered to be one

belonging to the natural sciences. Theologians are not op-

posed to science because they do not believe in evolution.

They are opposed to evolution because they believe that there

is and can be no real disharmony between the Bible and true

science; and in the conflict which evolution has injected be-

tween them they see a clear indication that evolution is not

true science. They are being confirmed in this conclusion by

such facts as it has been the object of this article to set forth.

Princeton. Floyd E. Hamilton.



“EXPERIENCE AND NATURE’’*

This is a very able book by a very able man. Dr. Dewey is,

perhaps, the most influential figaire in education in the United

States, and one of the most influential in philosophy. A
chief founder of the “Chicago School’’ of pragmatism,

writer of several widely read and coercive books on education

and ethics,—the appearance of a book which represents the

summary of his life thought in philosophy, as the above

book seems to do, is an event of significance.^ It is a book

difficult to read, for the thought is very compact and closely-

knit, the vocabulary is unusual and, at times, almost strained,

the style is often too verbose, many sentences are of puzzling

construction. But it is full of brilliant thoughts on the whole

field of philosophical thought from the Greeks till now, it has

immense erudition, it is intensely stimulating and interesting

and, representing as it does the culmination of a powerful

movement, it is well worth careful examination. Its style and

language make it an excessively difficult book to summarize.

Chapter One is on “Philosophic Method.” Dr. Dewey ar-

gues for a “truly” empirical method. But “empirical” with him

has no reference to the old debate between the “empirical”

school of psychology, as opposed to the intuitionalists or

rationalists. Indeed, as will be seen later, Dr. Dewey con-

siders that whole debate as a futile effort, because arising

from a radically erroneous “method.” A truly empirical

method will start from and include all and everything that

happens. Typhoid fever, the philosophy of Hegel, a bank

failure, the movies, are all part of “experience.” But philos-

ophy, he insists, even when it attempted to be “empirical” has

generally failed to remain so, because it has, first, selected

some phase of experience and given it a position of dominant

* Experience and Nature. By John Dewey, Professor of Philosophy in

Columhia University. Chicago : The Open Court Company. Pp. 443.

1925. $3.00.

1 A brief summary of his views is found in a recent book, Creative In-

telligence. The first Essay, “The Need for a Recovery of Philosophy,” is

by Dr. Dewey and the others are by writers who hold views similar to his.
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rank in the interpretation of the remainder of experience.

Then, we must remember that true experience consists in

“being” or “having” experiences, rather than purely in

“knowing” them. The cognitive is not the most important.

Further, the classifications which we inevitably make of this

tangled web of existence have often been regarded as them-

selves representing a sort of hidden reality which made the

experiences what they were, as well as played all sorts of

havoc in our reasonings, so that we must remember that they

are merely classifications. “Permanence, real essence, totality,

order, unity, the nnum, verum et bonum of the classic tradi-

tion are obviously eulogistic predicates. When we find such

terms used to describe the foundations and conclusions of a

philosophic system, there is ground for suspecting that an

artificial simplification of existence has been performed.” A
truly empirical method protects us from “conversion of

eventual functions into antecedent existence : a conversion

that may be said to be the philosophic fallacy, whether it be

performed in favor of mathematical subsistences, esthetic

essences, the physical order of nature or God.” In other

words, having experienced what Nature finally does, (even-

tual function), philosophy has concluded that some antece-

dent existence must have been working to produce these

doings—the philosophic fallacy. That is, philosophy must

remain rigidly within the limits of “experience,” neither ar-

ranging these experiences into ranks of value, nor attempt-

ing to explain them by hypotheses of “antecedent existences.”

What this means becomes more clear as we proceed. That it

is radically revolutionary hardly needs assertion.

The brilliant and wide-ranging Chapter Two, on “Exist-

ence as Precarious and Stable,” contains the central point in

Dr. Dewey’s view of Nature as “experienced.” He empha-

sizes those facts of “experience” showing that existence is

full of the uncertain, precarious, hazardous, contingent, un-

stable. The early savage, attributing these phases of experi-

ence to the malice of evil spirits, attempted to make his goods

more secure by magic and mummery. We are now more so-
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phisticated, but ver}’’ little more secure. Science and tools

have made our possession of our goods slightly less uncertain,

but have not altered the essential facts of the universe in this

regard at all. “Our magical safeguard against the uncertain

character of the world is to deny the existence of chance, to

mumble universal and necessary law, the ubiquity of cause

and efifect, the uniformity of nature, the inherent rationality

of the universe.” “But when all is said and done the funda-

mentally hazardous character of the world is not seriously

modified, much less eliminated.” Now, it is “just this predi-

cament of the inextricable mixture of stability and uncer-

tainty which gives rise to philosophy.” All the varieties of

philosophy, and their number is startling, materialism, spiri-

tualism, idealism, pantheism, positivism, objectivism, per-

sonalism, transcendentalism, etc., etc., are declared to be

“different ways of supplying recipes for denying to the

universe the character of contingency which it possesses so

integrally [note this word] that its denial leaves the reflec-

tive mind without a clew.” They are all determined to find,

that at bottom and in reality, the universe is stable, fixed,

perfect, complete, rational. In this determined endeavor they

abandon the “truly empirical” method by breaking up the

world into disconnected pieces, ascribing to one half the

desired characters of rationality and stability
;
finding them,

it may be, in reason (as Hegel) or in mechanism, in rational

conceptions or sensory data, in atoms or essences, etc.—all of

which is, of course, contrary to “experience.” “The most

widespread of these classificatory devices, the one of greatest

popular appeal, is that which divides existence into the super-

natural and the natural. The dialectical imputation to the

divine of omnip>otence, omniscience, eternity and infinity in

contrast with the attribution to man O'f finitude, weakness,

limitation,” is, of course, another instance of the erroneous

method of all philosophy. This position, of course, at one

sweep relegates all religions to the realm of mistaken philos-

ophies.

Even those philosophies which seek the underlying stable
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in “matter” or “spirit” are equally in error. There is no such

ultimate thing or existence as either matter or mind. Both

are but phases of natural events, “in which matter expresses

their sequential order and mind the order of their meanings

in logical connections.” This is a revolutionary assertion,

whose ground and consequences will be clearer, later. “The

idea that mind and matter are two aspects of the same thing

is literally unthinkable,” which last statement, if we correctly

understand Dr. Dewey, would also destroy the position on

this point of many phases of pantheism.

Dr. Dewey concludes this extraordinary chapter by say-

ing : “A true wisdom discovers in thoughtful observation and

experiment the method od administering the unfinished pro-

cesses of existence so that frail goods shall be substantiated,

secure goods be extended, and the precarious promises of

good that haunt experienced things be more liberally ful-

filled.” These words deserve notice, as they will prove to

contain the heart of Dr. Dewey’s system. They contain, for

him the true method of philosophy, and the only aim of

effort for humanity.

Dr. Dewey next notes that there are many phases of ex-

perience,—things, events, qualities,—which are ends in them-

selves, or what he calls “consummatory.” An odor is such

if one smells and enjoys it, a taste, a picnic, a triumph of

some sort, one’s delight in a sunset. If I saw and enjoyed it,

something was “had,” which, however, as such,—as a thing

“had” and enjoyed,—ended with that event. It was consum-

matory, an end. If music is “heard,” there is another such

consummatory event. Now, all qualities oi things are of this

nature. As “qualities” they are phases of life to be enjoyed,

—

being enjoyed, a consummation is reached, an “end” is

attained. Also, it is the existence of these “qualities” which

gives life all of its value. Without them, nothing is of any

ivortJi. Some are to be escaped, others to be attained. All of

them are evanescent, evasive. Art is effort to provide these

consummatory happenings,—an attempt to escape from this

hazardous, changeable world to one in which we fix the con-
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ditions, and therefore things end happily. This explains the

immense importance of story, drama, rite, ritual, legend, etc.,

in life, and of art in Greek thought,—one of the two great

means whereby Man endeavors to overcome the “contingent”

in existence.

One must not overlook, here, the assertion that all there is

of value in life is found in these pleasurable consummatory

happenings,—in other words, in pleasurable enjoyments.

Chapter Four studies the second great effort, “Science.”

This chapter opens with the words : “No mythology is more

familiar than that which tells how labor is due to trespass of

man upon divine prerogatives, an act which brought curse

upon the earth and woe to man. Because of this primeval

rebellion against God, men toil amid thorns to gain an un-

certain livelihood,” etc. The thesis is then developed that it is

just this necessity for toil and mental endeavor, foresight,

etc., to make secure the goods of life, in the midst of this haz-

ardous world, that is the beginning of science. The objects of

scientific discovery are discoveries of relationships, laws, etc.,

which are purely as tools for use, in securing these hazardous

goods. But, there still abides from classic philosophy the

notion that the object of science is knowledge of reality.^

Hence arises for metaphysics a serious problem. “If the

proper object of science is a mathematico-mechanical world,

as the achievements of science have proved to l)e the case
;
and

if the object of science defines the true and perfect reality, as

the perpetuation of the classic tradition asserted, then how

can the objec'ts of love, appreciation,—whether sensory or

ideal,—and devotion, be included within true reality?” Ef-

forts to solve this problem cover the greater part of modem
metaphysical thought. But vast as is its literature, Dr. Dewey

asserts that the source of all these problems is the dubious as-

sumption made above, that the objects of science are true

reality, and when once that assumption is abandoned all the

2 Witness the repeated assertion of Plato that knowledge is of the idea,

that the idea is the only reality, that the matters and things of this

world are affairs of “opinion.”
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problems of metaphysics simply cease to exist. A brilliant

and learned discussion of this problem is given centering

around the question as to whether ultimate reality is non-

temporal, or, indeed, whether there is any existence of non-

temporal character. This Dr. Dewey denies : “This entire

discussion has but a single point. It aims to show that the

problems which constitute modern epistemology, with its

rival materialistic, spiritualistic, dualistic, realistic, idealistic,

representational theories, and rival doctrines of relation of

mind and matter, occasionalism, pre-established harmony, par-

allelism, pan-psychism, etc., have a single origin in the dogma
which denies temporal quality to reality as such.” Abandon

this dogma and all problems of this character simply cease to

exist. But to do this means that science and all its discoveries

are not to be regarded as advancing “knowledge” in the

sense that we are finding out anything more about “reality,”

—on the contrary science is merely a tool to enable us to se-

cure better control of the regulation of events. And, this, of

course, is in order that in this difficult, hazardous world, the

goods of life may be made more secure and their attainment

more certain.

Dr. Dewey goes further. “The difficulty under which

morals labor in this case, is evident. They can be ‘saved,’

only by the supposition of another kind of Being from that

with which natural sciences are concerned.” This will be

noted later. But as man found himself capa,ble of expressing

these new and powerful scientific discoveries in language, and

as he was laboring under the misapprehension that he was

dealing with “reality,” therefore, says Dr. Dewey, “it is not

surprising that meanings, under the name of forms and es-

sences, have often been hailed as modes of Being beyond and

above spatial and temporal existence, invulnerable to vicis-

situde ; nor that thought (mind) as their possession has been

treated as a non-natural spiritual energy, disjoined from all

that is empirical.” Dr. Dewey, of course, rejects all these

beliefs,—his description of mind given above coinciding with

this position,—and adds that this “theory of substances.
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essential properties, accidental qualities, and the identification

of Being with the tenses of the verb, (so that the highest

Being was, is now, and ever shall be, in contrast to existence

now and then, occasional, etc.,) controlled the whole scheme

of physics and metaphysics which formed the philosophic

tradition of Europe.”

But this would seem to be the product of highly developed

individual mentality,—which leads to the study of “The

Individual and Mind.” Dr. Dewey finally concludes that

“minds” are not real existing entities, centres of any form

of life, but merely parts of the stream of “experience.” “I

say individual minds, not just individuals with minds. The

difference between the two ideas is radical. There is an easy

way by which thinkers avoid facing a genuine problem. It

starts with a self, whether bodily or spiritual, being imma-

terial for present purposes, and then endows or identifies that

self with mind, a formal capacity of apprehension, devising

and belief. . . . But the whole history of science, art and

morals proves that the mind that appears in individuals is

not as such individual mind.”

This leads to the question of the relation of our so-called

minds to our bodies, where Dr. Dewey declares that Pauline

Christianity has profoundly corrupted thought by its sharp

antitheses between mind and body, spirit and matter, and

formed a problem which was given intensified interest “by

the notion of an immortality of bliss or woe,” depending for

its destiny “on a life in which the lust of the flesh was a

standing temptation to sin and an occasion of eternal damna-

tion.” Further development of these errors of antithesis cul-

minated in the Cartesian dualism. “The formalism and

unreality of the problems remain in the theories offered as

solutions. They range from the materialism of Hobbes, the

apparatus of soul and pineal glands and animal spirits of

Descartes, to interactionism, pre-established harmony, oc-

casionalism, parallelism, pan-psychic idealism, epi-phenom-

enalism, and elan vital,—a portentous array.” All these

solutions are futile, according to Dr. Dewey, because the
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whole attitude, the entire separation of mind and body, is

based on false assumptions. “The distinction,” he tells us,

“between physical, psycho-physical and mental is thus one

of levels of increasing complexity and intimacy of inter-

action among natural events. The idea that matter, life and

mind represent separate kinds of Being is a doctrine that

springs as so many philosophic errors have sprung, from a

substantiation of eventual functions. ‘Matter’ or the physical

is a character of events when they occur at a certain level of

interaction. It is not itself an event or existence: the notion

that while ‘mind’ denotes essence, ‘matter’ denotes existence,

is superstition.” Mind, in like manner, is merely a character-

istic of interaction,—whenever certain discrimination of

situations makes “sense,” added to its “signification,” then

“mind, intellect, is definitely present.” Further study of the

use man makes of his ideas, leads to the following declaration

of most sweeping import and breadth. “All the intelligent

activities of men, no matter whether expressed in science,

fine arts, or social relationships, have for their task the con-

version of causal bonds, relations of succession,® into a suc-

cession of means-consequence, into meanings. When the task

is achieved, the result is art.” In other words, the task of

man, art, science, society is so to manipulate the sequential

order of things,—causes,—into means with consequences, as

to secure the aims for which men must strive to meet the

hazards of life.

It has probably now become evident that Dr. Dewey holds

that all we know of existence is comprised in the stream of

“ex;,erience”
;
also, that that existence is one. To introduce

“dualisms” into our thinking is the special source of errors.

There is nothing that we can find behind this stream of

experience. There are no “essences,” causes,—no being, no

.substantial forms,—there is no realm of mind, no substance

“matter,” Ixith as said above are but varying phases of the

3 On p. 99, we read, ‘^Causality, however defined, consists in the

sequential order itself.”
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same stream of events. There is no distinction in essence

between the material, the physical, the psychical, they are but

different degrees of complexity in inter-action. Conscious-

ness, soul, spirit, are similarly described. There is no problem

as to how mind can “know,” for the knower and the known

are both of the same flow of events. There is no “other

world” of religion.* There is only this world. The meaning

of a “truly empirical” philosophy begins now to be evident.

Further, the stream of experience is all we know of reality.

Indeed, Dr. Dewey strongly holds that there is no reality

other than that which is experienced. Further, all the stream

of events is temporal. It is a special error to hold that any

reality is non-temporal.

And the next important question which would naturally

arise is, “Of what value is such a world?”, which leads to

“Value and Criticism.” Attempts to find whut things are of

value will note, first, the universal intersection in nature of

the contingent and the regular. The more valuable anything

is, the more is it exposed to vicissitude, and therefore in need

of watchful, safe-guarding art. “Even that metaphysical

theory of super-idealism which finds them [values] to be

eternal, and the eternal foundation and source of shifting

temporal events, bases its argument on the undeniable inse-

curity, the interminable elusiveness, the appearance and the

disappearance of values, in actual experience.” Consequently,

we need not a theory of values, but such a study of experience

as shall enable us to hold these uncertain possessions and se-

cure others. But this is a criticism of goods, not on the basis

of their intrinsic value, but on the conditions of their appear-

ance and consequences. Consequently, it is to this field that

thought should devote itself, and this Dr. Dewey calls “crit-

ical philosophy.” Philosophy is no longer to be a search for

the “First Cause.” It is to abandon all its previous themes as

traditionally regarded. “It has no call to create a world of

^ See his statements of the influence for error of religious concern with

the other-worldly, in his essay in “Creative Intelligence” mentioned
above.
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‘reality’ de novo nor to delve into secrets of Being hidden

from common-sense and science.” Dr. Dewey suggests that

questions as to what is “good” may be raised, such as “What
is meant by a distinction between real and apparent good?

Does a standard exist transcendentally in independence of

concrete cases? If so, is it grounded outside of man in an

independent objective form of Being?” Most of us of re-

ligious belief would consider these quite proper questions,

but Dr. Dewey adds “Such questions as these, which may be

multiplied, indicate that no great difficulty would attend an

effort to derive all the stock issues of philosophy from the

problems of value.” Inasmuch as Dr. Dewey has rejected all

these “stock problems” as dealing with non-realities,—as

based on false “dualisms,”—he of course must and does hold

that philosophy has no concern with such questions, because

all are based on the false underlying supposition that there

exists something outside of and above “experience.”

But at last Dr. Dewey reaches what “is the most far-

reaching question of all criticism,—the relationship between

existence and value, or, as often put, between the real and

ideal. . . . Either, the goods we most prize and which are

therefore termed ideal are identified throughout with real

Being: or the realms of existence and the ideal are wholly

severed from each other. In European tradition, the former

has prevailed. Ens and verum bonum are the same. Being, in

the full sense, is perfection of power to be; evil and error

are impotences, futile gestures against omnipotence,—against

Being. . . . After magnifying the ideals of human aspira-

tion, they [the idealists] have sought to prove that these are

not ideal but are real,—real not as meanings and ideals, but

as essential being.” All this Dr. Dewey rejects, true to his

disbelief in all “Being.” “The only kind of doctrine which can

be effectively critical will take effect in discriminations which

emancipate, extend and clarify. It will realize that the mean-

ings termed ideal as truly as those termed sensuous are gener-

ated by existences,—as far as they continue in being, they are

sustained by events.” Note this view of the “ideal” and the
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Steady refusal to concede “existence,” “reality” to anything

outside the stream of events. “While, therefore, philosophy

has its source in the entire human predicament, this human

situation falls wholly within nature.” Because, of course, to

Dr. Dewey, there is no supernatural, “It is precisely the

peculiar intermixture of support and frustration of man by

nature which constitutes experience. The standing antitheses

of philosophic thought, purpose and mechanism, subject and

object, necessity and freedom, mind and body, are all of them

attempts to formulate the fact that nature induces and par-

tially sustains meanings and goods and at critical junctures

withdraws assistance and flouts its own creatures.” The en-

tire task of man, then, is to hold his own when nature deserts

him, and to endeavor to hold more securely the goods he has

managed to attain. But this might well make one ask. What
of morals? Is it not one of man’s tasks to do right? “The

meaning of the theory advanced concerning the relationship

of goods and criticism . . . may be illustrated by ethical

theory.” A statement of its general failure in its field follows,

this failure proving to Dr. Dewey that the whole ethical

problem has been wrongly conceived. “To discover and define

once for all the bonum and the snmmum honum is the tradi-

tional task of morals, to deny that moral philosophy has any

such office will seem to many equivalent to the denial of the

possibility of moral philosophy.” Yet Dr. Dewey most em-

phatically asserts that it has no such office. Life, itself. Dr.

Dewey declares, has shown man, in art, social discourse, etc.,

what is moral good, not any moral philosophy. But mistaking

abstractions for realities, again, some moral theories “have

been dialectic, like the Aristotelian ethics, defining and classi-

fying in hierarchical order antecedent goods and terminating

in a notion of the good, the sinnmitm honnm, . . . and in-

stead of providing a method of analysis of concrete situations

have laid down rules of calculation and prescribed policies to

be pursued as fixed, not intellectually experimental, results of

prior calculations.” One wonders if the Ten Commandments
or Christ's statement of the First and Great Command-
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ment would be one of the “prescribed policies.” The above

is the task of “critical philosophy.”

Our comments on the book must be brief. To evaluate any

theory it must be understood. To competent students, it will

approve or disapprove itself. But to so summarize this work

as would suggest a correct understanding of its fundamental

theses has been an exceedingly difficult task, due, partly to the

great number of allied and subsidiary topics handled, partly

to Dr. Dewey’s style, which is flowing and involved rather

than analytic. What has been given seems, however, to be

what is given by Dr. Dewey, himself, in his brief Essay, “The

Need for a Rediscovery of Philosophy,” in the recent book.

Crea tive Intellige'nce vtitrrtd to above. This philosophy seems

clearly to be definitely atheistic. To deny reality which is non-

temix)ral; to deny “reality” or “being” altogether; to deny

cause, as an agency
;
to deny the existence of a Supreme Mind,

or of any individual “mind” as an essential entity
;
to deny

the existence of “essence,” to hold the views of mind, soul and

spirit, which have been stated, seems absolutely incompatible

with belief in God. It is not even neutral or agnostic. It is

clearly atheistic. Then, of course, it must be, and clearly is,

definitely anti-religious.

In morals, inasmuch as all “standards” are rejected which

are of other than “experiential” origin, the system is equally

un-ethical in the sense in which “ethics” has hitherto gen-

erally been used. Dr. Dewey’s definite assertion of the failure

of past systems of ethics, his explicit rejection of both their

assumptions and their problems as unreal, are sufficient

proof. In place of all objective standards of supernatural

origin, in place of “the Law of God written on the heart,” in

place of even such subjective standards as the moral cate-

gories, or the categorical imperative. Dr. Dewey would sub-

stitute the “goods” of experience. Inasmuch as these cannot

Ije of spiritual nature, nor of what has hitherto been consid-

ered “moral” character; inasmuch as they can have no ref-

erence to an after life, there is nothing left but the “goods” of

this life, which are to be determined solely by “experience.’’
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Dr. Dewey does not list them, as to do this would be at once

to establish a “standard” for their determination,—what they

are as “goods” has nothing to do with their “moral” charac-

ter, as hitherto this word has ibeen used. But Dr. Dewey could

not deny the vast array of hostile camps struggling for the

possession of another’s goods; for the establishment of their

ideas of good ;
for the triumph of their schemes and plans for

attainment of good things of this life. Who shall be moral

umpire? What or who shall say, “This is wrong,” “This is

right,” not because you like or want it, but because it is right

or wrong in itself? No one, for there is no such thing as

right or wrong in this sense. There is left nothing then, but

wide-spread conflict in which the strongest will triumph.

What is such a theory but the doctrine that might is right ? Or,

from another standpoint, that of its definite limitation of the

good to the pleasurable consummations of this life, what is it

but the purest Epicureanism? How like the familiar words,

“Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many years. This

will I do : I will pull down my barns and build greater.” What

of the response? “Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be re-

quired of thee.”

Philosophically, this system is not only skeptical and nega-

tive to the last degree, but it is definitely destructive. Not

merely is it held that the human mind is incapable of solving

the problems of philosophy, especially that of the First Cause,

—it is emphatically asserted that there are no such problems.

For philosophy there is left then only the task of empirical

criticism. It was said at the first that what Dr. Dewey meant

by “a truly empirical philosophy” would become clearer as

we went on. Her task is to criticise the schemes for manipulat-

ing the sequential order of events in order to make more se-

cure the hazarded goods of this life. She must, if she is to do

any good, divert men from futile waste of energy or impos-

sible problems. Here, Dr. Dewey is emphatic. So she must de-

stroy all religions because they waste capable thought on the

supposed relation of this world to the other world,—a mis-

chievous waste, for there is no “other” world, and men should
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concentrate capacity on the hazards of this world. She must

destroy all mis-classified lists of good and bad, for men will

waste energy in their attainment or avoidance
;
so all “moral”

lists must be negatived, and the pleasures of this life substi-

tuted. Dr. Dewey never calls them “pleasures,” he eulogistic-

ally names them “goods,” but pleasures is what they be. So

with other schemes. Truly a noble task! A great thinker has

said “Philosophy can bake no bread but she can procure for

us, God, freedom and immortality.” Not so, according to Dr.

Dewey. Her task is to rob us of God, freedom and immortal-

ity and help us to bake bread. A loaf of bread is a good thing,

if, and only if it helps us to attain higher things. But it is a

poor bargain to exchange belief in God for a loaf of bread.

Dr. Dewey’s scheme may be very briefly summarized as

follows. Historically, philosophy reveals a portentous array

of problems. Against these stands a formidable list of systems

attempting the solution of these problems. All are failures.

This failure is, itself a problem, the solution of which is that

there are no such problems. All are based on erroneous dual-

isms, which, of course, defy solution. But if there are no

essences; if there is no matter, mind, soul, spirit, as essential

entities; if there is no Infinite Being, no Supreme Mind, no

cause, what sort of a world then is it? Merely, an experienced

order of events. Not only should one not attempt to penetrate

to the essences or causes lying behind this order,—there is

nothing behind it. Our task, then, is to manipulate this order

for our own good.

Now, it is a ‘large order’ to demonstrate such a thesis. Dr.

Dewey is especially valuable when studying other systems of

philosophy, particularly the Greek® and some modern, and

many of his studies of experience are illuminating, but the

constructive portions of the work are singularly weak. Ob-

viously, it would be impossible to criticise all his statements

But, his skeptical statements are based almost solely on one

argument,—the failure of systems to solve their own prob-

•’ Though here the references to Greek thought seem only to include

Plato and Aristotle.
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lems. But, it is one thing to reject a system for its failure to

solve a problem, and it is a totally different thing to assert

that the problem has no existence. What would become of

the problems of science, such as. How can matter act across

empty space? Or the question which Sir Oliver Lodge, a

highly competent physicist, declared in an address before the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, to be

the insoluble problem of science,—Is matter discrete or

continuous? or, What is the ultimate constitution of matter?

Are these problems non-existent because so far insoluble ?

Further, to prove them non-existent, based on unreal

“dualisms,” Dr. Dewey must himself penetrate into these

realms and show that there is nothing to discover. How, for

example, can he prove that “Cause is only the sequential

order of events”? How can he prove that there is nothing

behind this order, urging it on, producing it? His whole

epistemology argues that we know nothing beyond the ex-

perienced order. How then, if thought must not go behind

it, does he know what is or is not back there? Or, take his

definition of mind, as “the order of the meanings of natural

events in logical connections.” How can he prove that there

is no mental activity? Who observed the order? What placed

this order in logical connection? Further, as experience is

sole and only source, obviously my consciousness has some

words to speak. Does consciousness testify that her nature

is merely what mind is said by Dr. Dewey to be? Or, take

his assertion that the physical, psycho-physical and psychical

are merely characteristic of the same order at higher levels

of interaction. What ex}>erience has Dr. Dewey ever had of

“interaction”? None whatever. His experience is solely of

the order of events and of things undergoing the events. He
never experienced any of them as “interacting.” That they

interact is purely and solely an inference. But once allow this

inference and one has entered on the fatal road which leads

to dualisms. Does a bat interact on a ball? If so. Dr. Dewey
never experienced it. He infers that they interact, and knows

it in absolutely no other way. If he ever did experience inter-
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action, it has been limited solely to his own sensations, and he

infers the interactions of other persons and things. But he

really never experienced any interactions, himself. He has

experienced his sensations, thoughts, etc.,—in a word what

has passed through his consciousness, and nothing else. He
infers an interaction producing his conscious experiences.

In short, if Dr. Dewey were held rigidly to proofs in con-

sistency with his own assertions, it would easily be seen that

his sweeping denials have left him nothing on which to build

his own philosophy. An English reviewer has said “This

criticism seems to have produced itself till it has cancelled

itself out.” And, in substance, “This philosophy leaves us

where it found us.” Another competent critic said privately

to the writer, “The book has settled nothing.” That Dr.

Dewey has not been wholly unaware of this seems evident,

for his arguments in support of his position are limited to

historical descriptions of the movements of thought and life,

illustrating, as he asserts, the fallacies and failures of philos-

ophy; or are limited simply to assertions. As for example,

his definitions of mind, matter, spirit, etc.
;
for not a single

one of these is there offered the least proof of the correctness

of the definition,—proof is replaced by assertion. High-

sounding phrases and lofty imagery often serve to cover up

poverty of substance. Dr. Henry Maudsley was one of the

ablest of the professed materialists of the 19th century.® He
wrote a brilliant essay on Hamlet, in which he endeavored to

prove that man’s free will was an entire delusion. Matter,

mechanism, must be ruled solely by iron necessity,—man’s

organism, among the rest. He closed the essay thus; “The

(unrelenting) circle of necessity encompasses all: one may

go his destined course with (tranquil resignation) and

another may (fume and fret and struggle)
;
but, (willing or

unwilling), both must go. . . . Well is it for him who

(learns his limitations), to whom the dark horizon of neces-

® His Physiology of Mind and Pathology of Mind are two of the most

convincing efforts to prove that all psychical activity is purely brain

action.
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sity becomes the (sunlit circle of duty).” Pondering once on

these noble words, it occurred to the reviewer to strike out all

which Dr. Maudsley by virtue of his own position had no

right to use. Those in brackets show the result. A “machine”

does not “relent,” it has no “tranquil resignation,” it can

neither “fume nor fret nor struggle,” nor can it “learn its lim-

itations,” and for a machine the “sunlit circle of duty” is

meaningless. That Dr. Maudsley could use such words w^as

the best refutation of his own attempt to demonstrate that he.

himself, had neither free intelligence nor will.

Our limits forbid any attempt at such study of Dr.

Dewey’s book, as to verbiage, but we call attention to the

general poverty of his scheme, hidden behind high-sounding

phraseology. Dr. Dewey presents in elegant phrase a seem-

ingly generous scheme of activity for empirical philosophy.

It is to aid by criticism, intelligently directed, all schemes by

which man endeavors against the unconquerable hazards of

the world to secure a larger portion of goods. These goods,

we have seen, are expressly the goods of this life, a purely

Epicurean proposal. One of its chief tasks is to save man
from useless dissipation of his capacities, by expending them

on futile solutions of unreal “dualisms.” Therefore, it must

destroy all religions as they disastrously divert capable

thought to the dualistic scheme of “this” world and the

“other” world. It must replace all moral standards by ex-

perience of the goods of this life. It must check all efforts at

search for deeper causes,—there are no causes. It must free

man from dreams of immortality, from all that is ennobling

in idealism, and concentrate attention on man’s conflict with

contingency, that dread element which so oft defeats his

hopes and destroys his goods. What a pitiful task in com-

parison with that which is set before men who believe in God,

have hope of immortality, and expect one day to “awake in

His likeness,” whose law is the will of God, whose thoughts

run out to eternity, to a future of endless expansion of spirit-

ual powers, because they are minds, souls, which are not

merely logical meanings, “but true entities of spiritual es-
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sence” ! Which is more likely to be the correct scheme ? How
poor that of Dr. Dewey when stripped of all its noble ex-

pression !

But which scheme is more probably true? Theism will

always have one unanswerable argument, and it is this. This

Universe is so inconceivably great—so infinite in space and

time—that it is the most probable of all assumptions that our

greatest possible conception of its Cause is far from ade-

quate. It may be true as far as it can go,—it can never en-

compass the range of His perfections. Therefore, it is the

most reasonable of all positions to attempt to expand that

conception to all possible rational range, and the most un-

reasonable of all positions to deliberately belittle its nature

and our concept of its cause. The Theistic position, that the

cause of the world is God, a Spirit, with infinite, eternal

nature and qualities of wisdom, goodness, truth, and love;

that because He is such, therefore the world has a purpose

and a goal, both of such infinite worth and magnitude that

our finest and highest conceptions while true as far as they

go, still fall short of the truth, is one position. It is the most

rational of all positions for the reason given,—it is the only

conception of a cause that is adequate. On the contrary, we

have never met in all philosophy a conception of the world as

IX)or, shallow and belittling as that of Dr. Dewey. He denies

that there exist any essences or any substances. There is

neither matter nor mind nor spirit, as substantial essence;

there is no Being who is infinite in it or above it as its cause

;

there is nothing “infinite” anyu^here
;
as there is no “cause,”

the world can have had no purposeful beginning and conse-

quently has no goal; man, as but a small part of it, can, of

course, rise no higher than the stream of events which have

produced him and can have no goal for his life save the

pitiful goal of getting the most pleasure out of this life, (or

the most of what any one shall wish to call “good”). In

short. Dr. Dewey reduces all that is to a stream of events,

with neither cause, ground, nor goal. Of course, there can lae

nowhere, either in or above the world, any “good.” Dr.
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Dewey holds that it is a mistake to believe in “the good.”

Consequently, there can be no moral good for man. It

would be hard to formulate a more pitiful or narrow concep-

tion of the universe, of man and his goal.

But time would fail to discuss all the points on which

warning could be issued of the dangerous character of such

a scheme. We note two other jxjints which appear to be of

some interest. Dr. Dewey, contrary to what one might have

anticipated from a thinker so “advanced,” has nothing to say

about evolution. The reviewer cannot recall that the word is

ever used. It does not app>ear in the index. One wonders why.

Has Dr. Dewey abandoned the futile attempt to evolve the

higher from the lower? In its place, he seems to have definite-

ly adopted the recent theory of “emergence” for he declares

that he is endeavoring to prove an “emergent” theory of

mind.

Lastly, Dr. Dewey bases his theory' definitely on his doc-

trine of the radical “intersection in existence of hazard and

rule, of contingency and order.”^ Contingency he declares to

be an integral part of the universe. Yet his steady objection to

all classic philosophies is their illicit introduction into thought

of “dualisms.” Could it be possible to find a dualism more

radical and irreconcilable than this of “law and chance,” to

quote his own words ? Can two such totally opposite charac-

teristics even exist together? Dr. Dewey makes no effort to

explain how it can be,—it is obviously impossible to explain

by any theory and specially by his theory which has in it no

ground for the explanation of anything. But these elements of

experience which occur according to law, would seem to

have some inner connection which controlled their regular

occurrence,—in other words, some cause. But this Dr. Dewey
forbids us to assert. “Cause, however defined, is but the

^ That his philosophy is regarded as holding to chance integrally, is

shown by the fact that announcements for the coming Summer Quarter

of Courses at the University of Chicago, contain “Contemporary Meta-

physical Problems. The problems considered wdll be . . . and the relation

of the Necessary and the Contingent in Nature, in Bergson and Dewey.”
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sequential order.” For their regularity, then, there is no

cause. It is simply a matter of experience that some things

do so occur. But “why” they should so occur and others

should not, is a question which he does not discuss, much less

attempt to explain. Obviously this is because Dr. Dewey’s

theories are so barren and negative that he leaves himself no

arguments by which to prove anything, and is reduced to

bare assertions.

The attempt to construe a universe in which such ut-

terly contradictory, such utterly irreconcilable, such funda-

mentally hostile and warring movements are at whirling

odds, leaves the mind utterly without a clue. William James

finally stated that he could conceive of no reason why things

might not happen without a cause. Bergson, while denying

finality for the future, as this would result in a “closed uni-

verse,” still did, after an event of the contingent nature had

occurred, regard it as linked to its antecedents, so that

finality could be discovered everywhere, after the event had

happened. But Dr. Dewey goes much further. The contingent

is never so linked with the lawful. It is purely “contingent.”

But if two such streams of events were inextricably inter-

mingled, is it possible that the one would never impinge upon,

interfere with, break in upon, the other stream and bring

about either the universal rule of chaos or of law? How like

the old Greek theories of Chaos breaking into the primal

sphere or their opposite ! But Dr. Dewey apparently will not

even consider this. In fact, his book contains no study what-

ever of such a universe, beyond the repeated assertion that

law and contingency are certain elements of experience.

Plainly, his system is hopelessly incoherent and incomplete.

But beyond his incomplete study of these elements, his theory

contains one inherent and unremovable contradiction. The

goal of his “empirical philosophy” is to aid man to remove

more of the goods of life from the domain of the contingent,

so that these easily lost goods may become more secure. But

to do this, man must be able so to interfere with these mighty

streams,—the lawful and the contingent, universe-wide in
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their scope, eternity-long in their continuance, fundamental

in their nature, absolutely opposed in their interaction,

—

that he can remove part of the stream of events from the

contingent and make it happen regularly, according to la'w.

In no other way can he make his “goods” more secure. How
this mighty task can be accomplished, a task in comparison

with which it would seem child’s play to halt the stars in their

gravitational sweep, or check the streams of spatial light, or

alter the dance of atoms,—Dr. Dewey does not tell us. He
simply asserts it can be done.

Yet Dr. Dewey’s own theory makes this change absolutely

impossible to accomplish. An uncaused event,—that is, a

purely contingent happening—can, obviously, neither be pro-

duced nor avoided. If it could be so dealt with, it would not

be “contingent.” Dr. Dewey’s assertion quoted above that

while we think we avoid chance by mumbling of “Natural

laws, and so forth” we are but little more secure than the

savage against the hazards of chance, really gives away his

whole position,—nullifies his entire program,—for if, after

all his (apparently) marvelous advance in so-called scientific

knowledge, man has gained no control over the hazards of

life, what hope is there for such an achievement in the fu-

ture? Further, Dr. Dewey asserts most emphatically as we
have seen that science has not gained any insight into “re-

ality,”—^indeed, can not gain such insight—for there is no

hidden “reality.” What hope, then, for his empirical philos-

ophy, with its narrowed outlook, its skeptical denials, to ac-

complish more? For it would seem obvious that if the chance

element of experience is to be made regular and predictable,

it can only be done by some insight into and power over4hat

which lies behind chance. But, again, if there is nothing

behind the stream of events, how can anything be accom-

plished toward its control ? And, again, man can do nothing

toward causing any change in the stream of events, with its

mixture of the regular and the contingent, because, accord-

ing to Dr. Dewey, “Cause, however defined, is but the se-

quential order itself.” If “cause” is but the order, it obviously
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can not alter the order. Nothing could be more impossibly

absurd when examined, than Dr. Dewey’s program for the

control of chance.

Dr. Dewey never discusses will. He denies the existence

of “individual minds,” (quotation above) and speaks of

“mind in individuals.” But “mind” is but an emergence of

certain characteristics when the interaction of events reaches

a certain complexity. Mind, and will (if there be such an

influence) would be of no possible inherent capacity in

themselves,—they are not existences,—they are but appear-

ances,—much like, if not wholly the same as the “epiphe-

nomena” of Maudsley, Spencer, and other earlier material-

ists, and wholly the product of the stream of events. How
can they, then, possibly affect the stream in even the smallest

degree? How possibly accomplish so mighty a task as the

conquest of Chance,—its subjection to the Reign of Law?
They are no more in themselves than the bubbles which

“emerge” on the stream,—of no more power than the

bubbles, over the stream.

The inability of philosophy to remove its dualisms re-

minds one of the Hegelian attempt, despair with which

seems to be one reason for Dr. Dewey’s surrender, the most

complete possible, to skepticism. Let us note his statement

concerning cause. “Cause however defined consists in the

sequential order itself.” Metaphysically considered, this is

entirely true, as long as one remains on the material or any

other plane of thought which refuses to accept the existence

of spirit, as substantial entity. No one has shown more con-

clusively than Bowne® that ontological cause must finally be

sought in personality, that is, in the existence of a Personal

God. Short of such a world-ground there is no possible loca-

tion of causality. Rejection of all ground for anything,—Dr.

Dewey’s view,—absolute denial of cause, is the only logical

position left when one rejects the theistic position. Dr.

® It is interesting to note that the most learned and widely-read student

of Philosophy now living, Dr. James Lindsay, in his Fundamental

Problems of Metaphysics gives Bowne credit for being one among a very

few who have correctly located the problem of cause.
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Dewey’s book has at least done this much for the theistic

cause,—it has shown the certain consequences of its rejec-

tion. Also, his book has at last revealed the conclusions to

which his earlier pragmatism could not but lead.

Fulton, Mo. Daniel S. Gage.



THE SUBJECTIVE SIDE OF SALVATION
IN ITS INITIAL STAGES

In treating the “subjective side of salvation,” we cannot

envisage the subject in a false abstraction from the objective

side of salvation. For there is the objective element in the

subjective, and, conversely, the subjective is implicit in the

objective. The penalty-paying and probation-keeping of the

Redeemer must be assumed before the Spirit can be sent to

apply the various benefits accruing to us therefrom. Other-

wise we invalidate the notion of God’s justice, and insert an

inconsistency between His nature and His operations.

It is further to be maintained that these two saving aspects

are to be sufficiently grounded and concluded in the saving

purpose of God’s love. Hence the consecution of all those

historical saving acts, and of all those predicable moments

in the believer’s life and conscious experience though

apparently temporal externally viewed, is nevertheless in-

wardly logical. These moments cannot, any of them, be

envisaged per se without at the same time assuming, and

having it expressly understood, that each one is indispens-

ably, indissolubly, connected with those primary ones of

the whole series, which preceding steps constitute in turn the

logical prills or antecedents of the process as a whole. This

takes us at once to the ultimate question of why God proposed

to save at all, more ultimately, why God permitted sin to enter

perditiously into His creation. Though we may answer the

former by His love, we may only, in our finite understanding,

ascribe to God a sovereign good pleasure and will to magnify

His glory in the latter. We cannot solve the question the more

intelligently by asseverating sin is not sin against the most

palpable and patent facts of religious and secular e.xperience.

Hence we must orient our subject between these two

great Pauline-Augustinian facts: the corrupting (and incul-

pating)^ effects of radical, original sin, and God’s sovereign

1 Guilt, to be precise, does not fall within the limits of our subject in

so far as it is concerned with an objective relation to the law and with

justification.
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power in eradicating these effects by supernatural grace. Re-

taining before our eyes the fact that not only sin but all of

God’s saving facts, acts, and processes are such only that they

may express, magnify, and redound to. His glory, we must

emphasize above all, the importance of sanctification, more

particularly of “holy affections” and disinterested love to-

ward God,^ and of willing to do His will and further His

glory as our stimmum bonum.^ This is our raison d’etre, and

in this we realize the divine teleology in our being and doing

:

and this is but our “rational service.”

With original sin posited as one of our two absolute focal

points, we must postulate certain of its effects upon man. It

should be recognized first that these effects can not be at-

tenuated to mere physiological debility, to general insalu-

brity, or some merely psychological condition : or reduced

to mere selfishness or feeling of self-consciousness, or to

mal-adjustment to environment, or non-conformity to the

“mores” of the gem; or limited to mere external acts, or to

a feeling of finiteness, or to the fact of finiteness, or to “in-

firmities.” This is to confuse factum with ficfum. Nothing

less can be predicated than that original sin as injected

into the whole round of the is a nocuous, mortifying

death-principle involving the race universally in an inevitable

antithesis to Bergson’s elan vital, namely a ‘downward

thrust.’ This corruption is not a mere privatio honi, or nega-

tion, nor is it a static condition. It is a positive principle that

redoubles its power progressively. In mathematical terms it

may be expressed as begetting its like in power and virulence

according to geometrical progression, where the number of

indulgent sinful acts increase in arithmetical progression.^

- Which Jonathan Edwards truly represents as the highest expression

of “true religion.” God must be loved as a “bonum formosuni,” not a

“bonum utile.” His ways, wonders and works, the amiableness of His

Being, His transcendent moral virtues as displayed in 'Christ must elicit,

and constitute the object of, our affections (v. Religious Affections,

Part II, ch. III).

® This is true Calvinism. “Gloria deo soli” was Calvin’s regulative

principle in his own practical life, and in his Genevan theocracy.

*Jas. i. 14, 15; cf. the devolution depicted in Rom. i. This is best seen
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If left unrestrained the principle of corruption would anni-

hilate, not only all good, but its self.

The specific effects relate to the whole round of the natural

faculties. As to the religious susceptibilities, they are obtuse

(Rom. viii. 15) ;
as to the understanding, it is impossible to

know the things of the Spirit of God ( i Cor. ii. 14) ;
as to

the will, “it is not subject unto the law of God, neither indeed

can be” (Rom. viii. 7) ;
as to worship, the sinner cannot call

Jesus “Lord” ( i Cor. xii. 3) ; as to practice, he cannot please

God (Rom. viii. 8) ;
as to productiveness, he cannot bear

fruit (Jno. xv. 4) ;
as to faith, he cannot receive the Spirit of

Truth (Jno. xiv. 17). What is needed therefore is not

self-reform, but that God should sanctify the individual

oXoreXet?, even to the “spirit, soul and body.”®

Such is the given anthropological status of man. This is the

subjective presupposition, the terminus a quo,^ of subjective

salvation. And that man is salvable despite his condition, is

g'iven in the two facts that sin is not a necessary evil, and that

man cannot oppose his sin-disabled will to the divine pur-

pose and power for and in him.

As man, in this state of impotency and darkened under-

standing, cannot devise or initiate or carry out his transfor-

mation, we are led to the other cardinal evangelical doctrine

of Grace. In the Holy Spirit, His nature and function, we
must centralize all the issues of the subjective process before

our consideration, from beginning to end. That we may
bring out the peculiar uniqueness and indispensability of the

Spirit’s function in the process, let us further consider His

close relation to man’s religious and moral nature in the

original state and the fallen state.

in the period from Adam to Noah. If sin’s first subjective effect was
simply the self-consciousness of shame, it deepened into all of those

baneful secondary and tertiary effects that involved the whole pre-

Noachian generation in destruction. Were it not for restraining grace,

sin would have annihilated itself and the race. Its extensity (“every

imagination”) intensity or depth (“of the heart”), and duration (“all

the day”) is well brought out.

I Thess. V. 23.

® As Thomas Aquinas phrases it.
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Adam, created as a perfect being, was characteristically a

spiritual being, yet not so absolutely spiritual that there

was excluded all possibility of the animal nature asserting

its dominance. Had he progressed upward to the goal of his

probation, he would have become inamissably and purely

spiritual. But as it was, his pneumatic and sarkical natures

remained only in a moral equipoise with no necessary dis-

harmony existing between them. His apostasy brought with

it forfeiture of the spiritual, and the inordinate reign of the

fleshly nature in its place. While original sin was constituted

by the assertion of this now positively corrupted animal na-

ture over the spiritual nature, it was characterized—and this

is our point here—by the loss or privation of the Spirit. All

that Adam was, actually and potentially, as made in God’s

moral image was annulled when the Spirit of holiness and

communion was withdrawn from indwelling his frame.

From this angle original sin is truly describable as “having

not the Spirit,’’ (epexegetical of the and such a

typical “psychical” ( ) man “receiveth not the things

of the Spirit of God.”® Truly, a scintilla of the spirit-filled

life remains in the fallen nature in the conscience whose

voice “accuses” more than excuses man, and points out to

him the dim outline of the moral law which lingers in his

darkened heart. But that intuitive vision of, and spontaneous

response to the right is absent. That this vision can only

exist in the completely spirit-filled man is pointedly sug-

gested in the fact that not once in the whole earthly career of

Jesus is conscience ascribed to Him. He alone had the

TrXijpwfMa of the divine image in Him bodily, being filled with

the Spirit ov etc ^lerpov.

Hence as it is pre-eminently the “having not the Spirit”

(Jude 19) that constitutes the above-mentioned universal

corruption and intensified consequences of corruption that

“accompany or flow from” it, even death itself, man’s sal-

vation consists in nothing more essential than the restoration

^ Jude 19.

“ I Cor. ii. 14, ff.
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of the divine image by the renewal of his nature through the

Spirit, so that we “walk by the Spirit,” and “live by the

Spirit,”® being “led by the Spirit.”^® And this restoration

must be, not to the original Adamic plane, but to that pneu-

matic state which is beyond all possibility of change which

state Christ has since realized for us by His perfect proba-

tion-keeping. The sinner’s desideratum seems to be only that

he may be rejoined to that ideal spiritual life, i.e., “take not

thy Spirit from me,” but “creite ( is divine energetic

production) in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a sted-

fast spirit (m"l is synonymous with as the vital centre of

the new spiritual life.) within me.” In turn, the heart of all

Messianic promises seems to be the crowning statement that

God on His side will put His spirit in His people, rewrite His

law in their hearts, put truth in their inward parts, in fine,

respiritualize them.

Hence, since the Fall was notably the deprivation of the

Spirit, since that ensuing state is spiritual death, since this

state is abnormal, since the psychical man, in his plight,

yearns for the pneumatical man, since God promises the rein-

statement of the Spirit, a strong a priori presumption is af-

forded that the Third Person of the Trinity shall be the one

most uniquely concerned in the entire subjective process.

A short biblical survey will develop this presumption.

The primordial creation was executed by tlie Spirit (and

Word) this being corrupted it is presumable that the new

creation will be effectuated by the same agency.

In the Old Testament the personality of the Spirit as ef-

fectuating holiness and renewal already appears as an adum-

bration of His explicit outpouring on all flesh, although His

theocratic endowing, and cosmical operations are more prom-

inent (Ps. li. II [13], Ps. cxliii. 10).^^ These culminate in

® Gal. V. 25.

Rom. viii. 14.

Gen. i.

12 His ethical personality and relationships appear also in his striving

with (or ruling in) men, Gen. vi. 3, instructing Israel, Neh. ix. 20. being
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the more explicit covenant promises for future recreation and

renewal, and a general outpouring/® Not only was this out-

pouring to be in the Messianic period but the mission or

dispensation of the Spirit was to be in and through the

Messiah, in His name and from the Father, after His

ascension (Lk. xxiv. 49; Jno. xiv. 26). But to do this He
Himself must be equipped with the SpiriF* according to the

Old Testament prophecy, “I have put my Spirit in Him”
(Is. xlii. I

;
also Is. xi. l, xli. i ), and this oi> ck fierpou (Jno.

iii. 34), one purpose being that He might have power to

exorcise devils (Matt. xii. 38). Christ’s first use of the Spirit

seems to be that of efficacious purification by baptism with

the Spirit and consuming fire.^®

But Christ took special pains to prepare for and authenti-

cate the person and future work of the Spirit.^® He first es-

tablished “in the mouth of two or three witnesses” His own
authority, “I am one that bear witness of myself, and the

Father that sent me beareth witness” (Jno. xiv. 18), and as a

third witness, “the Spirit which proceedeth from the Father,

he shall testify of me.” Himself fully attested to, Christ ( i ^

describes the advent, nature and work of the Spirit, and (2 )

makes His necessary departure. This necessity lay in the fact

that (a) it must be shown that all the subsequent convicting,

regenerating work was the Spirit’s, not His own, (b) that

Christ wanted to create honor for the Spirit by making Him
the eminent divine personality phenomenally manifest to the

world. Undivided attention was necessary to this end. (c)

It must be shown that the Spirit was sent by Himself as well

as the Father, “being at the right hand of God exalted . . .

grieved by men’s re'bellion, Is. Ixiii. 10, ii, and in coming “mightily upon”

Saul and giving him a new heart, i Sam. x. 6, 9.

Is. xxxii. 15; xxxiv. 16; xliv. 3; xlix. 21; Ezek. x. 29; xviii. 31;

xxvi. 26; xxxvii. 14; xxxix. 29; Zech. xii. 10; Joel ii. 28, 29.

Matt. iii. 16, iv. i, xii. 18, 28, Mk. i. 10, 12, Lk. iii. 22, iv. i, 14, 18,

X. 21. Jno. i. 32. .33.

Matt. iii. ii, Mk. i. 8, Lk. iii. 16, Jno. i. 33; cf. Acts ii. 3, i Thess.

V. 19.

Vide Goodwin: The Work of the Holy Ghost in Salvation, p. 5.
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He hath shed forth this which you see and hear” (Acts ii.

32 , 3 )-

As to ( I )

,

Christ makes known the essential knowledge of

the Spirit’s divinity, subsistence in, and procession from the

Father (“who proceedeth from the Father”). Christ further

makes known not only the personality, but the distinct per-

sonality of the Spirit by designating Him as the d\\6 <t

7rapdK\r)To<;

^

not Himself nor His Father in Heaven but a

third divine person. This revelation of the Spirit’s full per-

sonality is the nodal point in the progressive historic revela-

tion. From now on we are prepared for His efficacious and

immanent work as a person upon human personalities. Not

till this is made explicit to the world is He qualified before

the world for His peculiar work. The work of this person-

ality as set forth in the Scriptures may be epitomized in the

titles ascribed to Him by Jesus: (a) TrapaKXrjros as regards

sorrows (Jno. xiv. i6, 17, i8)
;
(b) to Trvevp.a rijs aXrjdda^,

as regards the darkened understanding and its illumination

(Jno. xiv. 16, XV. 26, xvi. (c) to TTvevp,a to ayiop, as

regards corruption and its purification. This inseparable^® title

indicates Him as the Spirit of Holiness by distinction, and is

most frequent, occurring between 80 and 90 times in the New
Testament. But the TrapdKXrjTos, and the irveOpa tyjs dXrjdeia^,

are offices available for the disciples as opposed to the world,

it is to be observed. For the world cannot receive Him “be-

cause it seeth Him not, neither knoweth Him.^® Similarly is

it with the official endowment for the apostolic office in Jno.

XX. 22.^“ Wherefore Christ designates explicitly a new func-

i"'Cf. Lk. i. IS, xl. 67, ii. 25, 26, Matt. xxii. 42, ii.

TO 7rv€5|na, and the anarthrous 7rv£u/j.a, are frequently used with the

same connotation.

Jno. xiv. 17.

However, this may also be viewed as the first inbreathing of the

Spirit in the Church proleptically through the apostles who were con-

secrated and endowed themselves more specifically for their own par-

ticular future work. It may be an earnest of Pentecost, and a parallel

or consequent of the first permanent (vs. Gen. vi. 3 ou KaraiJ.eivr), LXX.)
inbreathing in Christ’s humanity of Jno. i. 32, 33, and corresponding to

the first inbreathing of humanity, Gen. ii. 7.
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tion to be exercised by the Holy Spirit upon the world at

large, i.e., a “convincing” (“convicting” is implied) the

world of sin, righteousness and judgment, resulting in con-

version of those who “saw” and “knew” Him not. But the

complete phenomenal, or dispensational coming occurred at

the Pentecost.“ John says ovTrto yap i)v irvedpa (vii. 39),

to bring out the signal and full import of this effusion

which corresponded to the coming of the Son (niiitatis mu-

tandis ). Where the Son came to unite Himself to human

nature, the Spirit came to inhabit it; the former “taber-

nacled” with, the latter “indwelt,” man.

Now not only the disciples but all believers are to have

His fellowship v/j-mv), His presence (Trap’ vplv) and

indwelling (ev ), and this, ef? top aiwva, (Jno. xiv. 16,

17), which all marks the indefectible beginning of that com-

plete restoration to our pristine state, the glory of which we

already incipiently, principially are participant in.^*

Having established the divinity, personality, historic iden-

tity, and nature of the Holy Spirit, and His work, our afore-

mentioned presumption has been vindicated and it remains

only to delineate, more closely the Spirit’s work in outline as

related to the successive steps of the whole subjective process :

though such a procedure is at the disadvantage of appearing

to separate that which is metaphysically and empirically in-

separable. The divine causes and a posteriori effects are so

intercalcated that they can only be analyzed out in thought.

We shall aim, therefore, properly to order or intercalate the

human experiential moments with the gracious operations.

The first and most comprehensive locus is that of John

xvi. 8-1 1. Here we have the whole Ordo Salutis implied, on

its subjective side. The Spirit’s first work as t-o 7rv€v/j,a t?}?

a\ri6eia<;
^
is to “convince,”^® the sinful subject of his sinful-

Munus elenchticum, as technically designated in theology.

Acts i. 5, 8, ii. I.

22 Goodwin, p. 8. op. cit.

2* eSd^ao-ci/ of Rom. viii. 28 is aorist
; cf. “from glory to glory” 2 Gjr.

iii. 18.

25 “Convict” is less preferable as being incongruent in the second and
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ness, especially as regards “unbelief” its characteristic mani-

festation. The Spirit then convinces the subject of the alien

righteousness of Christ for his justification, in fine, gives

him faith. As such conviction of His righteousness can be

produced, not ah extra, but ah intra it is implied here that the

Spirit has first come within the subject enablingly.^® Having

in this way produced repentance and faith (and justification)

the Spirit convinces the subject that objectively Satan’s cause

and claim on His people, is lost, from which the subject infers

subjectively that he may enjoy sanctification, i.e. triumph

over Satan’s power within. Aside from i Cor. vi. ii {aire-

Xovaacrde, rjytdadrjTe,
[
iSiKaicoOrjTe

] ... iv tw 7rvevfA,aTi

Tov 6eov

)

,
the text in 2 Cor. iii. 18 is the next most compre-

hensive, i.e., we are “metamorphosed into the same image

(i.e. of Christ) from glory to glory diro Kvpiov Tri-euyuaTo?.”

“From glory to glory” indicates to us the fact that there is a

long process of successive changes within this comprehensive

“metamorphosis,” and that each and all are subsumed under

aiTo Kvpiov TTpeu/xaro?, Paul elsewhere (Eph. ii. 4, 7 and i

Cor. XV. 10) synthesizing all of his gracious experience in

retrospect ascribes all of his own spiritual attainment to

Grace, “by the grace of God I am what I am.” And though

he synergetically “labored more abundantly than they all”

there was no doubt as to which of the two agents was first,

foremost, and uppermost in the whole development; “yet,”

he continues, “not I, but the grace of God which was with

me.” Paul is therefore qualified to tell the Ephesians “by

grace are ye saved through faith and that not of yourselves

:

it is the gift of God.” But Paul epitomizes and centers all

third clauses though the term may mean both “reprove” and “convince.”

Here the facts are positive and to be eagerly desired, and reprehension

would be inapropos. That these are objective facts in the first place is

decided by the on, which can only mean “that,” “regarding the fact

that,” and not “because” (Eng. version, and Goodwin, p. 18). That the

term “judgment” of the third clause is primarily subjective, i.e. holi-

ness, as Goodwin attempts to prove, is a forced interpretation.

28 For most commentators allow this passage to describe the work
upon the elect Koapo^.
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1

the manifold gracious operations for us in the term avuKai-

vo)<n<; and cognates which he binds with the Spirit (tw

TTuevfMaTi—Titus iii. 5).

The pervasive New Testament representation, aside from

these didactic passages, is that the administration of the

entire subjective salvation is by the Spirit.

The further adduction of particular passages will evince

those more specific operations that dogmaticians are w^ont to

technically denote as gratia pracparans, operans, and co-

operans, among others.

Reverting to John xvi. 8-io, we observed the first spir-

itual office to be that of the so-called “elenchticum.” The

will l>e for those non-elect a hardening and convict-

ing (Acts. xxiv. 25, Rom. xi. 7 fif.), but a “convincing” in

case of the truly regenerate (i Cor. xiv. 24) though not

wdthout also the necessarily implied element of reproof. This

reproof may not only obtain after regeneration but before,

and be a definite sign of it (cf. Acts. ii. 37). The Spirit

“pricks the heart” (Acts ii. 37), and produces a XvTrrj Kara

deov, but in the non-elect, a Xvinq Kara rov Koo-fiov^ (2 Cor.

vii. 8, 9).

A priori reasoning would seem to postulate this prepara-

tory conviction of conscience : “As men that are saved are in

two exceeding different states, first a state of condemnation
and then in a state of justification and blessedness : and as God
in the work of salvation of mankind deals with them suitably

to their intelligent rational nature : so it seems reasonable and
agreeable to God’s wisdom that men who are saved, should

be in these two states sensibly : first, that they should sensibly

to themselves, be in a state of condemnation and so in a

state of woeful calamity and dreadful misery, and so after-

wards sensibly in a state of deliverance and happiness : and
that they should be first sensible of their absolute extreme

necessity and afterwards of Christ’s sufficiency and God’s

avaKMvow&ai (Col. iii. 10; 2 Cor. iv. 16) and the synonym
avavtovor^at ( Eph. iv. 24) and the term 7raAfyytv€(ria ?way be coextensive
(cf. possible parallelism in Titus iii. 5).
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mercy through “And that this is God’s manner of

dealing with men ... is abundantly manifest in Scrip-

ture.”'®

But a caveat is to be exercised, for “who hath directed the

Spirit of the Lord, or being his counsellor, hath taught him” ?

He works in an unsearchable, and unpredictable fashion. W

e

therefore hold it a non sequitur that because the Spirit some-

times, or often, prepares for special grace thus, that He must

needs necessarily invariably and infallibly do so. He may ac-

complish His end otherwise and without this step. “We are

often, in Scripture, expressly directed to try ourselves by

the nature of the fruits of the Spirit: but no where by the

Spirit’s method of producing them. Many do err, . . . call-

ing that a clear work where the successive steps of influence,

and method of experience are clear: whereas that indeed is

the clearest work, not where the order of doing is clearest,

but where the spiritual and divine nature of the work done,

and effect wrought, is most clear.”®” “The Spirit of God does

not proceed discernibly in the steps of a particular established

scheme, one-half so much as is imagined.”

Again, not only are these antecedent “terrores conscien-

tiae” an unnecessary work of the Spirit, but where (common)

grace does produce them, they do not necessarily and in-

fallibly issue in true conversion. Fear and conviction of con-

science are two different things. If fear in a majority of

cases is followed by conviction as an effect, the converse is

not true, that where conviction of conscience is found com-

punction and qualms of conscience must have preceded. To
quote again from Edwards, “There is no certain rule to de-

termine how far God’s Spirit may go in those operations and

convictions which in themselves are not saving. . . . There

is no necessary connection in the nature of things between

anything that a natural man may experience while in the

state of nature and the saving grace of God’s Spirit. And if

2'S Edward’s, Religious Affections, p. 78 .

29 Ibid. seq. for Scripture proof.

39 Ibid., p. 90 .
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there be no connection in the nature of things, then there

can be no known and certain connection at all, unless it

be by divine revelation. But here is revealed no certain

connection between a state of salvation and anything

that a natural man can be subject of before he believes

in Christ. God has revealed no certain connection between

salvation and any qualification in man,” but only grace and

its fruits.”®^

But further, though the former does not inevitably pro-

duce the latter state, and though the latter is possible, and

often actual without the former, those that have not the

former state do not necessarily thereby have the latter one.

Finally, terrores conscientiae do not precede conversion

necessarily 'because they are not necessarily of common grace.

They may be of empirical origin, “melancholic passions

arising from mere imaginations, strongly conceived in the

brain. “Some persons are of such a temper and frame that

their imaginations are more strongly impressed with every-

thing they are affected with than others : and the impression

on the imagination reacts on the affection and raises that still

higher” and when it “is raised to a vast height, the person is

swallowed up and loses all possession of himself.”®* He then

fallaciously ascribes it to the Spirit.

This preparatory conviction of the conscience may mani-

fest itself in (i) a disquieting sense of the guilt of sin; in

(2) sorrow or grief for the sin committed (XuTrr? Kara tov

k6<tijlov) or the “legal” sorrow—along with the sense of

guilt it is the “spirit of bondage unto fear” (Rom. viii. 15) ;

in (3) legal humiliation for sin in external acts as confession

and praying (cf. i Kn. xxi. 29).

Gratia praeparans may produce not only this pricking of

conscience, but an illumination of the mind. This may arise

first, however, by the unaided cognitive faculties, perception,

conception and imagination, being sedulously applied to the

Ibid., p. 87.

32 In the phraseology of a trite psychology. Vide ibid., footnote p. 84.

33 Ibid., p. 84.
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truths of the Word. A second degree, however, is discernible

when these mental operations are heightened by the influence

of preparing grace. These persons, however, are those who

may finally fall totally away despite their having been “once

enlightened” and “tasting” the heavenly gift (Heb. vi. 4).

Yet their advancement was much greater than those who
used the bare unaided natural faculties. The transcending

work of a Grace with a new specific quale and set of predi-

cates is postulated as necessary.

This illumination may add ( i ) greater perspicuity to the

truths so that men will “know the way of righteousness” (2

Pet. iv. 21), but only outwardly, intellectually, not savingly.

It may add (2) the assent of the will, but only such a belief

as is exercised by devils who, too, believe and tremble (Jas.

ii.). It is the existential judgment not the value-judgment

(cf. Jno. ii. 23, xii. 42).®^ As to (3) the affections, illumina-

tion will produce an evanescent joy: men will “receive

the Word with joy,” yet have “no root in themselves” (Lk.

viii. 13) ;
they will “rejoice in the light” of it, but only “for

a season” (Jno. v. 35).

Upon illumination, and especially conviction of conscience,

will follow often a great reformation of life (Matt. 18. 20,

2 Pet. ii. 20, Matt. xii. 44). Men may attend assiduously

upon all religious duties and worship, and apparently forsake

sin utterly. In so far they are commendable, but from the

most zealous self-reformation, spiritual regeneration can

never be educed. Though grace should endow with and evoke

from the apparent convertee the highest exercise of the

“form of godliness,” so that he conspicuously outshone true

believers, it may not and need not bestow the requisite

“habitus” for the “power” of godliness. On the other hand

this self-reformation may be productive of and preparatory

for, that consummating transcendent act “from above.”*®

The whole sum of these effects is not produced by the

employ a Ritschlian distinction.

But the divine act is not in the least dependent on this self-prepara-

tion.
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Spirit immediately on the rational and moral powers but in

conjunction with the Word in an operation termed

or inviting,^® extended to all, but not necessarily resulting in

their being eV\e«TOi (Matt. xxii. 14). In brief, the invitation

includes a statement of the plan of salvation, a declaration

of the sinner’s duty to repent and believe, a declaration of

the proper motives that should be operative (fear or hope,

et al) and a promise of acceptance of all those who meet these

conditions.®^

As this “invitation” produces only the above named tem-

porary, ineffectual phenomena, it being from without and

suasive only, another set of passages represent the KXrja-i'i

(not an invitation) as synonymous with “election,”®® resting

on the a priori Trpoyvcoai'i
( Rom. viii. 28), and therefore “ef-

fectual.”®® It complements and completes the disposing ef-

forts and preparator}^ gracious effects above-named, by going

to the center of the (pvcrc<; and quickening it.

\\"e have, then, to do with a sovereign, irresistible, internal,

effectual, immediate, creative act of grace, now as gratia

operans. It marks the initiation of the general avaKaivaxTL<;

Tov TTvev/j.uTO'i (Tit. iii. 5) and avaveovcrdai (Eph. iv. 23)

and probably TraXiyjevea-i'a (Tit. iii. 5). It is described in the

concrete images of biological functions as avayewav ( i Pet.

i. 3, 23), airoKveLaOaL
( Jas. i. 18), intensified by yewrjOrjvai

avQ}0ev ix tov TrveviJ.aTO'i (Jno. iii. 5 ) ;
yevvriOrjvai ex tov

deov or v8aTO<; xal tov TrvevfJi,aTO<: (Tno. iii. 6, 8) and
yevvdv [tivo] Bid tov evayyeXi'ov, ]>y the evangelists ( I Cor.

iv. 15 and Gal. iv. 19), or as creating
(
S12 ) a new heart, or

being created {xTiaOivTa
), Col. iii. 10. Corresponding to

3 « AcaX^ti) (Alatt. ix. 13, Mk. ii. 17, Lk. v. 32) and parabolically (Matt,

xxii. 4. 5, 9, Lk. xiv. 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 24) ;
<cXi?t6s

,
Matt. xxii. (4

(20, 16).

V. A. A. Hodge, Outlines of Theology, p. 446.

Matt. xxii. 14.

xXiljTOi (Rom. i. 6, 7, i Coi'. i. 2, Rom. viii. 28, i Cor. i. 24, Jude i.,

Rev. xvii. 14) xAi^crts (Rom. ii. 29, i Cor. i. 26, Eph. i. 18, iv. 6, et al)
;

KoX((o (Rom. viii. 30, ix. ii, 24, i Cor. i. 9, vii. 15, 18, 18 (bis), 20, 21,

22 (bis), 24, et al. Acts ii. 39).
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these acts, the product is either a tcaivT] (2 Cor. v. 17,

Gal. vi. 15, Eph. ii. 10, iv. 24), rmva 6eov (Jno. i. 12), and

the practical eciuivalents, KaLvo<i dvdpco7ro<; (Eph. ii. 15.

iv. 24 ),Peo? dv6pc07T0<; (Col. iii. 10), or dvrov TroLrjpLa (Eph.

ii. 10). The agents, eV tov 6eov and toO irvevp,aTo<;,

employ the instruments X07W a\rj6eLa<i or Sta X07&I and

vSaro'i or Scd Xovrpov.^^ That the last refers to the external

baptismal rite is not probable, for only that which “is born

of the Spirit is Spirit,” John subjoins. We thus have the

origin, the agent, the means, the character of the act, and

the result. There are also many and diverse other descrip-

tions expressing this reality, e.g., “the Lord thy God will

circumcise thy heart” (Deut. xxx. 6). “Circumcision is that

of the heart” (Rom. ii. 29), “I will put a new Spirit within

you,” and “give you a heart of flesh” for a “stony heart”

(Ezek. xxxvi. 26), which he also calls “a new heart”; “I

will put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their

hearts” (Jer. xxxi. 33). It is a “quickening” (Jno. v. 21,

Col. ii. 13, Eph. ii. 5) ;
a “resurrection,” a “calling out of

darkness into light” (i Pet. ii. 9). As there can be no degrees

in the conferring of life (only in its exercise) nor inter-

mediate states between the kingdom of light and darkness

regeneration is sininl et instonter.

Considering closely the nature of regeneration, there are

four possible elements in the human constitution that may be

the subject of the change: (a) the essence, (b) the faculties,

(c) the generic tendencies both innate and acquired, or the

“habitus,” (d) the actions. As the essence (a) was not in-

volved in original sin, and as the actions (d) are the mani-

festations of the generic tendencies or 4>va-i<: (c), it cannot

take place in either, though Pelagius and Emmons hold that

it takes place in the specific actions (“exercises”) only. And

as the faculties (b) are not the primary seat of original sin,

the generic tendencies or disposition, and also the acts

40 If Sia Xovrpov is so interpreted. These instruments pertain not to

regeneration, but to conversion and sanctification.
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issuing therefrom, and the faculties colored and disabled

thereby, are the subject of regeneration.

Clarity in conceiving of the precise psychological nature

of regeneration requires our naming certain premises or

postulates at the outset. In the first place the soul is a monad

or unit and it does not function as separate agents in each of

the faculties—whether these faculties be considered as two,

three, or four—as the old atomizing or “department” psy-

chology construed. The soul is one indivisible substance mani-

festing itself in intellection, feeling, or volition according

to the nature of the object contemplated. A theorem in cal-

culus will involve intellection to the comparative exclusion

of feeling and moral quality; a painting, chiefly aesthetic

feeling along with cognitive elements; a moral situation

may involve intense feeling and intellectual judgment along

with, or issuing in, an act. Each faculty mutually involves,

qualifies, modifies, and assists the other in intimate relation;

rather each manifestation of the soul does this. It follows,

then, that no one faculty can be either exclusively independ-

ent of the other, or dependent on any single other faculty

e.g. volition or affection or cognition, as is often held. It

follows further, then, that, given a certain permanent char-

acter, inclination, tendency or “habit” of the soul, it will

pervasively affect all of its above-named manifestations or

faculties, and that, speaking generally, it will do this equally.

We can then speak of the disposition and faculties, or, of the

whole soul, as of this given character.

Applying this, sin is a permanent determinative principle

of character and, as such, producing unholy deadened affec-

tions, darkened understanding, and perverted volitions. The
whole soul is corrupt. This the Bible designates by the term

“heart. Therefore those err who, making “heart” co-

terminous with the affections, represent regeneration as

implanting new affections only. Edwards^^ tends toward this

Cf. “thoughts of the heart,” “intents of the heart” and “eyes of the

heart.”

*3 Ibid., p. 17.
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narrowed conception of “heart.” Nor can this be delimited to

the implantation of a new “relish. Similarly with those

who s'^em to derive the gracious effects of the affections and

volitions from illumination of the understanding. Edwards,

on this point, appears to give an undue emphasis and import-

ance to the noetic effects of regeneration. In places his mode
of statement strongly suggests that the new affections are

even derived mediately from the enlightened perceptions or

sensations of the mind.^* Opposed to this, we must bear in

mind that the converse may as plausibly be the case. While

the order of the natural psychological process is to perceive

or know the object first before there can be an appetency or

feeling for, or inclination toward it, the order in the spiritual

process is the reverse, we can not know or comprehend

Christ as the object until we are inwardly inclined in affec-

tion toward Him. We know the better because we love, not

love because we know.*® Not only is this the experience of

the regenerate, but also of the progressingly sanctified man.

His affections deeply color and give quality to his intel-

lectual apprehensions, deepen them, make them less super-

ficial, and increase his desire for more knowledge.

Edwards, in speaking of regeneration and its effects says

in his first characterizing sentence,*® “in those gracious ex-

ercises and affections which are wrought in the minds of

saints . . . there is a new inward perception or sensation of

their minds entirely different. . .

.” “If God produces some-

thing thus new in a mind that is a thinking, perceiving, con-

scious thing, then doubtless something entirely new is felt,

perceived, or thought
;
or which is the same thing, there is

some nezv sensation or perception of the mind; or there is

The “taste” theory of Hopkins, Bellamy, Dwight, et al, which Ed-

wards suggests in his phraseology. “Spiritual understanding consists

primarily in this sense or taste of the moral beauty of divine things”

(p. 216).

Vide p. 136.

Or, better still, we “know” in the profound Semitic, Johannine

sense: cf. yivtlla-Kttv contrasted with eJSeVai.

Ibid., p. 137.
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what some metaphysicians call a new simple idea
"' “From

what has been said, it follows that all spiritual and gracious

affections are attended with, and do arise from, some appre-

hension, idea or sensation of the mind. . . Other state-

ments also indicate that not only is undue prominence given

to illumination, but it is made to mediate a certain quale to all

spiritual exercises.

That this, however, is a matter of wrong emphasis only,

is shown by the classic definition he appends, making the

source of both renewed faculties more fundamental. “This

new spiritual sense, and the new dispositions that attend it,

are no new faculties, but are new principles of nature. . . .

By a principle of nature, I mean that foundation which is

laid in nature, either old or new, for any particular manner

or kind of exercise of the faculties of the soul
;
or a natural

habit or foundation for action, giving a person ability and

disposition to exert the faculties in exercises of a cer-

tain kind; so that to exert the faculties in that kind of exer-

cises may be said to be his nature.

The ingenerating of this principle implies its actual opera-

tion and outworking in the various faculties. “Regeneration

is the implantation of a mighty impulse to an eternal motion.”

If regeneration is a spiritual change, conversion is a spiritual

motion. If regeneration is the motion of God in the creature,

conversion is the consequent motion of the creature to God.

In renewing us God first gives us a power, in converting us

He excites the use of that power. God first puts His Spirit

within us, and then, and only then, we walk in His statutes,

the covenant specifies. In this conferred potency or principle

is implied unrealized faith, repentance and all those life-long

exercises of holiness, or Calvin’s “mortification” and “vivifi-

cation.” Efifectual calling is vocation to divine service, son-

ship, heirship and to the glorification of the eternal purposes

of God within us.

The illuminated understanding now apprehends intuitively

Ibid., p. 140 et passim.

Ibid., p. 138.
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the transcendence, unique person, and the saving value of

Christ. The unregenerate may have to reach the conclusion

that Christ is divine by a long chain of arguments concern-

ing the authenticity of records, historicity of His work and

events incident thereto, and by philosophizing over the possi-

bility of the supra-natural entering the natural. The renewed

mind gets quickly, intuitively, per saltiim to this conclusion

and beholds immediately the intrinsic moral excellency and

truth of the divine attributes. The heinousness of personal

sin is also forthwith understood by contrast.

Similarly, the new affections leap in response toward God

their author in love, pure and objective, and turn in revulsion

and hatred against sin.

Simultaneously with the beholding, and hating of sin, the

will acts in fleeing from it, and surrendering itself with an

inward affiance in, and repose upon, Christ’s saving energies.

These elements are gathered up in the biblical terms Tr/o-Tt?,

fieraixeXofiai, and the more ingenuous f^erdvoia, which, ob-

jectively, issue in eTria-rpocpr)

.

Gratia operans now becomes gratia co-operans. A close

word-study will bring out the nuances of similarity and dif-

ference in fterdvoLa and fieTufieXeia, and derivatives.

In classic Greek the two terms were often convertible.'*®

When they differed, it was only in accidentals. But /J-erdvoia

gradually came to be singled out and given an ethical import

viz. a virtuous change in life and practice, by way of emin-

ence. This demarcation became emphasized in the New Test-

ament, where occurs 25 times and p-eravoelv 35 times,

to iJi€Tafi,eXea-6ai occurring only 5 times and M’^ra/u.eXeLa not

once. Merdvoia could be rendered by p^eraiMeXeadai in only

one place clearly (Matt. xxi. 29, 32). Elsewhere there seems

to be a specific difference.''® Meraf^eXeadai almost universally

Trench, Synonyms, pp. 26of. Compare the apparently objective

inductions of Effie F. Thompson (Studies in the New Testament, Uni-

versity of Chicago, 1908).

®o'In the other five places mere regret is signified as, 2 Cor. vii 8, bis,

Heb. vii. 21 ;
the form dfJ.eTafj.fXr)TOv in Rom. xi. 29, and 2 Cor. vii. 10.
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designates ineffective repentance as against effective, or “re-

sipiscentia,”®^ e.g. Judas fJ^eTafieXrjdel'; aTreo-rjoei/re
. It signi-

fies an “after-care,” a “post factum angi et cruciari.” In

profane Greek as well, it concerns regret over some particular

overt act and its consequences, with self-criticism and sor-

row. But it concerns remorse rather than action. Such being

its nature it is more liable to expend itself in this recoil of

remorse and mere feeling—affective states being more evan-

escent and transitory than volitions
;
and hence less liable to

lead productively to any permanent amendment of life.

Hence it is that neither John the Baptist, Jesus, nor Paul

demanded f^erafieXov (i.e. in the imperative) as necessary

for entrance to the Kingdom. But they did repeatedly com-

mand iieravoetTe, establishing this term as the higher and

more ingenuous one, calling for the spontaneous exercise of

voluntative resolves and moral determinations. This was the

indispensable pre-condition of the Kingdom for it was

uniquely a n^Tavoia et? a-corrjptav ayuera/te^TjTo?
,
i.e. an en-

during repentance unto a salvation not regrettable. This

change is so fundamental that it can not be content with

weltering in an emotional sea of remorse over the past which

has no outlet, but is generically distinguishable by the fact

that its new and decisive bent envisages the future with only

the fingerings of the despised past in the limen of conscious-

ness.

Yet the element of sorrow is not to be excluded in toto.

While the verb fieravoew in its 35 occurrences nowhere im-

plies sorrow as an inherent element nor presupposes it as a

necessary antecedent, the noun i^erdvoi a does involve sorrow

{XvTTT
) ) for past sin as an antecedent, or channel to it. But it

is not ever regarded, even in this one case, as a prime element

of repentance. Paul here says, V Kara $ebv Xuttt; (i.e. fiera-

IxeXeia) fierdvoiav /caTepyd^erai^ which repentance is dp-era-

peXr)Tov and et? acoTrjpiav (2 Cor. vii. lo).

In classic Greek the term perdvoia was used in three ways.

•’i The term of Beza and the Reformers in opposition to the Roman
poenitentia.
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Most prominent was (i) the merely intellectual import of it,

viz. the mutatio opinionis, or revising a former judgment.

This is virtually the root meaning which, coming from the

Sankrit GNA to know, means (a) to perceive (b) to think,

consider, have an opinion, (c) to plan, purpose, and to decide.

With /ttera- it is equivalent to “knowing after” as opposed to

Trpovoetv

In the non-Jewish writers from Aristotle down to A.D.

lOO this intellectual meaning is supplanted partially, then

wholly by (2) the emotional quality of regret, which heathen

characteristic Tertullian well describes as a passio quaedam

anwii quae veniat de offerisa sententiae prioris.^^ This fugi-

tive regret which issues in no determinative moral amend-

ment appears in one place in the New Testament (Lk. xvii.

34), as the meaning of peravoelv.

In its tertiary sense—to change one’s purpose—it is note-

worthy (a) that it universally concerned only single, overt,

erroneous acts not an ideal revolutionary change of life-

purpose from the principle, or generic state of sin; (b)it

was often immoral—a change from a good to a bad course of

action; (c) often non-moral,®^ for expediency; (d) and

finally, for a past action morally wrong, Plutarch (Mor. 68

F). _
In the culminating New Testament usage, the term is

consistently appropriated for, and dedicated to, a higher

meaning. It is sublimated from the merely intellectual muta-

tio opinionis, the solely affective, or from the single purpos-

ive, the non-moral and natural-moral, to the profoundly

religious—moral change of the whole life (mind and heart)

from generic sin to God, at once the object and the cause of

this definitively revolutionized life. It is a divine-human

change opposed to the pagan self-determined shift of pur-

Epictetus, “The wise man should think before hand and not after

(/xerdvoeiv ) This is found in the LXX often.

Its synonyms are found, as tto^os, al(rxvvr]. Vide Trench, p. 258.

S'* “.And when they were proceeding along the Nile ... he entreated

them to change their purpose,” i.e. as it was inexpedient (Dio. Sic. I.

67:5).
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pose or correction of specific faulty impulses or overt acts.

Beng-el°'’ states it well; fierdvoia vero, in N.T. praesertim,

in bonam partem sumitur, quo notatiir poenitentia totius vitae

ipsorumque nostri quoddanmwdo ; sive tota ilia beata mentis

post erroremet peccata reminiscentia-, cum omnibus affectibus

earn ingredientibus, quam fructis digni seqiientur. And as

such, it dififers from /xeraneXeia which plenimque est fJ-eaov

vocabidum, et refertiir potissimum ad actiones singulares.^^

As this fierdvoia is a fMerdvoia els a-coTTjpiav
^

it is cer-

tainly implied in the heart of the term that the new bent and

changed resolve will inevitably issue in those practical “fruits

worthy of repentance” called iTna-rpocpT] [tov ficov] or con-

version.

Princeton. F.D. Jenkins.

^'’Vide Trench, p. 261.

In a limited number of passages the term perdvoui refers not to

primary but secondary choices or sins: /Meravoeto, in Lk. xvii. 3 and 4;

Acts viii. 22; 2 Cor. xii. 21; Rev. xi. 16; ii. 21 bis; ii. 22; iii 3 and 19;

ix. 20, 21 ; xvi. 9. II. Merdvota in 2 Cor. vii. 9.



JOHN D. DAVIS

John D. Davis was born, March 5, 1854, in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania; and was graduated from Princeton College

with the class of 1879. He then spent two years in Germany,

partly at Bonn University, after which he entered Princeton

Theological Seminary graduating in 1883. He remained at

Princeton for a year as J. C. Green Instructor in Hebrew

;

and then, as J. C. Green Fellow spent two years at Leipzig

University. Returning to Princeton in 1886 he became again

J. C. Green Instructor in Hebrew. He received the degree of

Ph.D. from Princeton College in the same year, and was or-

dained by the Presbytery of Pittsburgh, April 26, 1887.

In 1888 Dr. Davis was elected Professor of Hebrew and

Cognate Languages. Four years later he was made Professor

of Semitic Philology and Old Testament History, and in

1900 he became Helena Professor of Oriental and Old Tes-

tament Literature.This latter position he occupied until his

death June 21, 1926, at which time he had completed forty

years of continuous service to the Seminary.

Dr. Davis was widely known as a teacher and scholar. He
received the degree of D.D. from Princeton University in

1898 and of LL.D. from Washington and Jefferson College

in 1902. He was the author of Genesis and Semitic Tradition

(1894); and was a contributor to Biblical and archaeo-

logical journals, notably The Presbyterian and Reformed

Review, and this Review of which he was for several years

a managing editor. For a number of years he prepared the

critical notes for The Westminster Teacher. But it was

through iht Dictionary of the Bible (1898) that Dr. Davis

was most widely known and rendered as a writer his most

valuable service to the Church at large. This Dictionary ap-

peared in a fourth edition in 1924.
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APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY
The New Decalogue of Science. By Albert Edward Wiggam. Indiana-

polis ; The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1922, 1923. Pp. 303.

In this book the biologist speaks to the statesman. More specifically, it

is the new biology giving advice to the old statesmanship. His Excel-

lency is boldly challenged to study biology and to put more science into

politics. This demand is carried over into the fields of religion and

ethics. Heredity is not quite everything, but almost. It is not so much
the brain-cell as the protoplasmic germ-cell with which we are born

that counts. The words of Cassius to Brutus might find a welcome echo

in our author

:

“Men at some time are masters of their fates;

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars.

But in ourselves, that we are underlings.”

If God’s will is to be done on earth as it is done in heaven, “it will have

to be done through the instrumentalities of science, that is through the

use of intelligence. Conscience will have to look through the microscope

if it ever sees its duty aright.” (p. 19).

Five warnings are sounded. We learn that the advanced races are going

backward, that “Heredity is the chief maker of men,” the Golden Rule

without science will wreck the race; medicine, hygiene, sanitation will

weaken the human race
;
and “morals, education, art, and religion will

not improve the human race.” Then a chapter on The Ethical Transition

(the Laborator>'), followed by the ten commandments of science;

namely, the duties of Eugenics, Scientific Research, Socialization of

Science, Measuring Men, Humanizing Industry, Preferential Repro-

duction, Trusting Intelligence, Art, Internationalism, Philosophical Re-

construction.

The author is a biologist of the extreme evolutionary school. He
holds that the principle of natural selection should in some way be ap-

plied to the human race in the interests of a better race. “Leaders come
not by prayer but by germ-cells” (p. 36). In the germ-cell “there are

resident those powerful personal forces by which he can rise in well-nigh

any environment” (p. 42). How Mr. Wiggam is so sure of this, we do

not know. He gives us no “scientific” proof. Happiness and misery are

due, not to environment, but to heredity
;
differences in men are due to dif-

ferences in germ-cells. Nature must produce church-members. If you
w'ant artists, poets, philosophers, skilled workmen and statesmen, you
must give nature a chance to breed them. Education helps, but it can’t
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put brains into empty skulls, it can only develop what is there (pp. 42-43,

46). True. Yet it must not be forgotten that most of us have some

brains, and that even this is not quite all of us.

All this is very clear, and there is a modicum of truth in it that has

never failed of abundant recognition. Poeta nascitur, non fit. We all

know that we come into the world with certain inherited values and

without certain others. If anything, Mr. Wiggam is too much enamoured

of this truth. He feels, as a biologist, that nature will punish the plan of

“regenerating the world by coddling the incompetent,” and that “a

millennium for the unfit would be a biological hell for the ht” (p. 55).

The burden of his song is not “Rescue the Perishing,” but “Rescue the

Fit.” A race, in some way, must lose its unfit, and not coddle them for

reproduction (p. 67). Even vice purifies a race because it kills the vicious

(p. 68). But how solve this problem of ridding the race of the unfit?

Improve men as you improve plants and animals : by natural selection.

Education and morals “will never directly cause your children to be

born brighter or more virtuous.” Stupidity and intelligence are inherited,

“but a thousand years of educating or improving the parents will never

improve the children.” You can educate a brain-cell, but not a germ-cell

(pp- 74-75 ).

This sounds clever. To remake the human race by a process of natural

selection, conserving the fit, and eliminating the unfit, is a biological

dream of long standing. But how are you going to do that ? And who will

determine the fit and the unfit? Is the biologist to be our sole judge?

Hardly, because, as has been often said, life is more than biology. To
decide this, that is, to decide it right, a great many factors would have to

be considered, and, what is more, very serious “value judgments” set up.

It is just here that Mr. Wiggam is forced to make his “ethical transi-

tion,” and step out of the field of the physical sciences into an entirely

different field -of psychology, ethics, and theologj'.

Here, too, the author becomes surprisingly frank and superlatively

vague. Some of his statements are more worthy of the wild utterances

of the ranter than of the thoughtful, pains-taking scientist. Right and

wrong are what help or hurt life, not what pleases or displeases (3od

(P- 79 )- Past efforts to guide men: revelation, prophecy, intuition,

meditation, prayer, have failed. New standards of conduct must be dis-

covered by science, and we must write “a new scripture based upon the

experimental and statistical use of intelligence” (p. 80). This must be

“physiological ethics,” just as we have physiological psychology. If the

common man is to become “a fluid moral force” (just what is that?) in

the midst of the present dilemmas, “then all this metaphysico-theological

junk and face-saving fustian will have to be thrown overboard” (p. 83).

We are trying to solve vast moral dilemmas of the new world with old-

world methods discredited in psycholog>% biology, philosophy, and physic-

al science (p. 88). “For if science combined with that spirit of Christ

which does run through all religions and all spiritual aspiration can not

save the world nothing else can” (p. 95). Only science can fulfil the

ethical essence of the Bible. Eugenics, which is “simply the projection
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of the Golden Rule down the stream of protoplasm,” or “intelligent

organic evolution,” furnishes the 'final program for the completed

Christianization of mankind” (pp. 109-111). The amoeba that made “cor-

rect adjustments” was a good amoeba, while the one that did not was a bad

amoeba; and amoeban and human morals are cosmically the same (p.

115 ).

Naturally, from such a source the Church should expect scant praise

and less sympathy. The fact of the matter is, so Mr. Wiggam says, the

Church has ever been a stumbling-iblock, has leagued with government

“to prevent men, at all costs, from tapping the higher levels of life”

provided by science and philosophy. It has cast “the dim religious light”

over all problems. “So far it has not solved a single large human prob-

lem. It is still the sworn enemy of intellectual liberty—the only kind of

liberty there is” (p. 239). To be sure, Mr. Wiggam scorns dogmatism.

But what is this if it is not dogmatism? It is, however, something more

serious than dogmatism, which is not necessarily a sin. It is deliberate

misrepresentation of an institution whose prayers, labors, and gifts

have done more to solve the really large problems of life than any othe’"

force, and to which, if they only knew it, our scientific schools owe
their origin, and even yet, many of them, their present sustenance.

W'hat Mr. W'iggam pleads for all through his book is his own per-

verted idea of liberty, “unfettered philosophic thought” (p. 247). \Mth

him the adventurer is the only hero (p. 251), an attitude of mind open to

some doubt. There is a great deal of this kind of pleading these days.

One might think we were back in the days of the Inquisition. What
more liberty do these men want than what they already have? The way
some of these “scientists” write today, one fails to see where their

liberties are in any way being curtailed. They write pretty much as they

please, just as everybody else does. Their books get published, sold, and

even read by a genial and more or less interested public. What more do

they want? That public will not always agree with them, because the

public also has some intelligence and liberty. This public is vitally inter-

ested in every scientific discovery of truth. It is not so deeply concerned

about the unproved theories and hypotheses of scientific adventurers. One
guess may be as good as another or worse. You can’t tell. Whenever

science has given the world a safe, sane, practical truth, that truth has

been accepted, and the world has lived by it. But when so-called scientists

have invaded spheres quite beyond their own (which is being done today),

and have attempted to lay down final laws and methods and ultimata that

are foreign to the physical sciences, especially when they have, in the

name of liberty, set up claims and dicta which at best imperil the faith and

profounder religious values that have 'buttressed the Christians of every

age, then they must not wail if the better judgment of mankind asserts

itself and they are not taken seriously. “If the foundations be destroyed,

what can the righteous do?” Now this is what the present writer does.

He even tells us that “it is a grave question whether supernaturalism

does not make men immoral” (p. 267). If Mr. Wiggam experimented as

much with human souls, Christian souls, as he does with the mysterious
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germ-cells, he would certainly know that Christian supernaturalism does

not make persons immoral. Some, indeed, might object to it because it

makes them too moral. After all, according to this biologist, society is suf-

fering from ten wrong mental processes (pp. 274-279), the burden of

which is, that real intelligence is almost hopelessly rare. Hope for its

recovery is only in better blood, a race physiologically rejuvenated. Men
must be “born again,” but not in the sense in which Jesus meant it.

It is easy to see the force of some things in this book. That we can

put more intelligence into life, is surely true. But by intelligence Mr.

Wiggam unfortunately means his own peculiar brand of naturalistic

philosophy which scorns rather than studies seriously the Biblical soteri-

ology (p. 252). His is a salvation, not by vicarious atonement, but by

natural selection. The bad man is to be “discovered and eliminated from

reproduction” (p. 151). Perhaps Mr. Wiggam actually believes this a

practicable theory of redemption. We do not. The Christian 'Church can

show today hundreds of souls saved by “supernatural selection.” Let this

biologist show us one saved by his method of “natural selection.” In other

words, we think that this scientist has gotten beyond his depth, that he

has strung words together into a book of almost three hundred pages,

said a few interesting things about vital matters, written somewhat dog-

matically where humility would be the surer mark of a real scientist, and

finally led us nowhere in particular. We are shocked by some things that

he says, as when he makes a hero out of Nietzsche, whom he calls the

“bravest soul since Jesus,” and expresses a fervid wish that Nietzsche

were in every nursery and schoolroom (pp. 253, 278) ; or when he speaks

of “the eternity of protoplasm” (p. 288). But the book finally stands

self4ndicted by its crass materialism and its mechanistic philosophy. We
lay it down, grateful to the Christian theology which distinguishes germ-

cells and souls, and yet more grateful to the scholarly apostle who re-

minds us that “the things which are seen are temporal
;
but the things

which are not seen are eternal.”

Lancaster, Ohio. Benjamin F. Paist.

Protestant Modernism in Holland. By Eldred C. Vanderlaan, S.T.M.

Humphrey Milford: Oxford University Press, American Branch.

New York. 1924. Pp. 127. Price $1.75.

thesis for the degree of Doctor of Theology in the Union Theo-

logical Seminary, New York City. It is a well-digested account of the

development of the extreme liberal philosophy and theology of some of

the Protestant professors and pastors of Holland. It traces the “Old

Modernism,” on through “the Ethical Moderns,” to the later modernistic

tendencies. The author is a careful investigator, and gives a most readable

sketch of this movement in its various developments. Almost five pages of

well-selected bibliography at the close give evidence of painstaking re-

search. The book is also, in its printing and binding, a credit to the

publishers.

Attention is called to the fact that the closest parallel to this Dutch

Modernism is to be found in the present-day English and American
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Unitarianism (p. g). Deliberately dispensing with the supernatural, “it

could hardly arrive at anything but a Unitarian view of Jesus”; while

our modern Unitarianism is “enthusiastically modernistic” (pp. 118-120).

Dr. Vanderlaan thinks that our present English and American Modern-

ism is mild compared with that which swept over Holland in the middle

of the nineteenth century. A reading of his book together with some

familiarity with the movement especially in America rather confirms his

view. But the comparison is hardly comforting. In each it is a case of

playing with fire.

Lancaster, Ohio. Benjamin F. Paist.

Science, Reality and Religion. By Arthur James Balfour, Bronislaw
Malinowski, Charles Singer, Antonio Aliotta, Arthur S.

Eddington, Joseph Needham, John W. Oman, William Brown,

Clement C. J. Webb, William Ralph Inge. Edited 'by Joseph

Needham. New York: The Macmillan Company. Pp. 396.

It would be difficult to point to a book written by a more distinguished

group of experts. Each of the ten authors is a master in his department.

The result is what might have been anticipated—a significant and valu-

able book that should be read by all scientists, theologians and philoso-

phers whose interests extend beyond the fields in which they specialize. It

is not, indeed, a book only for specialists. We agree with Dean Inge

that the different w'riters have been quite successful in observing the

editor’s instruction that ithe essays should be “solid, but not too technical

for the general reader.” Technical discussion is not absent and we can

testify that there are sections that the “general reader” will not find easy.

None the less, considering the scientific and philosophic character of

much of the discussion there is little that such “general readers” as will

be interested in this book will not be able to understand. We recalcitrate

from many, if not most, of its representations
;
and yet we are sure

there are few, if any, who can read it without obtaining a better under-

standing of the dominant thought-tendencies of the present age relative

to religion and science.

This volume as a whole is neither an apologetic for nor a means of

propagating certain views. Each writer—apart from Balfour and Inge

—

has evidently written without regard to his fellow-authors. As a result

a diversity of view appears—such a diversity of view, however, as would

ordinarily be found within a sympathetic group. The main object of the

book is, as Dean Inge says, to make clear what the present state of the

relations between religion and science actually is, with the purpose in

view of indicating possible terms of peace, or a modus vivendi, between

religion and science.

The plan of the book well suits its purpose. Following a suggestive

introduction by the Earl of Balfour, three essays are devoted to historical

considerations—the first dealing with the beliefs of primitive and back-

ward men, the second with the historical relations between science and

religion in thoughtful circles until modern times, the third with science

and religion in the nineteenth century. Following these historical essays
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are two essays dealing with the relations of religion and physics and
biology. The next two essays deal more directly with religion— ane with
its sphere and the other with its psychology. Following this is an essay

dealing more particularly with Christianity and its place in the future.

The volume closes with an interesting and penetrating “Conclusion” by
Dean Inge in which he not only sums up the previous discussions but

adds his own contribution.

Important as this volume is, it does not seem to us that it rightly

states the problem. The real problem, in our judgment, has to do not so

much with the conflict between science and religion as between science

and theology. There is no necessary conflict between science and religion,

but between science and theology—we are speaking now particularly of

Christian theology—there is and will continue to be conflict as long as

science denies the reality of the facts with which Christianity deals.

This is why the contrast between the natural and the supernatural or

the question of the credibility or incredibility of the miraculous, to

w'hich Mr. Balfour alludes, has figured so largely in such discussions.

Current science in large part denies the reality of the supernatural

events that supply the main content of Christian theology. Between such

science and Christian theology there can be no peace. This is not to say

that science and Christian theology are principially in conflict; it is

merely to say that they will be in conflict unless and until science recog-

nizes the reality of the facts with wihich Christian theology deals. In this

connection we need to distinguish between Science and the scientists.

There is no conflict between Christian theology and Science but between

Christian theology and the scientists there is constant conflict. More-

over this conflict will continue until—but only until—the scientists and

the theologians both see and represent reality as it really is. At present w'e

have only more or less distorted reflections of truth from minds warped

by sin. Only in that better day when both scientists and theologians speak

not half-truths but whole truths will the unity of truth be vindicated and

it be seen by all that both the fact-content and the truth-content of

Christianity are integral arcs in the circle of truth. In the meantime

what is needed is not a peace ignoble to either scientists or theologians

but a continuous effort on the part of both to do justice to the whole of

reality. In the meantime, moreover, every Christian theologian, worthy

of the name, will insist that theology is as truly a science as is physics

or biology; that it as truly deals with facts; that it as truly has its

contribution to make to the sum total of knowledge. We are glad that

Dean Inge at least decisively rejects that modus vivendi that rests on a

delimination of territory and maintains that the anti-intellectualistic

movement is the enemy of both science and Christianity.

Our primary criticism of this volume is that its writers all seem to

assume that the factual basis of Christianity may be surrendered as a

preliminary toward solving the problem of the conflict between science

and religion. All would apparently agree with Professor Webb when

after speaking of “the familiar scheme of a historical process which,

starting from the creation of man, his temptation and fall, leads.
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through the selection and discipline of a peculiar people from whom the

Redeemer should in the fullness of time proceed, to the redemption of

the \v'hole race by Jesus Christ, the incarnate son of God, and the offer

of a share in this redemption to all mankind through the missionary

activity of the Christian Church
;
and culminates in the second coming

of Jesus Christ in glory, to exercise the final judgment of God upon
every individual human being” he says : “This scheme, which satisfied the

imaginations of Augustine and of Dante, of Milton and of Pascal, it is

not indeed possible for us to accept as more than a symbolic picture.”

Here the words of the late Professor B. B. Warfield—a master of

theology if there ever was one—are applicable and of the first import-

ance: “Precisely what characterizes Christianity among religions is that

it is a ‘historical religion,’ that is a. religion w'hose facts are its doctrines

;

which does not consist in a ‘tone of feeling,’ a way of looking at things

—

as for example the perception of a Father’s hand in all the cfaances and
changes of life—but has to tell of a series of great redemptive acts in

which God the Lord has actually intervened in the complex of nature

and the stream of history in a definitely supernatural manner. If these

facts are denied as actual occurrences in time and space, Christianity is

denied; if they are neglected, Christianity is neglected. Christianity is

dismissed from the world of reality, and evaporated into a sentiment,

—

‘an iridescent dream’.”

All the writers of this volume doubtless are agreed that “naturalism

is not science, but a jejune and self-contradictory philosophy” and hold

to “a view which would allow to religion a permanent sphere of its own
in human life”

;
but it seems to us that, except verbally, none of them hold

to a system of thought in which real Qiristianity can be at home.

Princeton. S. G. Craig.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY
The Authentic Literature of Israel. Freed from the Disarrangements,

Expansions and Comments of Early Native Editors, Edited with an

Introduction by Elizabeth Cz.\rnomska, A. M., Professor of

Biblical and Comparative Literature in Sweet Briar College, Vir-

ginia; Honorary Secretary of the Egypt Exploration Society. Part

One: From the Exodus to the Exile. New York: The Macmillan

Company. 1924. Pp. xxxv, 422.

The title of this book indicates very clearly its general character. It

is written from the standpoint of the Wellhausen School of Criticism

and aims to rearrange the text of the Old Testament in accordance with

the conclusions as to the authorship and date of the documents generally

accepted in those circles.

The documents of the Pentateuch are each printed as a connected nar-

rative and usually there is nothing to indicate to the reader that the

document he is readiing is “carved out” of another and fuller narrative.

The only indication of this is the fact that at the head of each section
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(in J or E for example) a list is given of the verses which are included

in the “document” that follows. This list may be compared to the “for-

mula" of a proprietary medicine, the “recipe” of a cook-book. It tells us

what the ingredients or “raw-materials” are which enter into the

mysterious “document” produced by the critics. Genesis we know,

Exodus we know. They are in every unmutilated copy of the Old

Testament. But who are J and E, D and P? What are the ingredients

of which they are composed? This is an important question, for if the

critic is to claim the right to print J, for example, as a connected whole

regardless of the fact that it is made by taking here a little and there

a little from a much more extensive document, which itself purports to

form a connected whole, the reader is at least entitled to expect that the

“formula” will be given, in order that he may inform himself as to the

ingredients, and that it will be given correctly. The reader will naturally

be more disposed to be critical of the continuity of a document which is

made up of many fragments than of one which is made up of buit a few.

It is, therefore, a serious defect of this volume that while the “for-

mulae” are given, they are not, or certainly not always, given correctly.

Thus the document E covers nearly a hundred pages (pp. 167-254). It

begins with the Birth of Isaac (-Gen. xv. 1-18) and concludes with the

reign of Jeroboam II (2 Kings, xii. 25-27). It is divided into 18 sections.

The 4th of these sections treats “Of Moses, the Liberator of His People.”

It is stated to consist of the following passages; Exodus, i. 15-23; ii.

1-14; iii. I, 4b, 6, 9-15, 19-22; iv. 14, 18, 2ob-2i, 27-28; v. 4; vi. i ;
vii. 15,

17b, 20I), 25; ix. 22 -23 a, 25a, 35a; X. I2-I3a, 14a, 15b, 20-23, 27; xi. 1-3;

xii. 31-36, 38-39, 42a; xiii. 17-19; xiv. 8-9, lob, 19a, 26-29; xv. i, 20-21;

xvii. 1-6, 8-10. But an examination of the text of E which fo-llows shows

the following results. Of the “ingredients” of which, according to the

heading, this document is made up part, in most cases a considerable

part, of the following verses are omitted in the text : i. 20; iii. 15 ;
vii. 15 ;

xii. 38; xiv. 9, 26, 27; and xvii. 1-2 are entirely wanting. Of “ingredients”

not included in the formula there are added : xiv. 15-16, 21a, c, 22, 23

(part)
;
xv. 19. Furthermore iv. 14 should read iv. 17; vii. 25 should be

vii. 23a.

The unlisted additions to the E account of the Crossing of the Red

Sea (Ex. xiv) are especially regrettable -because one of the serious dif-

ficulties which the majority of the critics encounter in the analysis of

this chapter is the fragmentary nature of E. Driver, for example, as-

signs only a couple of half-verses to this source. -Consequently the “head-

ing” is quite misleading. It seems to indicate that the author agrees sub-

stantially with Driver and most of the critics in holding that the main

sources of Ex. xiv are J and P, and that E is fragmentary. But the

“text” appropriates for E verses usually assignd to P and indicates that

the author leans to the view of Wellhausen that it is the P account which

is meagre (Cf. this Review for April 1926 pp. 27off.). This is especially

regrettable because the E of the heading gives a very unsatisfactory ac-

count of the Crossing of the Sea, an account the fragmentariness of

which should impress itself upon every reader. If the E of the “heading”
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is correct the additions to the “text” are calculated to give the reader a

very mistaken impression of this document, a far more favorable one

than is warranted by the facts.

To check up between the heading and text of each of the sections con-

tained in this volume would be a very laborious task- The reviewer has

not attempted it. That the examples cited above are not solitary instances

is shown for example by the J of i Sam. xv. The heading assigns vs.

1-25, 32-35 to J. The text gives only vss. 1-23, 32-33—four verses are

wanting. Again, in i Sam. xviii. only vss. 19-29 are given to J by the

heading. But the text includes vss. 10-30—ten more verses than are

indicated. Whatever the cause of these inconsistencies they make this

book a very unsafe guide to current critical opinion. Anyone wishing to

quote the author as to the extent of a document would naturally quote

the “headings.” But this as has been shown might give a false impression

of the views of the author, in case as seems probable the “text” is to be

accepted as correct.

It is to be noted further that even from the standpoint of critical

opinion the views expressed in this book are at times decidedly extreme.

This appears in the statements regarding the extent of the documents.

To most readers J, E, P are symbols which apply to documents in the

Pentateuch or Hexateuch. They are perhaps aware that Kings is said

to show at times evidence of the Deuteronomist’s conception of history.

They know that Driver attempted a rather tentative analysis of these

books. But if they recall that Driver quotes Wellhausen and Kuenen as

holding that Kings was completed “substantially before the exile”

(LOT, p. 198) and that Driver held the compiler to be “almost cer-

tainly” a contemporary of Jeremiah, they will be surprised to find 2

Kings xxi-xxv described as “compiled by P” (p. 300). The footnote

which is added to explain this phrase is also of interest

:

“P may stand for one writer or many. Possibly they may have been a
self-perpetuating committee, appointed by the Sanhedrim at the begin-
ning of the Persian period to arrange the Canon. It is certain that many
additions were made even after the LXX translation had been com-
pleted.”

We have heard of “authors,” “editors,” “redactors,” “schools,” “strata,”

etc.. But perhaps “self-perpetuating committee,” to which we might add

self-constituted, expresses the idea still better.

The document J, according to our author ends, so the heading tells

us, with I Kings, xxii. 40, but four verses (vss. 46-49) are added in the

“text.” Vs. 49 is written thus :“Let my servants go with thy servants in

the ships
;
but he would not^ . .

.” The footnote reads as follows

:

“Here ends the great work of J,—abruptly, as if the pen had just fallen

from his hand. The Ephraimite author E, having covered the same
ground from Abraham to Ahab and given most vital traditions of the

national heroes, rounds out the history of the usurpers in Israel during
Asa’s reign in Judah from the Ephraimibic point of view

;
and, in his

accounts of Elisha’s activities and the reign of Joash in Judah (Stories

xvii and xvii), brings history to the reign of Jeroboam II in the middle
of the eighth century li.c.”

This footnote is dramatic. It pictures a scene which reminds us of
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the death of the Venerable Bede. One might suppose that our author

had been present when J’s labors were thus abruptly ended and could

tell us whether it is apoplexy to which allusion is made (“as if the pen

had juist fallen from his hand”—would seem to imply that Death had

stayed forever the hand of the faithful scribe) or whether J was

simply interrupted by some urgent business and might perhaps have

resumed his task at a more convenient season. Our inclination would be

to take the less tragic even if it be also the less dramatic view of the case.

Now that the activities of J which were originally confined to Genesis,

have been so enlarged and extended as to reach the end of First Kings,

we should not be at all surprised to see J gather sufficient strength to

appear as a contributor to Second Kings. His great competitor E does

not “close his roll of the Heroes of Israel” (p. 254) until 2 Kings, xiv.

27 and while it is generally held that E is later than J, we are unwilling

to take our author’s tragic view of the situation, and look to some en-

terprising critic to find us further traces of J in the Books of Kings.

We are encouraged to take this hopeful view of the case by the fact that

GDrnill does not confine J to the reign of Jehoshaphat, but merely tells

us that “J must have arisen between 850 and 625” (Introd. p. 91). It

would be quite dramatic we admit to think of J as dropping dead just

as he had finished recording the glories of the reign of Jehoshaphat,

perhaps at the very moment when news of the death of that great

monarch reached him (the fact that vs. 50 is not given to J might favor

such a heightening of the dramatic climax. But if J can be as late as

625 li.c. (a century and a quarter after Jehoshaphat’s death) we see no

reason why he should not have continued his history to a later date.

Furthermore since we have had occasion to refer to ODmill, we owe it to

him to point out that, in the context from which we have cited, refer-

ence is made to “the more recent stratum of J.” Tliis seems to imply

uncertainty as to the personal existence of J. Perhaps J like P was a

“self-perpetuating committee.” Many critics distinguish at least between

and (or L and J). In that case it would only be in a figurative

sense that we could speak of “the pen falling from the hand” of a

self-perpetuating committee. It would be more natural to say that it

“adjourned sine die” or made its report (to whom?) and was dis-

charged.” And unless the minutes of the meetings of this committee can

be produced we feel that it would be unwise to speak with too great

assurance with regard to the work which it accomplished and the exact

point at which its labors were suspended.

If we have failed to take seriously the statement regarding the tragic

ending of J, it is not because we are unwilling to examine carefully any

evidence which the critics can furnish us as to the nature and origin of

the Old Testament, but because we desire to impress upon the reader the

highly conjectural nature of the evidence, if indeed it can be called

evidence, upon which many of the confident assertions of the critics

rest. This appealing “death bed” picture of J is picturesque, poetic,

dramatic. It helps the reader to visualize J. J becomes a real person. He
and his compeers, the likewise theoretical E, D, P, Deutero-, Trito-
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Isaiah, etc., take the place of Abraham, Moses, Isaiah, Jonah, E>aniel

—

real persons in Old Testament history who have become in the hands of

the critics increasingly vague, shadowy and uncertain—as the actual

makers and writers of history. But there is one comfort for the old-

fashioned believer. No sooner does one critic give these hypothetical

individuals a clear semblance of reality than another, more consistent

and thorough going, critic, insists on placing them also in the crucible of

sdholarship and they likewise emerge as unsubstantial as the rest. Real

flesh and blood authors are changed into “self-perpetuating committees”

!

In one respect it is true that the cure of criticism is criticism. Conjectural

criticism of the Bible will eventually destroy itself. But what is particu-

larly distressing is that conjectures are so often put forth by those who
know or should know how weak and questionable are the foundations

on which they rest, as if they were unquestioned fact, and in books

which are intended to give the lay reader the “assured results” of a

devout modern Biblical scholarship.

In closing attention may be called to another footnote which is of

interest because it shows very plainly the author’s prejudice against the

supernatural. In 2 Kings xiii. 14 the words which Elisha had applied to

Elijah, “O my father, my father, the chariots of Israel, and the horse-

men thereof” are addressed by Joash to the dying Elisha. The marginal

comment upon these words is : “Apparently, a popular expression of

grief for the loss of a man of distinguished power. It may have been the

figure on which was based the tradition of the ascension of Elijah”

(p. 250). As far as the evidence goes, the only other known occasion

on which these words were addressed to “a man of distinguished power”

was when Elisha saw Elijah carried up “by a whirlwind into heaven.”

Plainly the figure of speech was suggested by the appearance of the

chariotry of heaven. As Elijah was caught away from him in this awe-

inspiring way, Elisha was conscious that Israel had lost its greatest

human protector, one who was like chariots and horsemen to Israel.

The mighty miracle explains the “figure” of speech. We have no other

e.xplanation of this “popular expression of grief.” We have no proof

that it ever became popular. It is used only of Elijah and of his servant

Elisha. This attempt to explain away a mighty miracle as based upon

the figure of speech of which it was itself the occasion, shows the ex-

tremes to which a rationalistic criticism is prepared to go to explain

away the obvious and inescapable supernaturalism of the Bible.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.

A Prophet of Grace. An Exposition and Devotional Study of the Life of

Elisha. By the Rev. Alexander Stewart. Edinburgh : W. F. Hen-

derson. 8 VO. Pp. 268.

This volume contains a series of addresses which were delivered “in

the course of the ordinary ministrations of the pulpit”
; and they deal

with a “portion of the Old Testament Scriptures which can scarcely be

supposed to offer any special attraction to the modern mind, and which,

therefore, as a matter of fact is to a great extent neglected alike by
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preachers and by writers on Bible themes.” The reason for this attitude

is declared to be “the miraculous element which occupies so large a place

in the narrative.” Our author does not go into elaborate defense of the

possibility of miracle, but he states clearly his belief that it is incredible

that a living and personal God “should be so fettered by the laws of His

own universe as to make it impossible for Him to interpose in the affairs

of the world by ways and means that transcend the ordinary processes

of nature.” Consequently there is no attempt to make these addresses

acceptable to the modern mind by toning down or rejecting the miracu-

lous element. On the contrary the author makes it clear that he not

merely believes but rejoices in the mighty wonders of this portion of the

Old Testament record as a proof that the Almighty had not forsaken

His people in their hour of need. The addresses are thoroughly Scrip-

tural and show on the part of the author clear insight into and deep

appreciation of the great lessons of the career of Elisha as well as rare

ability and tact in applying them to the needs of the Church today. How
well our author understands this great homiletic secret is well illustrated

by the following quotations, which because of their appropriateness we
shall give at considerable length.

The terribleness of the judgment of Bethel suggests the following

comment upon the lack of sternness in so many of the sermons of our

pulpit todaj':

“Do we not need in these easy times to be reminded of the element of
sternness which runs through the true evangelical message? We live in

days when, to a large extent, the attitude of the pulpit has become
deferential and even obsequious. Its tone is too apologetic. It is so afraid
of giving offence that its teaching has become almost toothless. Too sel-

dom does the preacher find a place in his message for the ‘judgment to

come’
;

is it any wonder therefore that men’s consciences are not often
startled? The picture is flooded with sunshine, and even in the back-
ground the shadow of the Day of the Lord is scarcely allowed to fall.

Beyond question there is need for a more arresting presentation of the

Christian verities.”

The same incident supplies this further lesson:

“that if our religion has any reality in it, if it asserts itself as a practical

force in the word, we may expect to meet with opposition. This is an
experience which our Lord promised to His followers

; and in a greater

or less degree it has been the lot of the true Church of God in every age.

The days in which religion is the supreme thing in the life of men, when
they live nearest to God, when their convictions are deepest, and their

loyalty is strongest, are often, if not invariably, days of tribulation and
reproach. Elisha’s religion had proved itself to be a thing of power, and
the forces of darkness set themselves in array against it almost wdthout
delay. If we have fallen on a less troublous time, it is not because the

character of the world has improved, but, we have reason to fear, be-

cause the quality of our religion has deteriorated. Be this as it may, it is

an undoubted fact that in the measure in which Christianity has con-

tinued throughout the generations to be the luminous and pervasive

thing which turned the world upside down in the days of the Apostles,

the followers of Christ have had to endure hardness on many a strenuous

field. The reproach of the Cross has not ceased.”

In “the poisoned pottage” Mr. Stewart naturally sees a suggestion

of those false teachings which poison the mind and heart of man and
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are as deadly to the soul as poisoned food is to the body. After referring

to such cults as Christian Science, and Spiritualism, he continues

:

“But still more ominous is the fact that among those who speak in the
name of Christ there is disloyalty to some of the vital truths of the
gospel. There are many who fail to assert, and many more who expressly
deny, the supreme Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ. No barren compli-
ments about His uniqueness will make up for this fatal defect. There are
many more who are silent with regard to the atoning purpose of His
death. They praise the beauty of His character, but they do not glory in

His cross, and accordingly they do not commend His Righteousness
as the one grooind of acceptance with God. Perhaps an even greater
number leave out of sight the fact of the new birth, and speak more
about evolution than about conversion. These vital elements of the

old Evangelical message are either toned down or practically ignored
in favour of ‘wordy trucklings to the transient hour.’ And the re-

sult is not simply that ‘the hungry sheep look up, and are not fed.’

The evil is worse than that. The sheep are fed with poisonous fare. In
too many cases they mistake the hurtful provision for wholesome food.

There is ‘death in the pot,’ and they do not realize their danger. For the
pernicious teaching may be presented with much literary charm, and
unfolded through the medium of an engaging personality. But it is not
on that account rendered innocuous. To eat thereof in the end means
death.”

The story of the cleansing of Naaman with its picture of the man of

^'d triumphing over physical suffering naturally suggests the need, the

tremendous need of social service. Consequently a word of warning as to

the inadequacy of such service is in order

:

“Nevertheless the Church of Christ must not be turned aside from her
Divinely appointed mission by the spectacle of social distress. She has
been sent to preach the gospel as the one unchanging and sovereign
remedy for human need. And the aim of the gospel is first of all to

renew the soul. It concerns itself supremely with the spiritual claims

of the life to come. Through the soul, of course, it makes its power felt

upon the body ; by the way of the spiritual it influences the material

;

through the regeneration of the individual it achieves the transforma-
tion of society. But everything in its order. The preaching of the gospel

must ever stand in the forefront of the Church’s activities. The waters
of Israel must still retain their pre-eminence. For as an eminent modern
preacher. Dr. Jones of Bournemouth, said with admirable point not long

ago : Abana and Pharpar would do very well if all that is involved in

the case were a question of dirt. But it is more than a question of dirt
;

it

is a question of disease; and there is nothing that will cure the disease

but God’s remedy.”

The above quotations will suffice to convince the reader that in The

Prophet of Grace we have a volume of unusual merit and one especially

needed in an age so characterized by criticism, skepticism and broad-

minded indifference to the singular and solemn claims of the Gospel. It

is an excellent book and we hope that it will be widely read.

In thus expressing our general and hearty commendation of these

addresses we do not mean of course to imply that we are entirely in

accord with all the positions taken by the author. Thus, we cannot

agree with Mr. Stewart when in the sermon on “The Judgment of

Bethel” he argues that it was not upon “little children” but upon “a

band of youths” that Elijah pronounced the curse. It is of course true
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that ‘.he word for “youth” (iia'ar) often means “young man.” But it

should not be overlooked that the narrative does not say “children” or,

as Air. Stewart would have us render, “youths” but "little children.”

The addition of the qualifying adjective seems clearly to imply that the

emphasis is upon the word “little.” The depravity and wickedness of

the people of Bethel is illustrated by the fact that little children cursed

the venerable prophet. The word “little” is used apparently by the

writer with no purpose of arousing our sympathies with the innocence

of the victims, but rather to fill us with abhorrence at the thought that

even those so young could be so depraved, lacking even in that virtue

so characteristic of oriental life, respect for age and dignity. Conse-

quently, there seems to be no sufficient warrant for the statement, “The

stroke of judgment fell not on thoughtless little children but on lads

who at least had arrived at years of responsibility.” Another rather

doubtful interpretation as it seems to us is that of the word “go up” as

found in the same passage: “The ‘go up’ of their invective plainly

alludes to the ascension of Elijah and the prophet is challenged to prove

the reality of that alleged event by a display of similar miraculous

power.” This interpretation may be correct, but attention should be

called to the most obvious objection to it, the fact that twice in the

same verse the word is used with reference to Elisha’s journey to

Bethel : “And he zeent up from thence unto Bethel and as he was
going up by the way, there came forth,” etc. It may be that “go up”

has a different meaning in the derisive taunt of the children than in the

narrative portion of the verse. But the interpretation is certainly some-

what questionable.

While sharing Mr. Stewart’s admiration for Elisha we cannot but

feel that he makes the contrast between him and his master Elijah too

marked and shows an unfortunate tendency to commend him even to

the disparagement of his great predecessor. Thus we read of Elijah at

Horeb:

“The work of Elijah was symbolized by the wind and the earthquake
and the fire. Its outstanding characteristic was force, a force that for

the most part had been exercised with desolating effect. The wind rent

the mountains and shattered the rocks; the earthquake as in a former
day caused Sinai itself to tremble before the Lord ; the fire devoured
everything that came into its reach. This tremendous upheaval was
intended to mirror to the prophet his own reforming methods. With
the same turbulent energy he had swept through the land as a messenger
of judgment from the Lord of hosts. His work was magnificent in its

vindication of the supremacy of Jehovah, as the moral governor of

Israel. But it failed to win the allegiance of the nation. The Lord was
not in the wind or in the earthquake or in the fire.”

This exposition and interpretation of the theophany of Sinai seems to

imply that Elijah’s prophetic ministry was either without divine author-

ization or out of harmony with the divine purpose. Elijah’s ministry

was characterized by the wind, the earthquake and the fire. The Lord

was not in any of these, therefore,—the Lord was not in Elijah. The

inference would seem to be plain. And at the beginning of the next

paragraph we read, “After the fire, however, came the still small voice
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and the gentler method of communication represented in the mission of

Elisha.” Of course, Mr. Stewart has no thought of denying that Elijah

was a true prophet of the Lord, but the use which he makes of this

impressive incident in the life of Elijah is regrettable, and we believe,

opposed by the express language of Scripture. For what is the message

vvLich comes to Elijah after the wind, the earthquake and the fire have

passed and been succeeded by the still small voice? He is told to anoint

Hazael to be king over Syria and Jehu to be king over Israel and

Elisha to be prophet in his room. And what is to be the task of this

prophet, his successor? We are told in the following words: “And it

shall come to pass that him that escapeth from the sword of Hazael

shall Jehu slay, and him that escapeth from the sword of Jehu, shall

Elisha slay.” Clearly these words do not harmonize with any implied

rebuke of the stormy career of Elijah nor do they imply that Elisha’s

career was to be so unlike that of his predecessor as to serve as a cor-

rective of it, as is often alleged. It is this misconception of the mission

of Elisha which leads our author to interpret Elisha’s prayer for “a

double portion” of Elijah’s spirit to mean “twice” the portion of Elijah,

as if it was Elisha’s hope to shoiw himself a greater and a better prophet

than the Tishbite, an interpretation which, as Mr. Stewart is forced to

admit, is unpleasantly suggestive of egotism and conceit on the part of

Elisha. The view of “nearly all modern expositors” that Elisha is asking

that he may be recognized as the spiritual heir of Elijah seems to be

much the more probable interpretation.

It should not be forgotten in comparing Elisha with Elijah that it is

Elijah who stands forth as the great epic figure in Old Testament

prophecy. “Moses and Elijah” is the New Testament phrase which de-

fines his position most plainly; and in it Elijah figures as the great

representative prophet. It is because of this that he appears with

Moses on the Mount of Transfiguration. In his constancy, in his heroism

and in his devotion to the Lord God of Israel before whom he stands,

Elijah shows himself worthy of this conspicuous post. And it should be

noted furthermore that Elijah is not lacking in that gentleness which

we are told was so characteristic of Elisha. It is in the incident of the

raising of the Shunammite’s son that Mr. Stewart apparently finds the

clearest confirmation of his belief that Elisha was “a type of Christ,”

and he says of him, “Have we not here a remarkable prefigurement of

the redemptive toil of the Lord Jesus? Before man could be delivered

from that death which is the wages of sin he had to accomplish a work

which involved his humiliation even unto death.” But if in the raising

of the Shunammite’s son Elisha was a type of Christ, is it not equally

true that when Elijah brought back to life the son of the widow of

Zarephath, he was performing a no less Christ-like act of mercy and of

power ?

It is in this regrettable tendency to magnify Elisha at the expense of

Elijah and to find in him a greater, a more successful and a more

Christ-like prophet than the Tishbite that we find the principal defect

in this very admirable series of addresses. And we call attention to it
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especially because it represents a tendency, which is not uncommon
today, to disparage the solitary, impetuous, and uncompromising Elijah

while praising the urbane, loveable and companionable Elisha. With such

an attitude Mr. Stewart’s addresses do not harmonize. There is in his ut-

terances, as the passages we have quoted indicate, a robust faith, a fear-

less courage, an uncompromising boldness in the uttering of unpleasant

but wholesome and badly needed truth which shows that there is in him
the spirit of Elijah no less than the spirit of Elisha. And it is because

these addresses breathe the spirit of these ancient prophets and are

written by a faithful servant of Him to whom all the prophets bear

witness that their message is so well calculated to meet the need of the

Church of today.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.

The Acts of the Apostles. By G. Campbell Morgan, D.D. New York:
Fleming H. Revell Company. Pp. 547.

For the moment, the chief interest of New Testament students seems

to concentrate on the book of The Acts of the Apostles. The first three

volumes of Jackson and Lake’s The Beginnings of Christianity, have for

their theme The Acts of the Apostles; E. Jacquier has just made an

important contribution to the study by his Les Actes des Apotres; the

volume before us is also deserving of a high place.

Dr. Campbell Morgan comes to the study of Acts well equipped. He
does not take up much time with the discussion of questions bearing

upon the canonicity, or text of Acts, neither does he formally discuss

the boundaries of Galatia, but he knows the literature of the subject well,

and he gives the reader the benefit of the conclusions to which in these

regards he has come, with a pleasing decisiveness. Upon the whole, one

may say, that our author, in what concerns Introduction, homologates

Lightfoot’s point of view. He is conversant with the history of thought

in the period to Which Acts belongs, and has paid attention to historical

geography, albeit that one is surprised to find him, on p. 348, in the face

of Acts xiv. 6, place Iconium and Antioch within Lycaonia. Above all.

Dr. Morgan knows the Bible, as a whole, as few of his contemporaries

of equal culture know it. He has devoted much time to Acts. His main

interest is not in historical geography, nor in the history of philosophy,

but in spiritual values.

With regard to the plan of the work, one may say that the volume

consists of a series of some fifty-eight discourses, based upon the

fifty-eight paragraphs or sections into which our author divides the

book of Acts. One cannot say that Dr. Morgan is unable to see the wood

for the trees. He is very observant, and there are few things about the

present treatise that give the reader more delight than to observe how

the book of The Acts of the Apostles is apprehended of the author in

its salient features. Thus the tremendous significance of the fact, that

it was by the Holy Spirit our Lord gave commandment to the Apostles

after He rose from the dead, is properly interpreted as giving the key-

note of the whole record, and the gist of the whole movement of which
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Acts is the record is happil3' summed up on p. 194, as, “the Church

moving upon the great pathway of her victorious business, independent

of Jerusalem.” Dr. Morgan’s treatise will prove helpful in the advance-

ment of expository preaching. His volume is correctly described by

himself as : Exposition based upon Exegesis. Upon the whole, it is the

results of exegetical studies, and not the processes, that we are here fur-

nished withal. But where we get a glimpse of the processes, as in the

author’s discussion of “The Church throughout all Judea” (Acts ix. 31),

we are very much struck with the penetration and felicity with which

the subject is handled. Dr. Morgan has quite a unique way of dis-

tributing the subject-matter of his discourse. He is on the outlook, not

so much for the purely or merely logical divisions oJ the several para-

graphs with which he deals, as for the leading spiritual principles that

emerge out of the several sections of Acts, some brief, to a single verse,

and others lengthy, to a whole chapter. One, at the same time, is struck

with the number of cases in which the discourses take the familiar

form of introduction, three subdivisions, and application. The fact that

all the great dramas, known to literature, are written in five Acts is

proof positive that historical homiletic, in moving in the main according

to this fivefold division, has not been acting arbitrarily, nor simply

showing itself respectful to a traditional rut. Dr. Morgan’s e.xpositions

are, as far as diction is concerned, simplicity itself.

And j'et, nothwithstanding the pleasure and profit with which we have

perused this volume, we accept it, in certain regards, cum grano salts :

(i) Dr. ^Morgan, with his eye so far as appears, mainly on the words:

“It is hard for thee to kick against the pricks,” concludes that before

the Lord met him, Paul had misgivings as to the correctness before God
of his persecuting zeal, and thinks that these misgivings constituted a

preparation for his conversion. Of course, our author has in this inter-

preparation of Paul’s conversion a cloud of interpreters to support him.

Dr. Machen, however, in his The Origin of Paul’s Religion, enters his

caveat—if one maj' not say protest—against an interpretation which has

become popular. And Dr. Machen has good reason for his caveat: (a)

In what constitutes his fullest apologia for his Christian life (Acts

xxvi) Paul describes his antagonism against Jesus as an attitude and

disposition that had just reached its climax immediately before Jesus

met him on the road to Damascus. His persecuting zeal found expres-

pression to begin with within the city of Jerusalem, then as his fury

increased he passed be\-ond the city to the villages with their synagogues,

and not content with that, he passed on to foreign cities—to Damascus.

His fury attained a fervour which at the moment anteceding his con-

version he describes as madness. But he was not conscious of any mis-

givings. On the other hand, the revelation of the Lord Jesus which

changed his whole attitude, was absolutely unprepared for, sudden, and

completely decisive. A study of Galatians i. 13-15 yields a similar con-

clusion. (b) Dr. Morgan seeks support for his interpretation, in the par-

ticle eri, {Acts ix. i), which Luke uses in his description of Paul’s dis-

position towards Jesus and His followers at the time that Paul set out
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for Damascus. Dr. Morgan interprets eVt as though it were equivalent

to : “notwithstanding his intellectual perplexity.” But that is not a likely

interpretation. The meaning rather is: “without any abatement up to

the moment of his arrest.” (c) The phrase, “it is hard for thee to kick

against the pricks,” is most likely correctly taken in the sense, “All

opposition on thy part will now be futile.” (2) Dr. Morgan is what one
would call an Evangelical Arminian. What strikes one, in the present

connection, is the care that he takes that, if he can, every passage in

Acts in which Calvinists have found support for their doctrinal system,

shall, in an Arminian doctrinal interest, be discounted. But here our
author meets with only doubtful success, (a) For the rendering, “As
many as were ordained to eternal life believed” (Acts xiii. 48), our
author, in order to avoid the Calvinistic interpretation, would sub-

stitute, “As many as were disposed unto eternal life believed.” But
surely “disposed” cannot be there taken in the sense of an inward dis-

position. The only sense in which “disposed” can be taken as a tolerable

substitute for “ordained” is that in which “disposed” means “disposed

as an army,” and that rendering is as favourable to a Calvinistic con-

struction as the more familiar “ordained.” (b) For the usual “he helped

them which had believed through grace” (Acts xviii. 27), Dr. Morgan
would substitute “he helped much through grace them which had be-

lieved,” a rendering which is also found in the margin of E.R.V. I

quite admit the possibility of the marginal rendering. But the usual

rendering, that given in the text of E.R.V., is the more likely rendering.

The usual rendering has the collocation of the words, “through grace,”

in its favor. The usual rendering too is more in harmony with Luke’s

way of looking at a subject of this kind. Thus, Luke records the Jewish

Christians of Jerusalem (Acts xi. 18) as giving glory to God for grant-

ing repentance to the Gentiles; reports Paul and Barnabas (xiv. 27)

as declaring that it was God that had opened a door of faith unto the

Gentiles; and himself (Acts xvi. 14) ascribes the opening of Lydia’s

heart to the Lord, (c) In view of the foregoing, and of other data, which

we need not here further specify, we are not impressed with a method

of approach to a subject by which Dr. Morgan would find the basis of the

oracle Acts xviii. 10, “I have much people in this city,” not in God’s

foreknowledge, but in certain dispositions found in the inhabitants of

a large city. In a word, while Dr. Morgan is anything but an anti-

supernaturalist in the wider ranges, he is not sufficiently supernaturalistic

in what concerns the application of redemption, and his interpretation

of Acts loses in depth in proportion as he is unwilling to receive the

truth that the Holy Spirit is invariably given in order to faith, as well as

given, as he himself willingly grants, upon faith. (3) Dr. Morgan’s

volume abounds in sententious statements, in terse aphorisms, in needed

warnings, and in striking paradoxes. Possibly his love for paradox

sometimes betrays him into an extravagance of statement from which

he would himself, in the use of plain prose, to a certain extent resile.

Surely it is with such a limitation as is here hinted at we should receive

our author’s statement on p. 543 in which he says that the darkest and
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most disastrous hour that ever came to the 'Christian Church was that

in which the Roman Emperor espoused the cause of 'Christianity. That

State connection, in many instances, proved extremely hurtful to the

Church, I readily grant. But over against Dr. Morgan’s way of looking

at the matter, I think of two things : When Constantine became Chris-

tian, death by crucifixion was abolished even in the case of slaves!

Not the strength of the Empire, but the weakening of it, gave the

Roman Bishop his opportunity for personal aggrandisement, and in

that priestly development were found the elements that were most

inimical to the Church’s well-being.

I gladly admit that Dr. Morgan has made a notable contribution

toward an understanding of The Acts of the Apostles, and if I have

offered some adverse criticisms, it is with the feeling with which

Fausset said of Bengel
:
Quuvi talis sis, uiinam noster esses.

The volume is dedicated to Dr. Morgan’s four sons, who are also

Ministers of the Gospel. The words of Psalm cxxvii. 5, take possession

of one’s heart.

Edinburgh, Scotland. John R. Mackay.

SYSTEMATICAL THEOLOGY
Das Heilige. fiber das Irrationale in der Idee des Gottlichen und sein

Verhaltnis zum Rationalen. Von Rudolf Otto. Vierzehnte neu
durchgesehene Auflage. Leopold Klotz Verlag. Gotha, 1926. Ss.

258.

The Idea of The Holy. An Inquiry Into The non-Rational Factor in The
Idea of The Divine And Its Relation to The Rational. By Rudolf
Otto, Professor of Theology in the University of Marburg. Trans-

lated by John W. Harvey, Lecturer in Philosophy in the University

of Birmingham. Third Impression. Revised with Additions. Hum-
phrey Milford. Oxford University Press. 1925. Pp. 237.

The above mentioned volume in the German is the fourteenth edition

of Professor Otto’s now famous work Das Heilige. The eleventh edition

was reviewed at some length by the present writer in this Review, Oc-
tober, 1924, pp. 674ff. Also he discussed critically Otto’s position in an

article entitled “The Person of Christ in Recent Religious Philosophy’’

in the same number of this Review pp. 520-543.

Accordingly it is not necessary to repeat what was there said at

length in exposition and criticism of Otto’s views as expressed in this

book. There is no Change of view in this edition. Some more or less

important additions are to be found on pages 20, 27, 81, 90, 109, 170, 175,

179, 238ff.

The excellent English translation above mentioned was also noticed

in our review of the book in 1924. This is the third “Impression” of it.

Each is made from the ninth edition. The translation has been revised,

and a translation of the table of contents has been added.

Dr. Otto’s book has 'had much influence in recent religious philosophy,
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and is an attempt to counteract the over-emphasis on the anthropocentric

and anthropomorphic tendency in modern thought. For a full exposition

and criticism of Dr. Otto’s views, we refer the reader to our article and
review above mentioned.

Princeton. C. VV. Hodge.

Le Pih de VHomme. Essai Hisforique ct Critique, par Georges Dupont
Paris : Dibrairie Fischbacher, 1924.

W’ith characteristic French radicalism, this research, borrowing heavily

from German historical scholarship, essays to define the meaning of the

term “Son of Man” as used by the Master. After stating in the first

chapter the ancient Church dogma which held that the term indicated

the humility and lowliness of one who for that very reason was more

than the Son of earthly man, the author goes through the extra-canonical

literature, the Aramaic language, the Synoptics, the Logia, the Epistles,

and the eschatological passages and interpretations. At the most the

author finds the term playing a double but paradoxical role in this

development which he traces. On the one hand, the term came, entirel}'

through an error of translation, to designate the “celestial” character of

the mere man who was crucified at Golgotha. On the other hand, the

term designated the contrary. The term was divine, but the connotations

and ascriptions indicated the fact that He was truly human, • born of

earthly father and mother, but enjoying at the same time “an intimate

and profound communion with the Heavenly Father.” That the term

ever indicated the full Messianic Sonship as expressed in the funda-

mental passages in Dan. vii.. Matt. xxvi. 64 and Matt. xxiv. 30, the author

unhesitatingly denies. This construction he represents as the backward

projection of the earthly church which, in Bousset’s words, “em-

broidered and poetized the life of the son of man.” So that while this

double motif of a celestial man and a manly celestial runs throughout

all pre-ecclesiastical literature, nowhere can the author allow the

slightest suggestion of divinity in the doctrinal sense of two natures, or

of pre-existence and final parousia.

The author denies what is commonly asserted, that the term probably

originated in Daniel where its meaning is first given classical form. He
denies that Jesus ever is called the Son of Man or ever calls Himself

by the same, if by that title anything Messianic is intended. Neither did

He borrow it from the Jewish Apocalypses. The argument, aside from

philological considerations, is simply that the Jews, His enemies par-

ticularly, would express either astonishment or great protest if this title

were current in learned and religious circles of Jesus’ time as a Messianic

title and were understood as applying to Him. And since there was as a

fact no protest or even astonishment or surprise, it cannot be true that

the term was ever known and recognized as Messianic, the author

maintains.

This argument may prove nothing, how'ever, since the vox populi is

never the meas'uring rod of revealed truth. Jesus may have put a mean-

ing into the term quite original and intimate to Himself, which would
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render the argument above purely e silentio. He could have borrowed

the term from apocalyptic literature, or He could have invented it, let

us say, and put His own construction upon it. Monsieur Dupont recog-

nizes this and rebuts with the interrogation “VVe demand then by what

miracle this unknown term failed to excite more curiosity in its hearers

than it did.” To this there is no reply on our part e.xcept (i) the fact

that on other grounds than this one title we, antecedently to this quite

specific question, hold that He is the Son of God. And the burden of

proof rests upon the objector to prove in this particular question that

Son of Alan does not connote Messiahship and deity. By subtle logic, the

author assumes the a priori truth that Jesus is a mere man as portrayed

in the Scriptures and that the burden of proof rests upon not himself

to prove His humanity, but upon us to prove His divinity. The onus

probandi is quite misplaced. When we view the matter in this fashion we
may, with logical propriety, return the retort by demanding of the

author to show that absence of curiosity or surprise demonstrably

proves that Jesus (or even His enemies) knew nothing of the Messianic

meaning of the term “Son of Alan.” (2) It is to be replied further that

the silence of Jesus does not prove that He possessed no Alessianic

notions when He used this term, since prudence and discretion may have

dictated that He should not have openly expressed it before a people

slow of mind and heart to comprehend and to believe. As James Stalker

said, Jesus “half revealed, half concealed” its meaning. There are many
things which Jesus could not say to His hearers then. He may not have

desired to create “astonishment or surprise.” (3) Further, nothing is

said by the author about the inner circles of disciples. Did they not.

with all their dimness of vision, catch the truth of the Son of God as the

Alessiah? Therefore, did they not catch the meaning of the term “Son
of Alan?”

On philological grounds, the Messianic connotation is denied on the

grounds which Lietzmann, in 1896, startled the exegetical world by

revealing, namely that the Aramaic, which Jesus is assumed to have

spoken, cannot possibly bear the Alessianic interpretation. Against this

authority may be pitted that of Dalman, a great Aramaic scholar, who
insists that Aramaic was quite capable of expressing the Messianic

interpretation if it were in general currency.

Whence then arose the fiction of the Alessianic meaning? By an

accident ! The Greeks mistranslated the Aramaic term. Thence it came
into the Church, which accepted the term as Messianic. We agree with

Drummond when he says {Journal of Theological Studies, July 1901)

on this point that if the Church had invented the title it would likely

have chosen one more brilliant than Son of Alan.

Princeton, F. D. Jenkins.

The Attributes of God. By Lewis Richard Farnell, Rector of Exeter

College, Oxford. [The Gifford Lectures Delivered in the L^niver-

sity of St. Andrew’s, 1924-1925] Price $4.25.

This work is a learned discussion not of the subject of Christian
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Theology but of Comparative Religion. It is designed in fact as

“Chapter in Comparative Religion” in that it traces the various Chris-

tian, non-Christian and anti-Christian Divine attributes in their appear-

ance and development in all past and present religions. The main head-

ings indicate the broad nature of the investigation : Personality and
Anthropomorphism

;
Polytheism and Monotheism ; Elemental and

Natural Functions and Attributes of Divinity; Tribal and National

Attributes and Functions of the Deity; the Political Attributes of God;
The Moral Attributes of God

;
The .Attributes of Beauty, Wisdom and

Truth; The Attribute of Power; Metaphysical Attributes. Though the

author is not a pragmatist he is a speculator of first rank denying that the

attributes of God were revealed in Jesus Christ the Son of God. Having
the approach of a Comparative Religionist to the Christian conception

of God, his interpretation of the “only living and true God” is quite

naturally distorted. He denies the timelessness and the omnipotence of

God in the sense of conservative theology.

Princeton. F. D. Jenkins.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
Devotional Leadership, Private Preparation for Public Worship. By

Gerrit Verkuyl, Ph.D., New York. Fleming H. Revell Co. Cloth.

160 pp. 16 mo. Price $1.50.

The purpose of this thoughtful little volume is to propose ways in

which those who lead public devotions whether in the Sunday School or

the Young Peoples’ Society, or the Missionary Meeting or any other

service of worship can prepare most thoroughly for their task and most

helpfully carry out their part in the program. The studies, therefore,

centre upon the nature, the aims and the requirements of such leader-

ship, and include a careful examination of the elements and factors

which make for inspiring devotions. The chapters are practical and

suggestive.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Life as a Stewardship. By Guy L. Morrill. Auburn, New York: The
Hubbard Press. Paper. Pp. in. Price 25c.

This helpful booklet comprises five Bible studies of Man’s Relation to

Things. It deals with Christian Stewardship in connection with the

problems of proportionate giving, of budget making, of the real value

of money, and of the Christian attitude towards all wealth. The studies

are especially adapted for circles of young people and are suited for use

in Sunday School classes and also in adult groups. They are also intended

to be used by pastors as the subject for mid-week addresses. It would

be well if this pamphlet could be placed in the hands of church members

as well as of Christian leaders.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.
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The Great Partnership : God and Man. By John Archibald MacCal-

LUM. Author of “Now I Know,” etc. 320 pages. New York: George

H. Doran Oimpany. 1926.

This is an excellent book of its sort. It is hardly the sort of book one

expects from a minister of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., however,

all of whom avow their belief in the Bible as the infallible Word of God

and their acceptance of the Westminster Confession of Faith as con-

taining the system of doctrine tav.ght in the Bible. Dr. MacCallum is

not content to deny the infallibility of the Bible; he apparently rejects

the concept of special or supernatural revelation (pp. 26, 47, 85, 260). It

is not surprising, therefore, that many of the characteristic doctrines of

the Confession of Faith are either denied or ignored. Dr. MacCallum

speaks disparagingly of creeds and affirms that present-day controversies

are about doctrines that have little or nothing to do with life. What is

particularly lamentable is his representation of the cross of Christ as a

“perfect demonstration of a principle that is as wide as eternity itself”

with no indication that it is more than that
;
together with his explicit

statement, repeatedly made, that man is his own saviour (pp. 43, 54, 78,

96, 99, 103, 197). In this connection, it may be well to note that we are

told that “faith in Christ means the faith of Christ” (p. 61) with the

implied denial that Christ is the object of the Christian’s faith. It would

doubtless be doing Dr. MacCallum an injustice to call him a Unitarian

and yet it is scarcely too much to say that his thinking moves in the

categories of historic Unitarianism rather than those of historic Pres-

byterianism.

This volume consists of an introduction and seventeen essays, whose
purpose is “to show that man lives in God and God in man.” The joint

enterprise in which God and man are engaged is what Dr. MacCallum
calls The Great Partnership. The subject is treated under three main
heads : the ground of the relationship, God in action, and God in at-

tribute. The great need of the day, according to our author, is to

refashion our inherited creeds so as to make them harmonize with
modem thought and knowledge—^what we would call those phases of

belief or unbelief that are now in the ascendency.

Princeton. S. G. Craig.

Imagination and Religion. By S. Parkes Cadman. The Cole Lectures for

1924. Foreword by Professor Edwin Mims of Vanderbilt University.

Reading list and Index. Pp. 208. New York. The Macmillan Com-
pany. 1926.

The delay in publishing these lectures, as Dr. Cadman himself ex-

plains, was caused by the author’s unavoidable duties as President of

the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America. Dr. Cadman
advises us that in a later volume he expects to treat of the relation of the

imagination to Christian architecture and to the theology of mysticism

and fiction. The present volume, as the title indicates, restricts itself

more especially to the role played by the imagination in the realm of

religion. Its scope is suggested by the headings of its chapters—the
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power, wonders, and perils of the imagination
;
imagination in man’s

spiritual growth; imagination and the Bible; the Christ of romance.

While the tribute that Professor Mims pays to the impression the de-

livery of these lectures made on the student-body of Vanderbilt Uni-

versity would seem to indicate that they have lost much in the process

of being transferred to the printed page—an illustration, perhaps, of

Dr. Cadman’s claims that in persuading his hearers the preacher is de-

pendent on the imagination rather than logical deduction—yet no one

w’lll be able to read them without realizing what a large element of truth

there is in Dr. 'Cadman’s contention, following Joseph Addison, that “a

sound imagination ranks with a correct judgment and a good con-

science as life’s three best endowments.” No one will be able to read this

book wiithout being impressed by the range of Dr. Cadman’s reading and

the tenacity of his memory. The wealth of illustration he employs in the

expositio'n of his theme is remarkable.

Our dissatisfaction with the book centers in the fact that, in our

judgment, it does not fulfil the purpose for which the Cole Lectures

W'ere established. The founder of this Lectureship provided that these

lectures be “restricted in their scope to a defense and advocacy of the

Christian religion.” This volume contains very little, it seems to us, that

may be spoken of as “a defense and advocacy of the Christian religion,”

but a great deal—in comparison at least—that is the reverse of this. Its

view' of the Bible and of Christ is not that of the Christian church of

all ages. Moreover Dr. Cadman finds the core of Christianity in the

parables—a position that logically, and on the basis of this volume ac-

tually in the case of Dr. Cadman, involves a negation of the idea that

Christianity rests on the basis of events that actually happened. Certainly

Dr. Cadman sits lightly to the facts recorded in the New Testament as

facts
;
yet apart from them there is no such thing as real Christianity.

Princeton. S. G. Cr-MG.

The Christian Conviction. Lectures on the Joseph Cook Foundation,

1924-1925. By CLEL.AND Boyd McAfee, Professor of Theology in

McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago. Pp. 21 1. The Macmillan

Company. 1926.

The late Joseph Cook provided for the establishment of a Foundation

for the sending of Western lecturers Whose aim would be “the statement

and defense of the Christian Faith in the principal cities of India, China

and Japan.” Dr. McAfee is the first lecturer to be appointed on this

Foundation and this volume contains the first lectures given in fulfill-

ment of Mr. Cook’s last will and testament.

These lectures should, of course, be judged in the light of their aim

and purpose. They were prepared for audiences without a Christian

background. Hence while their purpose is to set forth “the essential

claimstof the Christian Faith and its proposals to the world,” yet the

effort is made to do this in a manner intelligible to those considering

Christianity for the first time. This accounts for the more or less rudi-

mentary character of much of their contents—a characteristic that adapts

them to the needs of the general reader.
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Christianity’s main contribution to mankind consists, Dr. McAfee tells

us, in its three great gifts: a Unique Person—Jesus Christ the founder

of the Faith
; a Unique Book—the sacred book of the Faith ; and a

Unique Experience—the religious experience of the Christian believer.

After an introductory lecture in which he offers justification for such

a course of lectures as he proposes, together with the consideration of

some of the presupposition with whidh he attempts his task, Dr. Mc.\fee

devotes two lectures to a discussion of the sources of the Christian faith

—its initial origin in a unique Person and a unique Book, and its perennial

origin in the vital personal experience of Christian believers. The re-

maining lectures are devoted to a discussion of “the central and dominat-

ing ideas of Christianity.’’ “A religion is alwaj'S to be tested,’’ says Dr.

McAfee, “by its answer to a fourfold question: What does it teach

about God, about man, about the relation between God and man, about

the relation between man and man?” The answer to this fourfold

question supplies the subjects of the last five lectures. The fourth lecture

discusses the Christian conviction regarding God, the fifth lecture the

Cliristian conviction regarding man, the sixth the Christian conviction

regarding the relation between God and man, more specifically the

Christian conviction regarding salvation, the seventh and eighth lectures

the Christian conviction regarding the relation between man and man

—

lecture seven dealing particularly with the relation Christianity seeks to

establish among believers in the Christian Church, and lecture eight

with the relation it seeks to establish among men everywhere.”

We are sure that the general impression produced by these lectures on

the non-Christian minds of India, China and Japan was such as to

serve the aim of the Foundation on which they were delivered. We feel

sure, moreover, that they are fitted to promote an understanding of the

Christian faith and its proposals among men in general. This is not,

however, to give these lectures our unqualified approval or to overlook

the fact that they contain elements that, in our judgment, detract con-

siderably from their value. Their representations of the Christian con-

viction seem to us, at times too minimizing, somewhat inadequate, even

misleading. We cannot agree moreover that values are independent of

origins, that there is no conflict between evolution and Christianity, that

in general the Christian attitude toward the Bible is properly described

as “the middle ground,” that Christian faith involves no condemnation

of any other faith—not to mention other matters. Such defects and short-

comings as a rule, however, do not enter very deeply into the substance

of Dr. McAfee’s thinking, with the result that the book he has given us

is, in most respects, an excellent one. It contains a number of statements

after which we would put interrogation points
; but as a whole it is a

very creditable volume.

Princeton. S. G. Craig.

Seven Professions and the Teachings of Jesus. By Matthew Hale
Wilson. Benjamin S. Brown Department of Philosophy at Park
College and Minister at Parkville Presbyterian Church. Philadel-

phia: The Westminster Press. 1925. Pp. 264. Price $1.50 net.
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The seven professions here discussed are those of the physician,

lawyer, clergyman, banker, editor, teacher, and business-man. Each is

treated in relation to the relevant teaching of Jesus. What is stressed is,

that in all of them there are great opportunities for e.xpression of

Christian faith and service. “The assumption,” to cite an example, “that

one must be a lawyer first and then, so far as one is able, a Christian,

is to reject Christianity” (p. 57). Banking is well described as “the

business wihich judges of the value of all business” (p. 128). It is also

very properly and truly said that “the man who handles the money of

others should be conservative in his actions” (p.143). “In journalism the

essential virtue is truth-telling, just as with the banker the primary

virtue is honesty” (p. 159) ;
while “the greatest need of the American

press is character on the part of its publishers” (p. 173). These and

many other quotations might be cited to present the generally sane

and wholesome discussions of the occupations in mind.

There do appear some expressions which impress us as overstate-

ments. It is true, for instance, that intimate family secrets are entrusted

to the physician, but does it follow from this that “he knows of the

personal life of individuals ais no other man” (p. 24) ? The lawyer also

discovers many secret things. But we question whether either of these

is any more familiar with the hidden intimacies of people than is the

faithful and trusted pastor. Again, it is not strictly true that “The only-

service of any consequence which a clergyman renders to his fellows

is to exemplify before them the moral integrity which he has won for

himself through Christ as his Saviour” (p.89). Of course, this is most

vital, but closer study of the motives and work of the clergyman, we
think, would not limit his influence so narrowly. And once more, we
are not quite sure that “The Golden Rule epitomizes the teachings of

Jesus” (p. 257) even in our human relations, not to mention our duty

to God.

Chapter III., on the Clergyman, is especially good. Some wise tests are

applied to the clergyman; one being his ability to keep himself free from

church politics. Emphasis is also laid upon the minister’s really knowing

his Bible, particularly in its historical aspect. However, the view that

the residuum from the reaction of the social interests of democracy and

science upon 'Christianity will be the theology of the future (pp. 94-95),

is an exceedingly venturesome prediction. Perhaps it is just as wise not

to be too sure what the future theology is going to be. Attention is also

directed to the clergyman’s temptation to become bookish and a clois-

tered scholastic to the neglect of the common needs of men (p. 105).

With some this is doubtless true. But in the present greatly-organized

and over-socialized condition of our churches, with their demand for

“good mixers,” this temptation is scarcely as serious as might be

supposed. The fact is, too many clergymen are not scholarly and

studious enough. It is often easier to fill the pew than it is to fill the

pulpit. At all events, we note that many churches are now asking for

“a good preacher,” \vhereas some years back it was only a “good

pastor” that was wanted. They should have both. But let it be remem-
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bered that in the pulpit, as everywhere else, there is no substitute for

brains and earnest and arduous study. The church or the theological

seminary that undervalues this ideal will ultimately stultify itself and

betray Christianity to dull mediocrity. Dr. Wilson well says : “The

Christian minister is marked by a rare sensitiveness to spiritual value,”

and, ever maintaining “a fine Christian idealism,” his concern is to

see that “the character of Christ is formed in the lives of men” (pp.

98, 120). In this picture of the clerg>'man some may notice an absence

of the specialized missionary and evangelistic functions of the preacher.

These are not detailed. But the present studies are more or less general-

izations of the professions, and the ideal of the pastor here given us

would certainly include this part of his work, without any suggestions

as to methods to be used.

The author finally pleads that business be raised to the rank of a pro-

fession, and that it be uncommercialized, that is, made truly Christian.

The principles of Jesus must pervade business, and “the man who will

not think in terms of principles will accomplish little in human better-

ment” (p. 238).

This book should be especially valuable to the young, as well as to

their parents, teachers, and pastors, who are seeking to help to a wise

vocational decision. It is the kind of a treatise, sane, logical, conserva-

tive, and suggestive, that the Church and School have needed for some

time. We can easily fancy that by reading it carefully a young High

School or 'College student would find something definite to think about,

and perchance be guided to a 'Christian decision to choose some Christian

profession and be a real Christian in it.

Lancaster, Ohio. Benjamin F. Paist.
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Zcitschrift fiir Theologie und Kirche, Tubingen, 7:2: Theodor Oden-

WALD, Gustav Aulens Theologische Gedankenwelt und ihre Beziehung

zu deutscher Theologie ;
Reinhard Liebe, Der kritische Personalismus

und seine Bedeutung fiir die Theologie; Peister, Zur Wunderfrage;

Theophil Steinmann, Zur Dogmatik I.



IS THE HIGHER CRITICISM SCHOLARLY?
By Robert Dick Wilson, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Semitic

Philology and Old Testament Criticism in Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary. With a Foreword by Philip E. Howard.
Philadelphia: The Sunday School Times, 1922. Price 25

cents. London : Marshall Bros., 1923. Price i sh.

"The book is a veritable arsenal of ammunition with which to

demolish the critical theories.”—Howard Agnew Johnston, in

Scientific Christian Thinking for Young People.

THE WORK OF THE PASTOR
By Charles R. Erdman, D.D., LL.D. The Westminster Press,

Philadelphia. 1924, 8vo, pp. vii. 257.

“This volume is intended to serve as a handbook to pastors

and as a textbook for students of theology. It should be found

helpful, however, to many others who are concerned with the

organization and activities of the Christian Church. . . . Large
portions of the last five chapters have been furnished by other

writers, who are recognized as specially trained and qualified

for their tasks.”

THE LORD WE LOVE
By Charles R. Erdman, D.D., LL.D. New York: George

H. Doran Company. Pp. 138. $1.50 net.

This series of studies deals with the most important events

in the life of Christ from his birth to his ascension. The studies

are expository in character, and while affirming the central

verities of Christian faith they are devotional and practical in

spirit and aim.

A DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE
By John D. Davis, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D., Professor of Ori-

ental and Old Testament Literature in the Theological

Seminary at Princeton, N.J. With Many New and
Original Maps and Plans and Amply Illustrated. Fourth

Revised Edition. Philadelphia : The Westminster Press,

1924.

"The Dictionary has been subjected to a revision, perva-

sive yet unobtrusive, in order to incorporate material gath-

ered by biblical research during the past decade and a half.

Purposely the book has not been increased in size, nor has the

pagination been changed.”



THE HOLY SPIRIT IN THE GOSPELS
By J. Ritchie Smith, D.D., Professor of Homiletics in

Princeton Theological Seminary. Author of “The
Teaching of the Gospel of John”; “The Wall and the

Gates.” New York: The Macmillan Company, 1926.

“This volume comprises a series of exegetical studies, in

which every passage of the four Gospels relating to the Holy
Spirit is examined that its precise significance may be dis-

covered. Abundant use has been made of the labour of many
scholars in this field

;
but it has been the constant endeavour to

ascertain by the close and direct study of the text, in humble
reliance upon the promised guidance of the Holy Spirit, what
He has chosen to reveal of his nature and his office”. (Pref-

ace.)

WHAT IS FAITH?
By J. Gresham Machen, D.D. New York: The Macmillan

Company. Pp. 263. Price $1.75. London: Hodder &
Stoughton. Price ysh.6d.

“If we had the resources we should provide a copy to every

minister and lay preacher in the British Isles
”—The British

Weekly.

“It is pleasant to be carried along on the full, strong stream

of Dr. Machen’s English style, but the fearless and reasoned

evangelical passion of the writer stirs a deeper feeling than

pleasure”—C. Ryder Smith in the third of a series of leading

articles devoted to the book in The British Weekly.
“Professor Machen has written a strong and courageous

book . .
.”—Christian World (London).

“The matter throughout is excellent, the manner energetic,

yet always fair, there being no intention of blinking diffi-

culties, and many readers will be glad to have so strong and
capable a defence of their faith”—Glasgow Evening Citizen.

“We commend this book ‘without reservations.’ It is a book
for the times that deals with what is most central to evangel-

ical religion and which must be safeguarded if evangelical

Christianity is to persist in the world”—The Presbyterian.

CHRISTIANITY AND LIBERALISM
By J. Gresham Machen, D.D. New York: The Macmillan

Company, 1923. Price $1.75.

“This is a book that should be read by every thinking man,
whether he calls himself a conservative or a liberal. While evi-

dently the product of a thorough scholar, it is written through-

out in simple, non-technical words.” S. G. Craig in The Presby-
terian.


